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ABSTRACT 

Western Tasmania was the site of geosynclinal sedimen

tation during the Cambrian and the Late Precambdan. In the Early 

Cambrian there was a marked change from Precambrian ( ?) depos

ition of sandstones, mudstones and dolomite to a typical synorogenic 

greywacke sedirnentation that continued into the Upper Cambrian. 

This change was accompanied by extrusion of spilit:ic and 

k.eratophyric volcanics. 

The basic volcanics are best exposed on King Island and 

include pillow lavas, breccias called isolated-pillow, broken-pillow, 

and broken-flow breccias and. also tuffs similar to palagonite tuffs in 

Iceland and 11 aquagene tuffs 11 in British Columbia. The pillows 

(which develop by a combination of surface tension and gravitational 

effects) and also the finely globular tuffs, indicate an aqueous 

en vironrnent. 

The spil.ites contain three principal types: 

(a) picrite 

( b) tho Leiitic and 

(c) augite-rich. 

They a.re generally Low in titania and rich in alumina. Differentiation 

is characterised by iron enrichment but follows neither alkaline, 

tholeiitic or calc-alkaline trends. 

In some areas the volcanics show considerable alteration (with 

development of hydrogrossular, chlorite, quartz, sericite and calcite) 
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most of which is considered to be of deuteric origin. 

The spilites are associated with small amounts of keratophyre 

and quartz keratophyre 0 , 

Within the Cambrian geosyncline, around the margin of a 

geanticlinal ridge in the centre of Tasmania (the Tyennan Geanticline) 

there developed a volcanic arc (the Mt. Read Volcanic Arc) which 

commenced to form at much the same time as the spilites but continued 

to develop probably well up into the Cambrian. 

This arc is composed largely of quartz keratophyres, both sodic 

and potassic, which form massive flows and probably also intrusive 

bodies. Albiteandesites occur near Queenstown. Basal members are 

characteristically potassiC and those near Rosebery (the Priinrose 

Pyroclastics) show many features of ignimbrites or froth-flows. 

Lenses of banded tuff and muds tone in the Arc indicate aqueous 

deposition but at least some of the volcanic activity was probably sub-

aerial. 
/ 

Entry of nuees ardentes into the sea, or slumping off the 

flanks of volcanoes, or submarine volcanic activity, probably gave 

rise to density currents which swept into the flanking basin to deposit 

feldspar-rich fragmental rock.Sa 

Variation diagrams show calc-alkaline affinities for the 

keratophyres., 

As in other spilite-keratophyre provinces, the quartz 
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keratophyres are far more abundant than other volcanics and differ

entiation from spilitic magma seems unlikely. 

Rock.s associated with the spilites and keratophyres include 

Later serpentinites and gabbros. and sedimental'y cherts, forming a 

typical ophiolite suite. The Mt. Read Volcanics are intruded by 

small, partly concordant, sodic and potassic granites. 

It is tentatively concluded that the spilites and keratophyres 

are derived from independent inagmas intruded during a phase of 

renewed sagging and stretching of the geosyncline. The intake of 

water, and possibly other materialD into the magmas may have 

affected the subsequent crystallisation, leading to formation of albite

diopsi.de and albite-chlorite rocks, or the magma may have been 

hydrous from inception. 

Some potassic quartz keratophyres contain thick veins of 

hematite and magnetite at several points along the Mt. Bead Volcanic 

Arc and several of these occurrences have associated copper 

mineralization., 

Most of Tasmania's metallic ore deposits (mainly tin, lead, 

zinc and copper) occur in areas of Cambrian sedimentation and 

particularly where spilites or keratophyres are abundant. Some of 

the deposits a.re clearly related to Devonian gra..fl.ites but the two 

largest deposits, Mt. Lyell (copper) and Rosebery-Hercules (zine-lead-
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copper) occur in the Mt. Read Volcanic Arc and lack any obvious 

granitic source. 

Mt. Lyell ores are mainly pyrite-chalcopyrite, and chalcopy-

rite-bornite-pyrite assemblages with very minor pyrite-sphaleHte-

galena lodes. They form lenses replacing cleaved and hydrotherm-

ally altered Mt. Read Volcanics adjacent to Ordovician Owen 

Conglomerate. They were deposited after alteration and cleavage 

development, both related to the Devonian Tabberabberan Orogeny. 

The hydrot,h erm=:aL alteration resulted in quartz-sericite and quartz-

chlorite 11 schists 11 with minor pyrophyllite, and probably took place 

' 0 
between 350 and 600 at about 800 atmospheres 0 The temperature 

of ore deposition is unknown but may have risen to 700° C. 

The NW cleavage, and parallel thrust and transcurrent faults, 

provided local structural con~rols but more important controls aw ?ar 

to be the Great Lyell Fault Zones which dates back to the Cambrian, 

and the distribution of certain potassic keratophyres. Massive 

hematite bodies at the base of the Owen Conglomerate give a possible 

indication of pre-Ordovician mineralizationo 

The Rosebery and Hercules ores form discrete pyrite-sphalerite-

galena-chalcopyrite lenses replacing a fine-grained tuff that overlies 

the Primrose ·V,o lcanics. "·. This tuff exerts a pronounced stratigraphic 

control
7
and bedding and cleavage are also important on a smaller scale 

in controlling the orientation of individual lenses. The ores, which are 
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Locally banded~ follow sericite-carbonate alteration and Devonian 

cleavage. Local structural controls are not obvious at Rosebery 

and Hercules but both mines (and other small deposits) Lie on a 

major fault zone (the Rosebery Fault Zone) which probably was 

active in Cambrian times. 

The ores show chemical features typical of magmatic deposits 

and their final phase of deposition was clearly of Devonian age. 

However~ there is evidence of a pre-Ordovician phase of mineralization 

and the ores may be of volcanic origin, deposited within the Mt. Read 

Volcanics soon after their eruption0 
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INTRODUCTION 

The origin of the Rosebery, Mt. Lyell and associated ore 

deposits of the West Coast Range, Western Tasmania, has remained 

uncertain since their discovery in the late l 9th century, though most 

workers have called on the aid of an unseen granitic source. The 

relatively recent world-wide recognition of the possible importance 

of vulcanism in ore deposition focus s ed the attention of thewriter 

on the spatial connection of the Cambrian volcanics of Western Tasmania 

,. 
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and the metalliferous ore deposits, and in particular on the occurrence 

of the Rosebery and Mt. Lyell deposits within a pron:1inent volcanic 

arc {Fig. 1). 

As already outlined by Carey (1947a• 1953Lil Banks (1962a), 

and Solomon ( 1962,in press) e vnlcanism was widespread in the early 

phases of Cambrian sedilnentation in Tasmania. .A.t this time 

Tasmania formed part of an extensive geosyncline (the Tasman Geo

syncline) extending north into Victoria and South Australia, and 

Cambria!.n greywackes and mudsi;ones were being deposited over a 

rather complicated topography. Earlier deposits (supposedly Pre

cambrian) consisted essentially of two groups (see Spry, 1962a);' 

the Younger Precambrian (Quartzites, shalcs, elc.) and the Older 

Precambrian bnore severely deformed garnet-muscovite schists, 

sheared quartzites, amphibolites, etc.). Spry believes the Older 

and Younger .rocks are separated by the Frenchman Orogeny and that 

i:he Younger were Laid down in a miogeosyncline restricted by the 

growth of a geanticlinal zone (the Tyennan Geanticline, or Tyennan 

Block. of Carey, 1953) in the centre of Tasmania (J:!:g. 1). After 

another phase of deformation, the Penguin Orogeny, Cambrian 

deposition followed but was limited ln extent not only by the "I'yennan 

Geanticline but also by another ridge in the north-west of the island, 

the Rocky Cape Geanticline (Fig. l)c The main centre of Cambrian 



Fig. 1: Map o.f West Tasmania showing the geanticlinal 

area of Carnbrian times and the occurrences of 

spilitic rocks in relation to the Mt. Read Volcanic 

Arc. 
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deposition was in the Dundas Trough. 

The writer has suggested (in press, Appendix A Paper 1) 

that the Cambrian greywacke-mudstone successions (the Crimson 

Creek Argillite and the Dundas Group) were preceded by a dolomite

sandstone sequence (the Success Creek phase) found in many areas 

con.forxnably underlying the Cam.brian successions, and probably of 

early Cambrian or late Proterozoic age. The stratigraphic position 

and distribution of the Cambrian and Precambrian rocks are shown 

somewhat diagrammaticaHy in cross section inFige 2. 

The Dundas Group (defined by Elliston, 1953, as part of the 

Dundas Slates of Ward, 1909, but considerably modified by Banks, 

19620., p. 132.D and Slissett, 1962, p. 32.) is fossiliferous and extends 

from the Lower Middle Cambrian to the Lower Upper Cambrian; in 

the Zeehan-Rosebery area at Least it overlies the Crimson Creek 

Argillite (defined by Taylor, 1954) which is unfossiliferous. The 

two units total some 4.5 to So 5 kmo (Blissett, 1962). 

Cambrian vulcanism was characterised by the wide 

distribution of spilitic flows (Fig. 1) and the growth of a keratophyric 

arc along the western r.aargin of the then exposed, or shallowly sub

merged, Tyennan Geanticline. This arc (the rvHo Re'ad Volcanic Arc) 

became the site of the shallow basin of Lower Ordovician age in which 

the bulk of the Owen Conglomerate was deposited, following a phase 

of uplift by faulting and gemle folding (the Jukesian Orogeny). 



Fig. 2: 

• 

Cross-section, slightly generalised, from 

Zeehan to Mt. Murchison~ as at the close 

of Owen Conglomerate time • 
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Widespread marine transgression followed Owen deposition and 

relative stability reigned until the onset of the Tabberabberan 

Orogeny in the Middle Devonian, a major phase of faulting, folding, 

granite intrusion and m.ineralizationo Clearly many of Tasmania's 

min,eral deposits are related to this orogeny (Hall and Solomon, 1 %2). 

Succeeding phases of western Tasmania's history have involved 

relatively Little sedimentation and essentially epeirogenic activity, 

and much of the ground has been exposed to erosion during the 

Carboniferous, possibly throughout the Cretaceous, and since the 

mid-Tertiary. 

The geological history is summarised in Table 1, this being 

a slightly modified form of previoui:; tables (Solomon, 1962.; and 

Appendix A Paper 1) for the whole State. The reader is referred to 

Appendix A Paper 1 for a more detailed summary. 

This thesis includes a study of the distribution, nature and 

origin of Cambrian spi 1 ites and keratophyres and a study of the nature 

and genesis of the main ore deposits of the Mt. Read Volcanic Arc, 

none of which have any obvious connection with granite intrusions. 

The spilites south o.f Penguin (see Fig. 1) were not examined 
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and the Mt0 Read Volcanic Arc was examined only between a point 

about 15 miles north-east of Rosebery and about 20 miles south of 

Mt. Lyell • 

. Field work occupied about 10 months in the summer 

seasons of 1957-58 and 1958-599 while the writer was employed by 

the Rio Tinto Mining Company, and almost five months spread over 

the period 1960 to 1963 inclusive 0 Some of the detailed mapping at 

Mt. Lyell was done during 1955 and 1956 while in the employ of the 

Mt. Lyell Mining and Railway Co 0 Ltd,. The laboratory work was 

undertaken in the period from early 1960 to early 1964 at the 

Department of Geology, University of Tasmania. Mapping at 1:1, 200 

was carried out at Mt .. Lyell and Renison Bell, and inapping at about 

1: 15, OOO over most of the Mt. Lyell-Rosebery section of the volcanic 

arc and for several miles west of this part of the arc. Small areas 

such as the Magnet-Waratah area, the Smithton area, and the south

east coastline of King Island were mapped on a similar scale. 

A geological map including work by other geologists 

(particularly of the Tasmanian Department of Mines and the Rio Tinto 

Minin_g Co.) is included as Fig. 3o 



Fig. 3: Geological map of Western Tasmania. Compiled 

from work by the writer, from Blissett (1962} for 

the Zeehan-Dundas area, and from work by 

Campana, King, Fraser and others of Conzinc 

Rio Tinto for the Mt. Murchison-Mt. Tyndal.l area. 
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SPILITES 

J2rincipal Rock Types and their Mode of Eruption 

Spilites, albite basalts and dolerites occur on the north and 

west coasts of Tasmania and at King Island (Elg. 1). The 

excellent exposures at King Island have been described briefly by 

Scott (195la) and she has also described some of the other 

occurrences on the West Coast (e. g. Smithton; Lynch Creek, 

Queens town; and Penguin). Well-exposed areas like King Island 

and the Wanderer River district reveal .flows .from a few inetres to 

over 30 metres tb.i.ck interbedded with minor tuff and siltstone beds; 

in other areas (L.ynch Creek, Zeehan, etc.) i:he bedding is 

discernible only with diffi<;:ulty and individual flows cannot be isolated. 

Though most workers have accepted a Cambrian age. ,for the volcanics 

(on lithology and s~ructural interpretations), they ~ould be Proterozoic. 

The underlying sediments al."e everywhere unfossili.ferous. 

King Island 

On King Island (Fig. 4) up to a thousand metres o.f voLcanics 

conformably overlie dolomite breccias (the tiUite of Carey, 194 7b) 

and finely banded r.audstone ( varves ? ) • Muds tones are inter bedded 

with lavas near the base of the volcanic succession (see Fig. 5). 

Individual lavas vary in thickness from over 30 m. to about 30 cm., 



Fig. 4: Geological sketch-map of the south-east of 

King Island, showing the distribution of 

spilitic volcanics. 
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Fig. 5: Generalised geological successio11 in 

south-eastern King Island. 
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and vary considerably in their' field characteristics. Tb.e chief 

types are as follows: 

(a) Pillow lavas. 

( b) Block or aa lavas (brecciated pillows ? } • 

(c) Isolated-pillow breccias, broken-pillow breccias, 

and broken-flow breccias·. 

(d) Zoned or pahoehoe lavas. 

( e) Amygdaloidal lavas. 

(£) Massive lavas. 

(a) Pillow Lavas consist of thick masses of pillows in contact. 

The shapes vary between spheroidal, bun-Like, and highly irregular, 

bulbous sacs, the spheroidal bodies being common only in the 

pillow breccias. Parts of the flows consist of bulbous sacs still 

connected by short necks; these sacs, and the isolated pillows 0 are 

flati:ened perpendicular to beddingv giving characteristic patterns 

when seen in plan and section (Plate l,Nos. 1 and 2; Plate 2 11 Nos. 

1 and 2. ·Individual bodies vary from about 6 cm. to ll/z m. in 

diameter, and a wide range in sizes may be visible in one outcrop 

(Plate 1 9 Noo 2). Many individual pillows are deformed by contacr 

with cheir neighbours but without cracldng0 This moderate deforma

tion must have taken place while the pillows retained a fairly low 

viscosity and is presumably due to the weight of overburden in 



P late 1 No . 1:- P illow lava, looking do n dip., King 

Island, south of City of Melbourne B y. 

P late 1 No . 2. : - P i llow lava, looking along strike, 

same locality. 



• 

P late 2. No . 1:- P i llo 'I l va, looking down on beddine

surface, same locality as P late l . 

P l te 2. o . 2. :- Large pillo sac , loolrlna- obliquely 

at bedding surface, same locality. 
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combination with continued n.1.ove1nent of the lava flows. These 

pillow lavas are in no way exceptional when compared to classical 

text-book forms. As far as the internal structure of the pillows is 

concerned; there appear to be two main types in the pillow lavas, 

the second also occurring in the pillow breccias., 

Type 1 Pillows 

This type,, show.a in Plate 3 No .. L~ is the most common 

ana consists of an outer chilled margin generally 1-3 cm. thick, an 

inner zone of amygdaloidal. spilite 3-9 cm. lhic::k in which the 

amygdules are elongated radially~ and a core forming most of the 

* pillow (324071 32401, 31867). In the centre, ffie variolites up 

to 2 cm. diameter may be clustered. 

Seen under the microscope, the chilled margin is dark -brown 

and weakly birefringent; it shows sheaf a.ad radial structure and 

small circular patches (up to O. l mm. diameter) of lighter colour in 

which albite crystalLites have formed. A few mm. in from the oucer 

margin are found chlorite amygdules and very rarely albite phenocrysis 

up to o. 3 mm. long. The rims vary from 3-4 cm. to 1/2 cm. in 

thickness and the chickness appears to be independent of the size of 

Numbers refer to specimens held in the Geology Department, 

University of Tasmania, except where otherwise stated. 



P late 3 No . 1 : - Typic l pillow type I , from ne r 

Conglomerate Cree , Kin Island. The 

hand lens is 3. 5 cm. lo g . 

P la t 3 No . Z. : - Groundmass of the amygdule zone 

in a type I pillow (31 867b). X I 05". 
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the pillow 0 

The amygdaloidal zone (2-4 cm. thick) consists of similar 

dark brown glassy material but with larger patches containing aLbite 

and a lic:de chlorite. The 'bundles and sheaves of incipient cryst

allites ( ?) are very pronounced (Plate 3 No. 2). The radial 

amygdules, up to 2 cm. long, contain chlorite and/or calcite with 

thin rims of very fine-grained epidote granules and/or dark 

ferruginous material. This material imparts a red colour to some 

of the amygdules. Pyrite cubes and splashes are common, particul

arly near these red amygduleso 

Inside the amygdaloidal zone, the bulk of the rock still 

consists of alm.ost crystalline bunches and sheaves. Rare amygdules 

consist of chloric:e and/or epidote and clinozoisite. Occupying 

several per cent of the volume are groups of thin albic:e Laths and some 

augic:e crystals (and occasional altered olivine crystals). The ground

mass becomes more and inore crystalline approaching the core which 

has typically basaltic texture, consisting Largely of needle-like albite 

laths (up to D. 5 mm. Long) with augite partly converted to chlorite, 

and interstitial magnetite and chlorite. A few phenocrystic albite 

Laths (3 x I/z mm0 ) are found and several of c:hese are distincdy curved 

(through 10° to 15° ). Donnelly (1963) has described curved ( up to 

25°) albites in quartz keratophy.res from the Virgin Islands and he 
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suggests this curvature indicates that the crystals were albite 

before the flows had solidified. 

Very little matrix occurs between the pillows. It consists 

mainly of chlorite aggregate with a few thin albite l a ths, some of 

which a re replaced by a very fine-grained brownish mineral (sericite, 

clay ? ) • The rock is veined and partly replaced by granular epidote. 

Some pillowy flows have a skin 5-10 cm. thick which consists 

of greenish grey, finely banded, glassy tu!f (see bottom left-hand 

corner of P late 2, No. 1). This material (32426, 32405, 32404) 

appears to be composed of lenses and streaks of glass with blebs of 

d 
devitrified (fe~spathic ? ) glass, crystals of epidote and calcite and 

quartz crystal fragments. Its origin is uncertain, but it may have 

formed by the flaking away of the thin glassy rims that probably formed 

around the pi!lowy flows; this material, distributed a nd broken off by 

current action and movement of the !lows, probably settle back onto 

the How surfac~ as a detrital glass "sediment". In places this 

banded tl.4ff completely encloses single pillows (e. g. Sco tt, 95la, 

Plate 1, Figure 2). Scott ( l 9 5la) has given a chemical analys is of 

this material (Table 2 No. 6). 

Chemistry of the T ype 1 P illows 

A t yp~ 1 pillow was studied in some detail by chemical 
(Table 2). 

analysisJ Samples were collected from the outer rim, about 1 cm. 



Table 2: Pillo·ws. King Island 

l 2 3 4 5 6 

Si Oz so. 36 48.62 50. 04 51.42 44.54 Sle 14 

Ti Oz o. 81 o. 70 o. 72 o. 77 0,29 0.49 

Alz03 13.43 14.07 13.22 12.17 9. 07 9.01 

Fe2o3 5.13 5.33 3. 66 3. 67 1.90 l .. 32. 

FeO 10.74 9e81 10. 42 9.81 7.16 3.99 

MgO 5.75 5.52 7. 01 5.89 19.61 12.49 

CaO 6.28 7.4.8 5. 84 a. 64 10. 2.4 14.34 

Naz.O 5. 00 4. 58 4. 87 4.32 o. 20 1. 6 7 

K 0 2 o. 05 o. 05 o. 05 0.13 Nil o. 39 

H 2 0+ 2.29 2.64 2.94 1.96 s. 57 2.64 

HzO~ o. 2. 7 0.20 Oo 20 0.24 o. 4'7 0.20 

MnO O. Zl o. 20 o .. 20 0.25 0.16 0.16 

Pz.Os o. 15 0.16 o. 23 0.18 o. 16 n. dto 

COz 0.22 o. 21 Tr. Tr. 0.13 

Fes2 0.39 o. 17 0.21 o. 13 

Total 100.47 99.97 99.78 99.66 99.56 99. 74 
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Table 2: Pillows, K;ing Island (continued) 

l 2 

o. 29 0.'2.9 

42. '31 38.75 

14.05 17.69 

13.34 14.02 

4.14 3.15 

4.21 2.94 

4.91 

s. 41 5.05 

7.44 7.73 

o. 50 

o. 37 

1. 54 1.33 

97.91 96.73 

3 

0.29 

41.Zl 

14.06 

9.95 

s.67 

4.97 

6.43 

6. Zl 

s. 31 

o.4s 

0.54 

1. 37 

96.49 

4 

0.77 

36.55 

13.~3 

2.3 .. 35 

6.21 

6~00 

1. in 

1 .. 93 

5.32. 

o. 42. 

1.46 

9 7. 2.5 

5 

20.60 

21~09 

4.91 

13.99 

3. 59 

2. 76 

o. 3 7 

o. 55 

93.40 

6 

o. 4.6 

2.30 

14.13 

15. '94 

42.99 

13. s8. 

2.. 14 

3.36 

o. 30 

0.93 

96. 13' 

1. Outer rim, O. 75 cm., of pilloYv type 1, 300 1n. south of City 
of Melbourne Bay, King Island (specimel?- 31867a). 

2. Amygdule zone, 2 cm. thick, same pillow (specimen 31867b). 

3. Core, within 5 cm. of amygdule zone, same pillow (specimen 
3186 7c). 

4.. Centre of core, same pillow (32401). 

5. Outer l 0 cm. of pillow type 2, 350 m. south of City of Melbourne 
Bay, King Island (specimen 32402). 

6. Tuff between pillows (type 2.), from Scott (1951, p. 12.2). 

Analyses 1-5 by Dept. of Mines, Tasm. 
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thkk, and from the amygdule zone, about 2 cm. thick; the core 

whlch forms the 0ulk of Lhe pillow, was sampled at the centre and 

adjacent to the amygdule zone (Plate 4, No. 1). No analyses were 

m.ade of the l mm. thick da1·k-green {chloritic ?} skin on the pillow. 

The si:riking feature of these analyses is the Lack of variation across 

the pillow. Silica and Lime are somewhat higher, and alumina, 

total iron, soda and water rather lower, in the core compared to the 

marginal zones but i:he t/ariadons aresmall. 

Zoned pillows from other parts of the world show very marked 

no 
variations though the chemistry of these is by;means uniform. 

Slavik ( 1928, £ro1n Vallance, 1960, p. 35) and Vuagnat ( 1946, 1949) 

have described margins rich in iron. inagnesia and water and low in 

silica. Lime and alkalies compared to the core and Nicholls ( 1959) has 

shown that in a zoned "sac" fron-i \.Vales the margin is relatively rich 

in Lime, magnesia, alumina, titarna,total iron and water and poorer in 

silica, soda and car:tbn dioxide. Similarly. Vallance ( 1960, p. 36) 

found marginal zones rich in total iron, Lime, water and ticama and 

low in silica and soda in a pillow from New South Wales. Hopgood 

(1962) demonstrated jn one pillow a concentradon of silica between 

the core and outer margin and showed depletion of soda in the outer 

1-2 cm. zone and local enrichment of soda between 2 and 4 cin. from 

the outer rim • 

.. 



P l t 4 No . 1:- Close p of pillow type I of P late 2 

o . 2, showing positions of samples . 

P late 4 o . 2. : - Typical p i llow type 2 , from. near 

Conglomerat Creek, King Island. The 

hand len is 3. 5 cm. long. 
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T he only reliable example known to the writer in which 

only very small variations occur, such as evidenced by the King 

Island rocks, is .from the Welsh volcanics described by Nicholls 

(1959 .) . This "homogeneous" sac contrasts sharply with his zoned 

sacs. 

B ailey and McCallien ( 1960, p. 370) quoted two old analyses 

from Teall and Ransome, for pillows from Scotland and California 

respectively. Both are fro m the outer margins of the pillows and 

both are high in soda. 

Most authors be lieve the chemical variations developed 

during cooling of the pillow. Hopgood and Bailey and McCallien be

lieved sodium diffused outward toward the chilled margin, crystalli s.ing 

in albite inside the chilled skin. Nicholls suggested that the outer 

zones were metasomatised differently from the core zones during 

the late crystalli ~ ation stages, the outer zones being attacked by 

Ca-Mg-Fe solutions and the inner by Na-Si solutions. These two types 

a re supposed to represent immiscible phases of the silicite melt. 

The existence of chlorite and albite emulsions was also suggested by 

VU a gnat ( 1946). 

Some variations in a pillow are to be expected. The pillow 

probably develops a chilled margin almost immediately a fter extrusion 

and this probably acts as a semi-permeable membrane. The 
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temperature gradient established across the pillow will cause water 

and volatiles to diffuse t ard the margin, W hen volatiles separate 

as bubbles they will also travel outwards, becoming trapped near 

the rim, possibly as radially arranged amygdules , The core will 

thus be depleted of water, soda and potash. This theoretical picture 

admirably explains the distribution of soda in the Franciscan pillow 

and also that in the King Island pillow. The common relative enrich

ment in Ca, Mg and Fe in the rims may be due to reactions between 

the enclosing fluids and the pillow, The margin is probably not 

impermeable and may lose soda and other material by leaching and/or 

may become enriched in Ca, Mg and Fe derived from circulating gases, 

Chloritis,ation and calcium enrichment are particularly noticeable in 

the tuffs of King Island and Vu agnat (1953) has described intense 

chloritis ation of pillow margins and tuffs from M o n t Genevre, 

Switzerland, The source of the metasomatising solutions on King 

Island is discussed later. 

In the analysed King Island pillow metasomatism from 

external solutions appears to ha ve been o f little importance and this 

may be due in part to the fact that it is embedded in a thick mass of 

pillows which may have prevented much contact with surrounding 

fluids, either sea water or volcanic gases, 
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Type 2 Pillows 

The second type of pillow forms isolateds rare, pillowy 

flows, generally associated with pillow breccias. The pillows 

are commonly sph.eroidal and have a crudely defined internal zoning. 

A rather vaguely defined chilled margin envelops a featureless or 

a highly variolitic zone (variolites up to 2 cm.dia,i::ne.ter); this encloses 

more featureless material that contains a core zone, 5-10 cm. across, 

with concentric bands of pale mineral. If the variolite zone is 

missingJ the pillow is largely featureless. 

The chilled margin (32402) and i:he feamreless zones a.re 

composed of a brownish11 very fine-grained felted mass of somewba l 

fibrous mate.rial ( tremolite ?) containing olivine-like crystals 

pseudomorphed by chlorite. Tiny Lremolite needles project inm 

these crystals from the margins. The varioliLes (31828), where 

present, show chloritised olivine crystals in crudely radial sheaves 

of fine-grained, brownish material with crystallites thac appear to be 

x 
largely pyroKne., The core zone consists of similar, tine-grained 

tremolite and chlorii:e with concentric bands a fewv mm. thick 'of so!t, 

almost white material that appears in thin section as a brownish 

very fine-grained aggregate of fibrous materials 0 X-ray powder 

photographs indicate a mixture of tremolite and possibly chlorite or 

talc. Very similar flows without any zonal arrangement are common 

(8tate 4, No. 2). 
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An analysis was made of part of the outer 10 cm. of a 

pillow of this cype (Table 2, No. 5) and may be compared to the 

picritic spilite o.£ Table 5 (No. l)o The margin has apparently 

undergone some enrichment in H 2o and MgO, probably present in 

i:he tremolitic material. This alteration is analogous with che 

chloritization of i:reenclosing tuffs. Pillows of the second type 

occur in pillow breccias and transitional rocks with partly broken; 

highly deformed pillows (Plate 5 9 No .. 1). They do not form thick 

pillowy flows like type 1. 

Orie-in of Pillow Lavas 

The origin of pillow lavas is a subject that has seldom 

been discussed in detail. Daly summed up the position in 1933 when 

he stated (p. 419) that "the structure has bc:·en conneci:ed with che 

development of the •spheroidal state' at the contact of water and hot 

basic lava, but no one has made the matcer clear 1
'. Wilson (1960) 

presented a summary of previous views on pillow formation after 

examining pillows in Keewatin spiLites and recently Snyder and Fraser 

(1963, a and b) have given an even more detailed summary of previous 

work.a Most discussion has ceni:red around the problen1 of whether 

pillows necessadly develop in water and Wilson concludes thac water 

is necessary (a) to provide rapid cooling, (b) to develop the stratified 

rocks that are "commonly interbedded with pillows" (p. 100), and 
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(c) to allow a crust i:o develop on one layer of rounded pillows 

before the next develops. The only valid point of these i:hree is 

probably (b), though Wilson is probably correct in arguing i:hat 

water forms an essential part of the process. Snyder and Fraser 

(1963, p. C2) believed "that the general absence of pillow structure 

in most subaerial .flows, however, militates against the general 

effectiveness of all subaerial mechanisms. We believe that the 

juxrnposition of hot fluid magma anci. a cold fluid, generally water 

or muds, is generally necessary for pillow formation". 

Many textbooks (e. g. Holmes, 1944, p. 449; Rinmann, 

1962, p. 70; Tyrell, 1931, p. 51) describe pillow lavas as the 

subaqueous equivalent of pahoehoe flows, probably under the 

influence of descriptions by Anderson (1910, p. 633) of pahoehoe 

la1va pouring into i:he sea on Savii, in the Samoan Islands. Snyder 

and Fraser (p. C3) have pointed out thal the globular bodies (not 

real pillows) seen by Anderson were merely budding pahoehoe flows 

and formed both above and below the waterline. They 'also point 

out that there is no direct relationship between pahoehoe and pillow 

Lavas. Because it has not been proved that water is a necessary 

part of pillow formation, there have been several recent papers 

suggesting subaerial proces~es. Osborn (1949) produced "cellular11 

(i. e. globular) bodies on a small scale by pouring molten fluosilicate 
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glass into a tank, and he suggested the globules were convection cellso 

He indicated that pillow lavas mighc form in the same way and cii:ed 

descriptions by Green ( 1887) of spheroidal bodies that formed sub

aerially in flows on Mauna Loa0 These Hawaiian spheroids apparenily 

only developed as the Lava fell from a low wall into the sea and under 

this condition of free fall, spheroidal forms are verr likely to developo 

Such circumstances, however, must surely be exceptional. 

Osborn1·s experimental globes seem to be clos.ely related, as he hilnself 

noted, to polygonal cracking and probably originate by incipient 

columnar jointing, and Snyder and Fraser ( l 963b9 p. C3) suggest that 

very few pillows can be found in the Hawaiian flows. 

Yagi (1960) believed the pHlow flows of the Nemiro 

Peninsula, Hokkaido, Japan~ forined by a mechanism similar to that 

envisaged by Osborn. 

However, i:he weight of geological opinion falls hez.vily on 

the side of an aqueous origin and this is supported by theoretical 

considerations. It is suggested here that the process by which masses 

of pillows form is the result of interaction between i:he opposing forces 

of surface Lension and gravity, and that a fluid medium (mainly water) 

is a necessary component0 In magmas of low viscosity in contact 

with air the surface tension is insufficient to form the minimum surface 

energy form ( i:he sphere) because of gravitational effects. The density 

contrast between molten basalt and air is about 2, 800:1, but in wacer 
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the density contrast is reduced to about 2o 8: 1, and in the case of salt 

water with ash or mud in suspension, the contrast is further reduced. 

The fact that many of the best examples of pillows appear to have 

formed in,, or rolled into 51 muds is probably related to the small 

density contrast between mud and magma. Under low density contrast 

condii:ions it is possible for a spherical form to develop and for it to 

continue growing as long as magma is being supplied., The pressure 

of lava required i:o enlarge the sphere a given volume (i. e 0 the pressure 

across the radius,, P) will decrease as the radius increases, such thai: 

p-;T 51 where T = surface tension and r =radius of sphere (Kingery$ 

1960, p. 195). At some stage Lhe pillow would separace from its 

feeder source and possibly roll away or alternatively would 11 bud11 or 

11 neck11 into two or inore pillowso Other faci:ors such as movement of 

the source, slope of the floor, and of course, the pressure of the lava, 

will interact with gravity co comrol the size and shape of the pillows. 

That surface tension is a virnl factor has been implied or 

stated by J:tuller (1940) and Lewis (1914) in their descripdons of 

11 gigantic 11 or "giani:11 emuls:lons, and also by Wilson ( 1960) who believed 

thai: lava globulated "in the same way as oil globulates when poured into 

cold water' 1 (p. 101). Snyder and Fraser (1963a, p. Bl9) supported 

the idea of an emulsion but believed that surface tension could scarcely 

contain large globules of lava. However, as just pointed out, it could 
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do so if the density contrast between pillow and medium was very 

low. The globules, of course, would only form in the first place 

because of surface tension effects. 

ilson (1960) suggested that the development or non

development of pillows is controlled by the size of the flow, the 

temperature of the Lava, and the velocity of the Lava prior to consolid-

ation. From observations at King Island. the size of the flow appears 

to have little eflect as some pillowy flows are only as thick as the width 

of the pillows and yet others contain many pillows. The temperature 

would aflect the viscosity and the surface tension and thus a!Iect the 

ability to globulate. The surface tension and density also vary with 

composition and empirically there is clearly a compositional control, 

for pillows are relatively common in basic lavas but rare in inter

mediate and acid types (see Snyder and Fraser, 1963b, p. CS). 

The control by the rate of flow is less easy to evaluate but 

may well be one of the major factors, not only in controlling the size 

of pillows as already described but in con rolling the behaviour on 

breaking through rock into water. 

R ittman ( 1962, p. 71) suggests that the size of pillows is 

controlled by the opposing factors of lava pressure and rate of cooling, 

and th chilling effect of water is quoted i.11 many text -books as the main 

cause, qr one of the causes, of pillow lava. The Lava pressure is clearly 
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important~. but the rate of cooling probably reladvely unimportant. 

The race could control the chickness and hence the strength of the 

rim, which in turn mighc affect che growth of the pillow 9 but the 

cooling rate for a pardcular field of pillows is Likely to be much the 

same and could hardly account for Lhe wide range in sizes observed, 

for example, in the King Island pillows {Plate 1, No. 1). The rate 

of cooling might control che maximum size of pillow that could form 

in a given set of conditions. Because the ability of the cooling sac 

to withstand fracture under conditions of quenching is inversely 

propordonal to its size (Kingery, 1960, p. 636), there is likely to be 

a size above which disruption of the pillow would be inevitable. 

The formadon of pillows is apparently independent of the 

depth of water, as pillows have been observed forming in shallow 

wate.r and recent pillow fields have been photographed in water up to 

14, 400 ft. deep (Moore and Reed, 1963). The hydroscatic pressure 

on ocean floors is likely to influence the form and size of the pillow, 

but not prevent their formation. Most pillows probably develop 

from underwater eruptions and it should be possible to distinguish 

these from pillows developed when subaerial 'lava passes into bodies 

of water, by the contiguity of subaerial and subaqueous structures 

in the flows. 

To summarise, the development of pillow Lavas is probably 
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as follows: Lava of low viscosity welling .from the vents .forr:ns 

pillows immediately on contact with water or saturated mud, giving 

rise to pillow flows. If the rate of flow of the lava is initially high, 

a Large fluid sac with a thin chilled s ldn forms, out of which burst 

tongues of lava to form pillows. The sac itself tends to form 

bulbous tongues and Lobes and may break up into crude pillows or 

pillowy masses connected by "necks". 
c 

Onl a thin, chilled skin has 

developed the race of cooling falls rapidly and the sacs stay plastic 

for a. considerable period9 during which they may be .rolled by move-

ment of lava, or flattened. 

Ascrystallisation commences, volatiles are released from 

soludone In some pillows (e. g. Type 1 from King Island) these 

partly escape through the semi-permeable skin and are partly trapped 

in the pillow to form amygdules; however, in other pillows the 

volatiles are unable to escape and the build-up of vapour pressure 

may cause disruption of the pillows i:o form block lavas and broken -

pillow brecciaso 

cl 
(b) Block Lavas ( 1aa 1 flows 0f Scott, 1951A are relatively rare and 

occur within areas of pillow lavas1 into which they grade. These 

lava breccias (Plate 5,, No. 1 and Plate 6, No. 2) consist of angular 

to subangular blocks of lava up to 30 cm. across in a very sparse 

• 



P late 5 No . 1:- Deforme pillows , lookin north along 

strike, t ype 2 1 500 m . or t h of City of 

elbourne B ay. 

P late 5 No . 2:- B locky lava. 500 m . north of 

Con lom rate ree • K g Island. 



P late 6 o . 1:- B l city lava, 500 m . nor t h of 

Conglomerate Creek, K in Island. eld 

i s pproximately 6 m t res acros • 

P late 6 No . 2:- Di srurp ted illow type 2, 500 m . north 

of Conglomerate reek, Kin Island. 

Silv r coin is 2. 5 c • radius . 



spilitic matrix. They appear to be derived from tbe cracking 

and disintegration of pillows; for various stages of the brea k-up 

of pillows may be seen. Occasional cracked and deformed pil lows 

occur within the breccias , a featu.re noticed also by Scot19 who 

figured a budded lava wHhin block lava, the budded sections being 

strong'ly cracked (her P late 2, Figure 1). 

In P late 5, No. 2, and P late 6, No. 2., a rim of finer grain 

can be seen around several of he blocks, indicating that disruption 

took place at an early stage and involved slight chilling of still 

plastic m a terial . In P late 6, No. Z, a group of chilled blocks are 

clustered together to form a crudely defined spheroidal body that 

may have been a pillow. It is possible that the pillow formed a 

chilled skin which, because o.f increasing vapour pressure within, 

failed in a brittle manner and allowed access of solutions (or 

water ) into the still molten core. Thi s then formed a series of 

second-order pillows with chilled margins . In many cases, 

distur bance of the cluster o.f new pillows may have resulted in 

typical blocky lava. 

Some pillows may have broken up by explosion due to 

internal vapour pressure. Washington (1909), who saw the sub~ 

marine eruption of 1891 near P antellaria, described subspherical 

bombs , red - hot, that were ejected above the surface of the water. 
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These were up to 3 ft . in diameter and "many ran hissing over the 

water". After a while, they exploded and the fragments sank. 

These explosive bombs, or pillows, were derived from rapid 

ejection, were of large size, and had a high gas content. The 

bombs probably exploded during the build-up of high internal vapour 

pressure against the solid skin. The pillow cores would probably 

fracture rather than spatter or flow provided the relaxation time 

of the spilitic melt was longer than the period of the explosion. 

As the latter is so short, fractures might form at quite a high. 

temperature. Discussions by Carlisle (196l and B arth (1962, p . 137) 

indicate that natural basaltic lavas vary in viscosity from 105 to 10
2 

2 
poises. For the spilites, the figure of 10 seems probable but in 

5 . 
the pillows would have risen to, say, 10 poises. For such material 

-3 -5 
a relaxation time of , say, 10 to 10 seconds might be reasonable. 

An xpiosion would probably take about 1 o- 3 seconds to pass through 

a pillow and hence the material could fracture. B asalts have a 

viscosity of about 10
5 

poises at temperatures between 825°c and 

0 
950 C, but for ''wet" basalts the ten:perature might well be lower, 

0 0 
say 750 C - 800 C. 

It is easy to imagine that exploding pillows, either near the 

surface or at considerable depths, could produce local fields of 

blocky lava containing some "unexploded bombs". 
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Another pos s ible cause of block lavas is cracking as a 

result of cooling. Shrinkage stresses set up during coo ling may 

be sufficient to induce fracture, and radial cracks of this type have 

been figured by several authors (e. g. Rit tmam, 1962, p. 37; Yagi, 

1960, p. 914). The resistance of the pillow to fracture (its 

"thermal endurance") is dependent on several factors (Kingery, 

1960, p. 636) bu t it is clear that the thermal endurance is inversely 

proportional to the size of the body. Hence larger pil lows are more 

likely to crack than smaller ones in a given set of conditions. So 

few pillows on King Island are cracked that this conclusion could 

not be tested empirically and the writer is unaware of any other 

study that might confirm it. If cracked pillows were mobilised or 

disturbed after consolidation, perhaps by movement of adjacent 

molten lava, then block breccias would result. H owever, little 

evidence of this process is visible in the blocky lavas of K ing Island, 

and the pillows, even the largest, possessed remarkably few cracks. 

P robably the slow rate of cooling in the cores of the unexploded 

pillows in a heated water environment, allowed viscous relief of 

the cooling stresses. 

The petrography of these lavas has been described by Scott 

(1951,a). They consist entirely of a dusty. very fine-grained 

a ggrega te of tremolite (?) needles with phenocrysts up to l mm. long 
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of chlorite pseudomorphing olivine. 

They are picritic basalts identical with the pillows of type 

2 and also to che amygdaloidal and zoned flows but are distinctly 

different from che type l pillow lavas in inineralogy and composition. 

(c) Isolated-pillow, broken-pillow, and broken -flow breccias. 

The first two names are taken from Carlisle (1963) who has described 

pillow breccias in Triassic andesite-basahts on Quadra Island, 

British Columbia. The first type consists of whole, but somewhat 

deformed, pillows separated by tuff ::-ind che second consists o.f 

disaggregated pillows in tu.ff. There are grad'ation.s between these 

types and between isolated-pillow breccias and pillow lavas. 

The broken-pillow breccias merge to broken-flow breccias in which 

fragments of thin flows are enclosed in a tuff matrix. These breccias 

are particularly well exposed for a mile or so south of the City of 

Melbourne Bay; they overlie pillow lavas near the base of the 

seqmence and form units several tens of 'Tietr'es· .thi.ck., 

Typical breccias are shown in Plate _7 1 Nos. l and 2, These 

consist of "beds" of breccia interleaved whh continuous flows 

(Plate 7, No. 1). The blocks vary greatly in size but are mainly 

about 15 cm. across, are subangular and chaoticalLY: distributed in 

a tuff matrix, Scattered through the breccia are whole pillows o.f 

type 2. (Plate 8, No. 1) and some large angular .fragments. 



P late 7 No . 1: - Spili tic breccias interbedded wit h 

thin flo , 300 m . south of Ci ty of 

Melbo rn B ay, King I sland. 

P l te 7 No . 2 : - Spilit ic breccia "tb. whole and 

fr mentary pillow , 250 m. south of 

City of M elbo rne B ay. 



Plate 

Plate 8 

o . 1: - A pillo ty e 2 in breccia, ame 

locality as lat 1 o . z. 

o . Z:- I ol ted pUlo breccia, so tb. of 

City of Melbo rne Bay. 
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Essentially these breccias appear to be broken-pillow types, 

containing only rare whole pillows. A type closer to isolated

piLlow breccia is shown in Plate 8, No. 2, in which rather deformed 

pillows and some pillow fragments are scattered through a 

tu.ff matrix. 

Breccia transitional to broken-flow breccia is shown in 

Plate 9, No. 1. In i:his, rafts of thin flows and fragments of flows 

are strung oui: ina very plentiful tuff matrix. In other cases, the 

flows are largely undisturbed (Plate 9, No. 2) while in others they 

are so torn up that they resemble broken-piUow breccias. The 

field evidence suggests that these thin flows have been intruded 

into the tu££, which was then saturated with water, steam, etc., and 

in many cases was unable to support the flows. These broke up 9 

lensed our or balled up, to some extent settling into the soggy tuff. 

Breaking up of some small flows may have been assisted by the 

development of cracks due to cooling. These breccias merge into 

similar breccias res"J.Ldng from break.-up of pillows rolled into the 

tuff, fragm.entation of the pillows probably occurring in the same 

way as for block lavas. A transitional type with a whole pillow 

and larze irregular fragments of flows is shown in Plate 10, No. 1. 

In thin section, the pillows, pillow fragroeni:s and flow frag

ments (32408, 32419, 32.410) a~e similar to che block lava and pillow 



P l te 9 No. 1: - Bro e -.flow br cci , looking down 

dip, outb of Conglomerate Cree • 

P late 9 No . Z:- Thin flow in breccia overlying fairly 

ssive flow, south of Conglomera te 

Creek. 



P late 10 No . l:~ Breccia of fragmented .flows and 

whole pillows , so tn of Conglomerate 

Creek. 

P lat 10 o . Z:- Tuff matrix to spilitic breccias. 

50 m. south of Conglomerate reek. 

Tb.e nand lens is 3. 5 cm. long. 
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type 2 previously described. Many slabs and fragments of 

pillows show on weathered !aces a chilled rim (e. g. 3241 O) which 

in thin section is revealed merely as a dark coloured, :more fine l y 

grained gi."oundmas s . This rim indicates the fragmentation was 

penecontemporaneous with extrusion. • I 

The Tuff Matrix 

As might be expected, the tuff matrix is contorted (see 

P late 8, N o . 2) and crudely foliated, the foliation wrapping around 

the locks and pillows. Car e has to be ta-ken to distinguish between 

this primary foliation and a late , weakly developed, tectonic 

cleavage. Closer examina tion of the tuff shows it to consist mainly 

cf irregular fragments up to 1 cm. diameter of greenish-grey 

material, many of the fragments having a thin white or bluish-

white rim (Plate 1 O, No . 2.) . Some fragments are dark green 

and consist mainly of chlorite. 

Thin sections show some variation in the tuff. 3181 '7 consists 

of irregular blebs and Lenses up to several cm. diameter of devitrified 

glass ( ?) with thin rims (Plate 11), the larger blebs containing almost 

circular masses up to 5 mm. diameter with a well defined dark 

brown rim (P late 12, Nos. l and 2). The blebs and lenses consist 

largely of fibrous, very pale green, non-pleochroic chlorite and 



l te 11 .- P ortion oft f f i.n 31 8 17. X2 • 



Plate 12 o . 1: - Irre l r blebs of Las y material 

in 31817. X 6. 

Pl t 12. No. 2: - Enlargement of lo er circular 

body of Pl t 12 o . 1. X30. 
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some show circular, perlitic ( ?) cracks. The larger masses are 

very irregular in shape, with mainly convex margins , and appear 

to have been plastic at some stage. Smaller fragments forming 

a sort of matrix have in many cases concave margins and almost 

shard-like outlines (P late 11) . The circular masses , which may 

be amygdules or represent some immiscible phase , have dark brown, 

slightly birefringent, crudely fibrous rims with a sharp outer margin 

and an inner margin that is very irregular or crudely scallopped. 

The cores are apparently devitrified glass , in some cases containing 

patches of quartz, feldspar or chlorite. 0 ther examples of tufts 

with irregularly shaped particles are shown in P late 13 , Nos. 1 and 2. 

In 31816, the tuff is largely compos e d of ovoid elongate 

' globules from o. 5 to O. 3 mm. diamete.r. These have a thick, rather 

fuzzy rim of dark brown glass and an inner rim of very slightly 

birefringent pale brown glass within which are crystallites, some 

with high birefringence a d high relief (epidote ?). Much of the 
• 

~ 
brownish material mentioned is white iii reflected Light and is 

probably hydrogrossular. The core of these globules , often very 

insignificant, is of pale, almost colourless chlorite, in many cases 

mixed with granules of devitrified glass . One or two of the small 

globu les a re hook-shaped but the majority ar e elongated and streaked 

out in one direction; this imparts to the tuff the very crude foli a tion 



P late 13 No . 1: - T uf.f of specimen 324 14 . X lO. 

' 

P l te 13 No . l :- T ff. of specimen 32409 . X S. 
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previously described. There are also elongate or irregula r bodies 

of perfectly clear material that is almost isotropic but shows minute 

crystallites and patches o f birefringent aggregate . Thes e have the 

appearance of tachylite. Most of the glassy fragments appear to be 

slightly devitrified, partly chloritised basaltic glass. Some contain 

amygdule-like bodies rich in hydrogrossular and in some specimens 

(e. g. 5175) hydrogrossular has replaced most of the fragments and 

also occupies intersititial "pools". 

The fragments generally are similar to the sideromelane 

described by P eacock ( l 926a, l 926b) from Iceland. Scott ( l 9 5 la and 

Table 3) has analysed a sample of the tuff which the writer believes 

to be relatively low in chlorite and rich in hydrogrossular, and is 

similar to sideromelane (P eacock, l 926b, p . 5 7 and P eacock and 

Fuller, 1928, p . 371) . It has an average refractive index of 1. 69 

ac cording to Scot t (195la, p. 118). It is relatively higher in CaO, 

Fe 2o
3 

and water, and low in MgO and FeO but is clearly not sufficiently 

hydrated to be a palagonite . Compared to P eacock's palagonite it is 

high in Si0
2

, CaO and A l 2 o
3

, and low in M tiO and water content. The 

analysed tuff is rich in hydrogrossular compared to chlorite (note the 

relatively low MgO and high C aO), is partly hydrated and most of the 

iron is oxidised. It might be described as a partly hydr a ted, hydro

grossular sideromelane vitrophyre. Analysis 2 in Tabe 3 is of the more 



Table 3 : Volcanic Glasses 

l 2 3 4 

Si 0 2 44. 14 44. 32 46. 39 35. 34 

Ti Oz o. 31 0. 37 1. 27 2. 10 

Al
2
o

3 
15. 63 13. 41 16. 27 11. 15 

Fe
2
o

3 
5. 45 2. 6? l . 35 10. 28 

FeO o. 93 7. 83 9.96 2. 1 

MirO 2. 75 15. 98 9 . 11 6. 52. 

Cao Z0. 44 6. 90 13. 00 1. 01 

Na
2

0 0. 80 1. 28 l . 40 0. 16 

Kz.O 0 . 21 o. os 0. 15 0. 19 

H ·o+ 2 6. 04 6. 01 0,. 15 8. 90 

H20- 6 . 04 0. 51 o. 10 15. 50 

MnO 0., 11 0. 13 Tr. 0. 22 

P 2o5 n . d t. 0. 13 o. 05 0. 24 

s o. 07 

co2 Tr. 

Total 100.'81 99 . 59 99 . 86 99 . 87 

qu 4 . 38 

or l . 24 0 . 29 

ab 6. 7'1 10. 83 

an 38. 44 30. 70 

di 14. 77 2. 14 



Table 3: Volcanic Glasses (continued) 

woll lS.37 

rn 21.70 
hy 

fer 6.43 

f forst 12. 13 

ol 
3.97 fay 

mag 2,46 3,87 

b.em 3 •. 76 

ap 0.30 

ilmen o. 59 0, ·70 

Total 90, 78 93, 06 

1, nvolcanic Glass'' .from King Island (Scott, 195la, p. 122), 

2. Vitrophyre from 200 metres south of Conglomerate Creek, 

Analyst; Department of Mines 

Tasmania. 

3, Sideromelane .from Gulfoss, Iceland (Peacock, l 926b, p. 57). 

4, Palagonite rock from Hvalfjorour, Iceland (Peacock, 

l 926b, p. 66). 
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common chloritic vitrophyre,. It is similar to sideromelane, 

but being chloritised, has high MgO and H 2 o and low Cao. 

Peacock ( l926a) described 11 bleaching11 (to palagonite ? ) of the 

rims of sideror.rel3.ne fragments and an analagous alteration might 

well be the development of white hydrogrossular rims on the King 

Island tuffs. The fibrous brown rim material just described has 

some similarities to Peacock's 11 fibro-palagonite 11 which he regarded 

as an incipient development of limonite and chlorite. 

In 32421, the sideromelane particles have a thin rim (up i:o 

o. 05 mm.) of clear quartz (Plate 14) and the basaltic core is partly 

or wholly replaced by granular epidote.. Quartz has .replaced the 

brownish glass in some specimens. In others (e. g. 32414, 32417, 

32406) many of the fragments are composed largely of tremolite 

needles and some contain chloritised olivine crystals. These types 

appear to represent a transition to fragmented pillows and flows. 

The vitrophyres have many similarities to the 11 aquagene 

tuffs' 1 of Cars lisle ( 1963) and to the 11 palagonite tuffs 11 described from 

the subglacial volcanics of Iceland (Peacock, l 926a1 b) a They differ 

from the sha.rd-tuffs that result from spailing of glass from the rims 

of pillows in that they contain globular particles; in any case, the 

King Island tuffs could hardly be derived from the pillow skins because 

of the abundance of tuff compared to the .relatively rare pillows and 



P late 14 : - Quartz rims to s.id romelane particles 

in 32.42.1. X40. 
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Lava fragments . Carlisle believed his aquagene tuffs were formed 

entirely under water by expulsion fro m vents of basalt magma (not 

spilite) that immediately globulated, the globules either exploding, 

or sinking to the sea floor and then cracking and disintegrating. 

The resulting tuffs thus contain many shards with concave boundaries. 

In the tuff fragments of King Island concave boundaries are 

relatively rare, many fr agments being ovoid or elongate; the y 

appear not to have fractured but to have undergone only viscous 

de for mation, perhaps soon a fter settling on the sea floor . Carlisle 

made a r tificial concave shards by pouring molten basalt into cold 

water and his process seems entirely reasonable. For the King 

Island rocks, however, there are several !actors which may have 

resulted in a rather d ifferent behaviour. First, the spilitic magma 

was probably relatively rich in water and a t a somewhat lower 

temperature thaia normal basalt; second, the high water content 

of the magma would have lowered the viscosity of the g lass ; and 

thir d , considerable quantities of steam and other gases must have 

been emitted, thus heating the water around the eruption centres and 

reducing the chilling effect. Heat tr ans fer out of the tu!f layers 

would be extremely slow by conduction and p robably mainly took 

place by convection o f the water both within the tuffs and above the 

volcanic rocks. Convection within the compacting tuffs , which 
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contained lava flows and hot pillows and were penetrated by gases, 

was probably limited. Though initial quenching undoubtedly 

occurred, a phase of slow cooling seems likely and might well have 

been slow enough for the tensional stress to be relaxed by viscous 

strain. 

Viscous deformation of the King Island tuff globules was 

probably partly due to compaction but may also have taken place 

during !lowage of the tuff. The intrusion of thin flows, combined 

with surges in the pore water and local slumping, must surely have 

resulted in stretching and streaming of globules, particularly around 

larger globules and rock fragments. The foliation visible today is 

an expression o f this globule elongation. Deformation o f this 

phase probably continued until the globules had cooled below about 

0 14 
450 C, when the viscosity was probably about 5 x l 0 poises 

(Morey, 1954, p. 145-149; B owen, 1934, p. 253) and the relaxation 

3 
time about 10 seconds. 

An unusual rock, known as the "shower droplet" rock has 

been described by Scott ( l 95la),. She believed this rock formed as 

11 the result of the accumulation of small drops of lava or lapilli, 

which have dropped one on top of the other when almost, but not 

compleitely, solidified" (p. 117). H er photographs have been poorly 
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printed and the outcrop and a close - up are figured in P late 15, 

Nos . 1 and 2. The rock (32423) forms a bed nearly one m . thick 

among lava flows and itself appears to have a thin chilled margin 

(see P late 15, No. 1). It consists of spherules, rods and irregular 

fragments of picritic spilite (Plate 15, No . 2) , the irregular fragments 

being up to several cm. across, the rods several cm. long and 

generally curved, and the spherules, which form most of the rock 

up to l cm. diameter. Some spherules show a very thin chilled 

margin,. This rock appe ars to be a cross between small scale pillow 

lava· and the sideromelane tuffs and is interpreted as originating 

by -lobulation of lava under water from a very small vent or from a 

hole in the crust of a flow. The rods, spherules, etc. are composed 

of dark brown glass with rare amygdules and a few chloritised 

olivine crystals. The sparse interstitial material consists of 

chlorite and very pale green fibrous aggregate of tremolite ( ?) • 

(d) Z one d Lavas . South of City of Melbourne Bay there are 

extensive out- crops of lavas ranging in thickness from 15 cm. to 

over one m . They charac teristically show chilled upper and lower 

surface -3 and the coarser amygdaloidal core is, in ma.ny cases, 

zoned in similar fashion to the example of P late l • . o. 1 . The 

chilled margin, 3-5 cm. thick, passes down to a highly vesicular 



P L te 15 

Pl te 15 

Ci . 1:- s droplet bed, 2 0\> north 

f o lo erate - reek. 

o . 2 : - Close up of Shower droplet bed, 

200 • nort of Co lo erate Creek. 

The coin has a diameter of 2. 5 c 



Plate 16 No. 1:- Zoned lav flow, 400 m . north: of 

onglomerate Cree k. 

P late 16 No . Z:- Collofor hydro .ros-ular in 

amy dule, same locality specimen 

32425. X90. 
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zone which in turn overlies a less vesicular layer of similar 

composition (see also Scott, l 95la) . The chilled margins consist 

of chloritised olivines and albite laths and a very fine-grained 

groundmass , the amygdaloidal zone of augite , chloritised olivine 

and al bite and the third zone consists of coarser augite and al bite 

crystals in a fine-grained groundmass . Amygdules are filled by 

chlorite , epidote , calcite , prehnite , albite , sericite , fine-grained 

quartz and to some extent hydrogrossular (see also Scott, 195lb) . 

The hydrogrossular shows colloform texture in some amygdules 

(P late 16 , No . 2) . These flows tend to vary in thickness in similar 

fashion to "necking" in tectonic boudinage (Plate 6, No . 1) , and 

in places the upper and lower chilled margins actually come in 

contact, all the inner vesicular section being absent. This structure 

probably develops during flow and soon after the chilling of the margins , 

due to "stretching-out" of the thin, highly mobile , gas-charged core 

of the flow. These flows are not interbedded or associated with 

tu£fs and appear to represent a phase of very quiet extrusion of 

gaseous lava with low viscosity. The surfaces of the flo ws are 

characterised by concentric 11 ropy11 structure (Plate 17 , No . 1). 

These structures are confined to the thin surface skin and ar e 

relatively small scale, the maximum radius being a bout <:>ne m. They 

appear to have formed from the slow upwelling of very small streams 



• 

P la te 17 No . 1:- Concentric structures on s rface 

of ropy Lav.a , 400 m . north of Conglomerate 

C reek. 

P late 17 No . 2 : - Amygdaloidal flows , 3.00 m . south of 

Conglomerate Creek. P hoto by A. H. Spry • 
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of lava through the chilled crust, the lava stream oozing out slowly 

from its hole in a series of concentric ripples that were soon chilled . 

There is no sign of the large -sca l e twisting and contortion of the 

pitch-like lava shown by the pahoe hoe flows but Scott ( l 95la) has 

pointed out that in many respects the flows resemble pahoehoe lava. 

(e) Amye-daloidal Lavas . These are seen 400 m , north of 

Conglomerate Creek, overlying the zoned lavas just described. At 

first sight they appear to be poorly bedded tuffs (P late 17, No. 2) 

but in fact consist of flows 10 or more cm. thick and composed of 

highly amygdaloidal material. Thin sections( 32426) show that 

irregularly shaped amygdules fil led by chlorite occupy 60- 70% of the 

rock, the interstitial material containing olivine pseudomorphed by 

chlorite, and also tiny granules or feather-like crystallites of clino

pyroxene (?) a nd felaspar (?) • These thin flows appear to have 

been poured out as extremely mobile froth that formed a skin over 

the pre•existing floor. the flows probably succeeding one another in 

rapid succession. 

(.f) .Massive Lavas. These appear mainly at the base of the 

volcanic succession. also within the mudstone-dolomite sequence in 

Cumberland Creek, and near the top of the succession near Grassy, 
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The flows are several tens of metres thick and are crudely and 

randomly jointed. P atches up to a cu. metre or so are altered to 

epidote or epidote and albi te, and veins of these minerals are 

common (31809, 31812). 

The massive flo ws are typical augite - a lbite spilites with 

dole ritic to basaltic textures (31 8 15, 31808, 31813). . Scott (19 5la) 

has described unusual almost fe athery, curved augite textures 

similar to fea t u res described in N ew Z ealand spilites (the "cervicorn " 

augites of B attey, 1956) and attributed to very free d iffusion during 

crystallis ation (Walker , 1952). This is presumably related to the 

low viscosity. The augite occurs within albite in ophitic texture 

and the possibility of the albite being primary has been discussed by 

Scott. 

N ear Grassy, some depressions in massive flow surfaces 

are occupied by lenses of reddish-brown, finely-banded tuff that 

possibly. flaked off t~ flow crust. This reddish tuff consists of a 

very fine, almost granular aggregate of feldspathic material, epidote 

and glass . South of Cumberland Creek, bands of yellow-green 1 

compact tuff appear to have dragged by movement of an overlying 

massive spilite flow. 
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Summary of Lava Types on Kine- Island 

There appear to be two important t ypes of lava on King 

Island - the augite-bearing rocks and the "olivine - rich" picritic 

rocks . The first type forms the type 1 pillows and the massive 

flows (and also dykes) and the second type forms the block lavas 

and the pillow and f low breccias . The zoned f lows are mainly 

are 
augite - type but the amygdaloidal/picritic. 

The augite lava forms discrete flows and pillows that 

develop a tough, leathery skin while the p ic ritic Lava tends to break 

up and form fragmental rocks . Generally the p i critic type has 

few amygdules though the amygdaloidal f lows, which only occur in 

one small area, are an exception. The pie rite rocks have high 

water contents but do not appear to have given up gas by effervescence. 

This may be due to rapid chilling (and it is noted that they are poorly 

crystallised) but the water content may have been derived from 

deuteric reaction with volcanic gases and sea water. Scott (195la) 

has drawn attention to similarities between some of the King Is land 

flows and the aa and pahoehoe flows of Hawaii. Ac cording to 

Macdonald (1953) the aa lava i.s less vesicular, more viscous, 

and at a lower temperature than pahoehoe lava, comparisions which 

could very well fit the picrite and augite types of King Island 
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respectively. The pahoehoe lavas also forms a tough skin 

while the aa does not. However , the Hawaiian lavas are of 

practically the same composition, one flow may show both aa and 

pahoehoe features at various stages of its eruption, and the aa 

lava is better crystallised than pahoehoe. In these respects , they are 

unlike the King Island volcanics and, of course, there is a lack 

of pillow lavas , and breccias and tuffs such as are found at King 

Island. 

Other West Coast Occurrences 

No additional types of flow are found among the remaining 

spilite occurrences , most of which are not well exposed 

Crudely developed pillow lavas also occur over a small 

area near Penguin (Scott, 1952) and at Smithton (Carey and Scott, 

19 52) but have not been found elsewhere; most of the P enguin 

spilite are massive . Zoned lavas oc cur between the Spero and 

Mainwaring Rivers but have not been examined in detail. The 

lavas there are interbedded with thin tuff bands and shales and 

vary from about 15 cm. to about 30 m . thick. Brecciated lavas 

are particularly common and they appear to be autoclastic in type. 

A similar rock occurs on Lynch Creek (Scott, 1954; Solomon, 

1960) and consists of irregularly shaped masses of spilite up to 
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several cm. diameter within a spilite matrix, The breccias 

probably formed by fragmentation of chilled skins during movement 

of hotter underlying fluid. 

In the Smithton area ( flg. 6) flows vary from a few cm. to 

about 100 m. thick; they a re all massive and featureless and are 

interbedde d with mudstones. greywackes and tuffs . They have 

been described by Nye, fln ucane and Blake (1934) and Carey and 

Scott (19 52) , the latter authors being the first to identify the rocks 

as spilite flows , An unusual fe ature of the rocks is the abundance 

of relatively coarse-grained doleritic or pegmatitic textures and 

flows a few feet thick may be composed of albite Laths up to 3 mm. 

long (e. g . 32440) . They a re all rich in hematite and form a rather 

distinctive tholeiitic group within the spilitic suite. In the road 

metal quarry l/2 mile north of Smithton the spilite (32449 , 32435, 

32439, 32441) is particularly rich in amygdules of quartz (and some 

chlorite) up to 3-4 cm. diameter, The quartz is present as a fine

grained, almost fibrous aggregate and as crude spherulites , 

Quartz also occurs interstitially in the groundmass . The spilite 

from this quarry is veined by quartz and epidote and some of the 

quartz veins contain a black Lustrous mineral ringed by malachite 

and azurite . It is amorphous , non-radioactive and Largely copper 

and iron (by X -ray spectrograph) . 



Fig. 6: Geological sketch-map of the Smithton area, 

showing the distribution of spilitic volcanlcs. 
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The thickness of the volcanic succession is difficult to 

determine because of folding (see Figure 6) but must be over 300 m. 

Tholeiitic spilites (32452) also occur in Cambrian mudstones 

1/4 mile east of Montagu which is 10 miles west of Smithton. 

The spilites from Zeehan (the Montana Melaphyre), enguin 

a 
and Curtain Davis have been described by Scott ( 1954, 1952) . A 

. A 

distinctive feature of the Montana Melaphyre is the presence of 

glass in the groundmass and the presence o.f spherulitic quartz 

rock in some of the lavas. 

Quartz spherulites occur in rocks at Magnet which were 

identified as spilitic lavas by Scott (1954). As these rocks are 

unusual and had been interpreted previously as intrusive (the 

' ' 

"Magnet Dyke") they will be discussed later in some detail. 

Mineralo2y of the Spilites 

The principal mineralogical fe atures have been admirably 

described by Scott (195la, b1 1954) and only a few features (e. g . 

the feldspar optics) require enlargment. Albite and augite and/ or 

chlorite form most o f the rocks and are usually the sole phenocrysts 

in porphyritic texture or the major components in intersertal (or 

doleritic) texture . 
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In 32.905$ .:Crom near Queenstown, ophitic texture bei,ween 

augii:e and cloudy albite laths is well displayed. This example 

is clearer than similar textures described in the King Island 

spilites by Scott ( l 95lb). Variolitic textures and plumose 

arrangements o.f feathery albite and augice are also present. 

Scott figured an albii:e-augii:e intergrowth that is almost myrmek

itic in form and appears to be unique to spilites. Though initially 

'uncertain (195la, b) as to the primary or secondary origin of the 

albite, Scott later ( 1954) concluded that it is secondary after an 

earlier plagioclase. The rernaincier of the spilites (groundmass 

or mesostasis) is composed of iron oxides (generally magnet.ice) 

wii:h variable but sm.all amounts o.f sericite (from .feldspars)~ 

calcite, epidote~ quartz and some ihnenite and sphene. 

The albite generally occurs as elongate or stumpy to sub

hedral laths up to 2. mm. Long or as thin microlites,. It occurs 

mainly in porphyritic or doleritic textures Most crystals are 

clouded by fine-grained alteration products or inclusions of micas 

and chlorii:e. Replacement by secondary minerals such as sericite, 

calcite, epidotell chlorite and some quartz is common. In some 

rocks (e. g. 32865, Lynch Creek) che feldspars are completely 

replaced by relatively coarse aggregates of sericite. 

The most common twin Laws are albite and Carlsbad, and 
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albite-Carlsbad and pericline twins have also been observed. 

The feldspars of the spilites (and other igneous rocks) were 

investigated by the universal stage technique of Turner ( 194 7) but 

using more recent data incorporated in new curves by Slemmons 

(1962)0 Because of t:he fine grain and high degree of alteration, 

determination of only a few twin axis orientations was possible and 

these indicated a composition near An
0

• Extinccion angle measure-

ments (for albite twins) on the universal stage show a composition 

range from An
0 

to An
5

• The few twin axis measuremeni;s plot 

nea,r the low temperature curve and several 2V determinations show 

values from 82° to 90° positive, indicating low temperature or near-

low temperature opdcs. The feldspars appear to be similar to 

t:hose in the keratophyres, for which more numerous determinations 

were possible because of the coarser grain-size. 

Water-clear albite occurs in late veinlets, in amygdules and 

in the groundmass as fine-grained, irregular shaped· aggregates$ In 
I 

all these cases it appears to be formed Later than che majority oi 

the rock.. It is not observed replacing the earlier altered albii:e 
\ 

except where cross-cutdng veinlets appear to be of replacement type, 

though in 32865 there is some indication that: it replaces feldspar 

and also pyroxene. Clear albhe is relatively rare in the spilites 

and is much more common in the keratophyres., In some cloudy 
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albite crystals, small irregular patches of clear albite may be 

seen~ but it is not clear whether this is an exsolution or a replace

ment phenomenon. In all specimens collected by the author albite 

is c:he only feldspar present in i:he spilites, an observation similar 

to that made by Scoti:. Howevers slide 636, collected by J. Molline 

from the West Magnet Mine, has a coarse doleritic texture with 

almost unaltered labradorite (An58) laths up to 2 mm. long, and 

interstitial pools occupied by pale green chlorite, calcite and 

magnetite ( ?). It is prominently amygdaloidal wilh chlorite, calcite, 

and quari:z spherulitese It is markedly different from any Terdary 

basalts in Tasmania and is similar to spilites apart from ii:s feldspar 

composition; however, there must remain son::edoubt as to its age 

or its field occurrencea If part of the Cambrian spilitic suite, it· is the 

only indication of a parental, more calcic feldspar. 

~ugite is present as granules and occasionally as euhedral 

crystals. It is generally fresh (a feature remarked upon by Scott, 

1954) and occurs as phenocrysts, interstidal material to feldspar 

networks, or in ophitic texture. Where little augite is present, lhe 

perceni:age of chlorite is high~ Scott ( 1954) has, by chemical 

analysis, identified the augite from the Lynch Creek lavas as diopsidic 

and of the salite variey (with 21% CaO). The optical properties fall 

in the range expected from the chemical composition (Deer et al., L962). 
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Similar optical properties have been found in augite from other 

spHites and also in augites from gabbroic rocks ( e 0 g. 3173 7 A) e 

The augite is altered in varying, but generally s Light, degrees 

i::o chlorite and at Least some of the occasional ragged hornblende 

cryscals in 32922 (Lynch Creek) appear to be derived from breakdown 

of augitee 

Scotr (195la) cemacively identified pigeonite in the groundmass 

of her aa lavas but the writer has been U..!'.l.abLe to confirm this~ 

Olivine crystals pseudomorphed by pale green chlorite occur 

in several lava types on King Island bui: no olivine mineral remains,, 

Chlorite occurs as (a) an alteration product of augite; ( b) as 

inclusions ( ?) in feldspar; (c) as interstitial or groundmass material 

of apparently primary origin; (d) as dots and veinlike segregations 

up to several sq9 cm. in area; and (e) in amygdules with albite, 

calcite, etcs Strong colouration is typical of the rocks with plentiful 

chlorite. Carey and Scott ( 1952) referred to a bright green chlorite 

in the Smithi::on spilitic rocks and they suspected it was a nickel-rich 

variety, though without any chemical dai::a. Scott ( 1951) suggested 

chlorite in breccias (aquagene tuffs ?) on King Island is also nickel-

rich but again without confirmation. 

In most cases, the chlorite in thmsection is medium to pale gr001, 
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may be slightly pLeochroic and in most cases, has anomalous 

Berlin Blue interference colours. Scott measured /3 values o.f 

l" 592 and 1. 626., Chlorite that is almost colourless in thin 

section is rare except in the spilites at Zeehan and Magnet, in 

which iL is common as an amygdule filling; this chlorite has strong 

Berlin Blue or brown interference colours and a (3 of 1 .. 594, the 

lowest figure obtained by the writer among the chlorites.. Chlorite 

coHe·cted from amygdules in the Montana Melaphyre was analysed 

by the X-ray method described in the section on the Lyell Schists 

and shown to have the generalised composition 7. 3 Mg 4., 7 Fe. 

Calcite (and siderite ?) and epidote are patchy in distribution and 

are present in crudely devebped masses scattered through the 

groundmass, and also in amygdules and veinlets. They are in many 

cases associated with clear albite. 

Actinolite occurs rarely in veins up to several cm., width, e. g. 

at Lynch Creek and the Henty River., 

Hydrogrossular occurs as amygdule fillings, in veinlets, as 

replacements of phenocrysts and in t:he mesostasis in some of the 

King Island spiliLes (Scott, 195la, 195lb$ 1954) and also occurs re

placing glass in the aquagene tuffs 0 It is clearly a Late si::age mineraL 9 

It also occurs in a volcanic breccia ( 646) at the head of the Arthur 

River south-west of Waratah (Ji?l"ate LS). The breccia consists Largely 



P late i 8 : - H ydro ro sular (top ce tre) in auto-

elastic explosio -brecci , Warat h. X95. 
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of feldspar crystals , quartz spherulites and basaltic fragments 

up to l mm. in size in a variable matrix of chlorite, iron oxides 

and calcite, art of the matrix consists of irregular veins and 

microbotryoidal hydrogrossular. The breccia is probably an 

autoclastic explosion-breccia (Wright and Bowes , 1963) formed by 

gaseous explosions of semi-consolidated spilitic lava. 

The cell-size of the hydrogrossular given by Scott ( l 95la, 

p . 12 7) seems rather high for the relatively low percentage of 

water shown in her analysis . A measurement of the cell - size in 

hydrogrossular from specimen 5175 by the writer gave ~ = 12. 00. 

Quartz occurs in amygdules , in the mesostasis of the 

tholeiitic types at Smi hton, and in lenticular veins and segregations . 

At Penguin, fine-grained quartz and jasper lenses are relatively 

common (Plate 19 , No . 1) and are in some cases associated with 

epidote and jasper. 

Tremolite , as a very fine-grained , felty aggregate , forms 

much of the groundmass of several of the King Island lavas and is 

probably a late magmatic product. 

Pyrite is a very minor but ubiquitous constituent of the 

spilites; concentrations occur in the amygdaloidal zones of type 1 

pillows. 

Native copper is more common as specks up to a few mm. 



P late 19 o . 1: - L ns of finegrained, yello i sb. 
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Mont n Mel p yre. X40. 
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diameter in the groundmass of most spilite flows . It has_ not been 

found in amygdules and has not been found concentrated in veinlets 

or segregations . 

Amye-dules are rarely absent, are ovoid or spherical in shape 

and may be filled with chlorite (most commonly) , clear albite , 

calcite , epidote , prehnite., hydrogrossular , quartz , clinozoisite and 

iron oxides . A · common zonal arrangement shows an outer rim of 

quartz , an inner rim of chlorite and a core of calcite . Epidote 

prisms may form an outer rim or occupy the core . Parts of the 

flows , not necessarily the upper portions , are composed largely of 

amygdules e . g . much of the Montana Melaphyre consists of chlorite 

and chlorite - calcite ovoids in a partly devitrified base (Plate 19, No . 2) . 

A feature of the Zeehan amygdules is their ovoid shape and parallel 

arrangement with some (e . g . 30096) having curled ends . These 

features are probably due to .flow, though in most cases the groundmass 

micro Lites or crystals do not show parallel orienta tion. Many of 

the chlorite amygdules in the Montana Melaphyre have a rim of 

granular quartz (e . g . 256 , 4848 - P late &O l and a few have chlorite 

rims and are filled Largely by chalcedonic silica. In several 

amygdules in spilites from the Waratah area, the chlorite filling is 

rimmed by a thin zone of quartz spherulites , each spherule being 

O. l mm. or so in diameter (P late 21 , No s . l and 2) . In others 



P late ZO : - R i ms of quartz to eh.lo.rite mygdules 

in the Montana Melaphyre. X95. 



Plate 2.l No. 1:- Q artz spherulite rims to chlorite 

amy dules in spilite from near aratab. 

ordinary light. X 36. 

P L le 2.1 No. 2:- Q u rtz pherulite rims to chloritic 

mygdules in spilite .from ne r aratah, 

crossed nicols. 
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(3066 2) a lmost the entire amygdule is composed of spherulites and 

the groundmass may consist in whole or in part of similar material 

(P late 22 , Nos . 1 and 2). A rock made up almost entirely of quartz 

in spherulitic form occurs within spilites near Magnet and the 

Montana Mine (Zeehan) and is described on page 6 7 • The origin 

and age ol this material is one of the major problems of the Tasmanian 

lavas and as the host rocks of the Magnet orebody are involved in 

this , they are described in a separate section. 

Glass in the Spilitic Rocks 

Spilite from Lynch Creek: ( 32865) has hyalopilitic texture 

with up to 15% of dark, iron-rich glass in the groundmass (P late 23 , 

No . 1) . The glass contains skeletal ~icrolites of feldspar and 

irregular , somewhat hazy masses of fine-grained .albite-aggregate 

that appear to have formed by de vitrification of the glassy material. 

Glass is an importan t constituent of the Montana Melaphyre and many 

specimens show in thin section a fine-grained network of feldspar 

m icrolites with ferruginous , "dusty" glass and partly devitrified, 

weakly birefringent material (4848 , 30096 , 50G96 - 102) . 

The presence of glass in these rocks has been commented on by 

Carey (1954, p . 112 - 113) , who has pointed out that a discontinuity 
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exists in the properties of glass - forming substances in the region 

of the "glass transformation temperature" (T ) , which is the 
g 

temperature at which the viscosity of the 

13 - 14 

glass is of the order of 

10 poises (Pryde and Jones , 1952) . At and above T 
g 

the 

viscosity !alls rapidly with rising temperature . If, after sudden 

quenching, the glass is never heated to the vicinity of T , it may 
g 

take viscous glasses (e . g . basalti'c). a very long time , say, 1017 

6 
seconds (3 , OOO x 10 years) to devitrify. 

Marshall (1961) has also pointed out that thermal devitrific-

ation (due to temperature changes) is very slow and that an average 

glass would devitrify in 500 x 10
6 

years ( the age o f the spilites ?) 

only if held at about 225°C . However , in the presence of water , 

devitrification is much !aster and is very sensitive to temperature . 

Hence the presence of glass at Zeehan and Lynch Creek suggests 

that since eruption these lavas never reached a temperature of say, 

200°C, and that water had lit t le or no access to the glass . 

The vitrophyr es of .King Island differ in being largely 

de vitrified. These rocks probably cooled slowly and in the presence 

of water , and devitrification may have been very rapid. Th2 

viscous deformation of the glass particles indicates a temperature 

above , say, 450°C and the presence of hydrogrossular indicates a 

0 0 ( temp erature between 300 C and 700 C Yoder , 1950) . Marshall ' s 
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figures (e . g . p . 1515) indicate that devitrification might well have 

been very far advanced in a few years under conditions of slow 

co o ling from 300 to 400° c . The de vitrification, then, quite 

probably took place during a "volcanic - hydrothermal" stage , along 

with the development of chlorite , hydrogrossular and other secondary 

minerals . 

The "Mae-net Dyke" 

A long, narrow strip of igneous rocks occurs at the base of 

the Cambrian ( ?) sedirnents from the Magnet Mine to the P ersic 

Mine , a distance of about 5 miles (Fig. 7) . This mass of igneous 

rock has occasioned some controversy, Twelvetrees ( 1900 b) and 

N ye ( 1923) considering it to be a complex dykE< , and Scott ( 1954) · 

suggesting on petrological evidence that it represents a strip of 

volcanic rocks . The "Dyke" contains several lead- zinc fissure 

lodes , the largest of which is at the Magnet Mine . 

The " D yke" is generally some 60 to 100 m. in width, reaching 

its maximum thickness at the M agnet Mine where it is some 300 m . 

wide . At the mine it has a west dip and is more or Less conformable 

(Fig. 8) and in outcrop it is essentia ll y parallel with, and close to , 

the base of the Cambrian (?) sediments (Fig. 7) . It consists over 



Fig. 7: Geological map of the Magne t-Mt. Bi schoff 

area. Geology by M . Solomon and D . I. Groves. 

See also Solomon (in press, Appendix A paper 

no . 3) .' 
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most of its length of rock which has been previously named a 

diabase porphyrite. At the Magnet Mine , however , the section 
b 

is more complex, Twelvetrees ( 1909{ describing the "Dyke" from 

east to west as websterite porphyrite , diabase porphyrite , and 

orbicular or spheroidal websterite (.:Figure 8) . 

T he 11websterites" on either flank of the diabase appear to 

be identical mineralogically, and spheroidal textures have been found 

in one place on the east side of the diabase , increasing the similarity 

(N ye , 1923) . The rock is extensively altered, even to considerable 

depths below the surface , and almost all of the primary minerals 

have been converted to chlorite, talc , etc . However , the alteration 

appears to have been by volume for volume replacement and the 

crystallographic outlines of the essential miner·ats are in many places 

preserved. Unfortunately, spec imens of these rocks are rare and 

most of the information presented is derived largely from old slides 

in the University of Tasmania and Department of Mines collections . 

Thin section 701 shows euhedral outlines of orthopyroxene-like 

mineral up to 2 rum. in length and arranged at random. They now 

consist almost entirely of talc (X -ray identification) , generally in 

fairly coarse plates aligned parallel to the orthopyroxene ( ?) axes 

so that the mineral outlines exhibit straight and symmetrical 

extinction. The matrix consists of sheaves of talc plus chlorite and 
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quartz. The talc is sufficiendy coarse to obtain very clear inter

ference figures which proved to be uniaxiaL positive; apparently 

the 2V for this talc is zero. 

The orbicular websterite contains almost spherical bodies from 

a few tenths of a millimetre w 30-40 cmd in diameter,. The spheres 

are identical with che host rock throughout and their origin is unknown. 

Thin section 637 is from a rock almost identical with 701 bui: which 

contains spherical aggregates a few mm. across of talc, chlorite and 

quartz wic:h dark rims. It also contains rounded aggregates of quartz 

and sericite ( ?) that look much like recrystallised sandstone and 

the rock has a distinctly fragmental appearance. A sample of 

orbicular material from the Launceston Museum ( 1957:34:14.) consisLs 

of prominent altered pyroxene (?) Laths up to 5 x 2. mm. in section, 

arranged r,andon~ly in a yellowish matrix. In thin section the 

pyroxenes (?),which constitui:e 70% of the rock, are replaced by talc 

and some chlorite (X-ray determination) and locally by a fine-grained 

quartz aggregate. The mesostasis is largely chlorite and quartz. 

There are also irregular masses of very fine-grained altered rock 

showing perlitic ( ?) cracks and in places this rock also has a 

fragmental appearance. 

In thin section 709, pyroxene ( ?) outlines are visible but Lhe 

entire rock is replaced by quartz and carbonate. The quartz 
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pseudomorphing the pyroxene (?) is scaly and the scales are aligned 

so that t:hey parallel c17stallographic outlines of the earlier mineral. 

This pre.fered orientation of the quarc:z individuals emphasises c:he 

random arrangement of the pyroxene ( ?) crystals. 

The term websterite was applied to these rocks by Rosenbusch 

b 
(in Twelvetrees, 190~ because he believed they originally coni:ained 

enstatite (or bronzite) and diallage in, approximately equal quantides, 

similar to a rock near Webster, Carolina, containing hypersthene 

and diallage (Johannsen, 1938, p .. 460). The presence of pyroxenes 

is deduced only from the crystal outlines and type of alteradon but 

these criteria are probably sufficient. to class the rocks as pyroxene-

rich~ It; is suggested they be referred i:o as altered pyroxenites 

(or pyroxenite breccias for c:he fragmental types). 

The pyroxenites are Lenticular and have been proved i:o thin 

out north and south of 'the Magnet Mine and also down dip (see Nye, 

1923 and recent drilling) but they reappear at the North Magnet and 

Persic mines, on the f<;>otwall of the "dykes 11 ~ The pyroxenites are 

concordant and are presumably sill-like. Their intrusive character 

is supported by che presence of Lenses of Bischoff sediments and 

Crimson Creek rocks within the footwaU pyroxenite because c:he lenses 

are unlikely to have reached their position by tectonic movement. 

The £ragmental rocks in the footwall mass inay have forined during 
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lhe intrusion, the frag1nents consisting 0£ local sediments and 

volcanics. Possibly the presence of the pyroxenites is related w 

the extreme alteration ~een in the diabase porphyrite:. 

Drilling by the Electrolytic Zinc Co. (Rosebery) chrough 

the diabase porphyrite has provided an excellent opportunity co 

examine the 11 Dyke 11
; two holes were drilled several hundred feet 

south of i:he Magnet Mine, apparently beyond the southern limit of 

the pyroxenites (Figure 7). The core of these holes has recently 

been made available to the writer and has been examined in some 

detaH~ As a result iL is cle~r that che diabase porphyrite consists 

of a conformable succession of volcanic rocks o.f spilitic composition. 

The Log of hole VvP 84 is given below:-

0-62. ft: no core 

62-363 ft: Dark grey-green rock, mainly composed of grey 

spheric~l bodies, l/2.-l cm. in diameter, which abut 

against each other or coalesce to form reniform 

masses (32809, 32810). These are variolites and 

consist of radiating, feathery, and 11 bow-t:ie 11 masses 

of vel:y fine albil:e and chlorite containing smaller 

chlorite-quartz ainygdules. In places (e. g. near 

145 ft.) ~hey have a thin ( 1 mm.) rim of carbonate. 

Intervening areas are dark green and are filled by 
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chlorite and laths of albite. X-ray diffracto

grams confirm the presence of albii:e, chlorite 

and calcite in this rock. Veinlets of calche are 

comnLon, particularly between 312. and 325 ft. 

363-375 ft: Greenish grey, fine-grained amydaloidal spiLite 

(32811) with patches of variolitic rock as described 

above. Some of this rock is fairly pale grey and 

closely resembles parts of the Montana Melaphyree 

The amydules are not greater than 2 mm. diameter 

and are composed of calcite and/or ch!orite. The 

remainder of the rock is almost entirely composed 

of albite: laths with interstitial chlorite, calcite, and 

iron oxides. 

375-572 ft: Richly variolitic spilitic rock: (32812)j 60-70% 

consists of roughly spherical variolites from a few 

mm. to l~ 5 cm. diameter and composed of albiLe, 

plus quartz and chlorite. The albite occurs in 

.feathery sheaves and "bow-tie1
' masses, sinLilar to 

those between 62 and 363 ft0, and the quartz largely 

in circular, amygdule-like bodies. Long, thin Laths 

of faintly greenish material appear to be chloritised 

incipient crysrnls. Some variolites have calcite rims. 
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Interstitial material consists of quartz and chlorite 

with a few albite laths. In 318 3 1 ( I I '"" i ' .-1 !-: r F '= e 

:i ttblm •) the quartz occurs as crescents and rings in 

chlorite (Plate 23, No. 2.) to for·m 11 hieroglyphic 11 

i:exture. This racher strange texture probably 

represenLs a mass of amygdules i:hat have been 

pressed together in places to produce cross sections 

ranging from circular to almost square., 

Analyses of 11 alcere<l variolites 11 quoced by Nye 

(1923, p. 48) and given in Table 4 are of rocks thac 

are probably similar to lhe quartzose variolices just 

described. 

572.-950 ft., and 963-1, 098 ft: These secdons are very variable 

but are characi:erised by well defined banding in 

grey-green tuffs and breccias of spHitic i:ype 

(32814, 32815) together with some spilite lavas 

(e. g. at 584 ft. - 32820). Typical of the coarser rocks 

is a breccia between 1,040 and l,04L fc. (32817). le 

consists of fragments (possibly bo1nbs ?) up co 9 cmo 

across of highly amygdaloidal spilite in coarse-grained, 

bandedll spil itic Luff. Ocher smaller and very irregul

arly shaped fragments are much paler in colour and 



SiO 2 

Al20
3 

Fe2o
3 

FeO 

MgO 

Cao 

COz 

.. Fes2 

Total 

1 and 2. 

3. 

Table 4 

1 2. 3 

73. 00 60 .. 00 99.11 

9.95 11.97 NU 

s .. 29 7 .. 68 o. 75 

Oo39 o. 39 Tr., 

3.84 6050 Nil 

2.30 4.35 " 
5. 90 8., 90 II 

0.57 0.24 II 

101.,24 100.03 99 .. 86 

"Variolite 11 , same specimen, some carbonate .removed, 

south adit, Magnet Mine (Nye. 192.3, p. 48). 

Spb.e.rulitic 'quartz rock, Montana Flat (Scott, 1954, 

p •. 139). 
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may be keratophyric . Thin sections of fine · -

grained breccia (574-57 5 ft . - 32819) consist o f 

angular fragments of fine-grained basaltic lava and 

quartzose albite porphyry. This porphyry consists 

of albite laths up to o. 3 mm. Long with much smaller 

quartz crystals in a confused groundmass of quartz 

arid albite ; several of the albite phenocrysts are 

replaced by calcite and chlorite . Clearly some 

keratophyric rocks of fairly acid nature were pres ent 

in the area at this time . Finely banded tuffs 

(e . g. at 1, 056 ft . and 655 ft . - 32818) are conspicuous , 

and in many places show bands a few cm. thick o f 

fine-grained spilitic breccia. The banded tuffs are 

in part very quartz - rich (e . g . at 1, 032 ft. - 32816) and 

may be tuffaceous mudstones . Parts of this section 

are dark green and greasy and consist entirely of talc 

(32813) which appears to occur as 11 beds 11 within 

tuffaceous sequences . Another type of alteration is 
\ 

conspicuous through most of these rocks and consists 

of dolomite replacement and veining (dolomite 

determined by X - ray diffraction) . The veinlets are 

so numerous and of such diverse orientations that in 
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places Litde of the original rock is visible, even 

in thin section (e .. g, at 834 ft. - 32821). 

950-963 ft: This secdon is Lode rock, consisc:ing of white 

dolomite and a lictle chlorite and quartz with 

particles of sphalerite, and probably represeni:s 

i.:he souchern extension of the Magnet tode. 

Hole WP 83 (see Figure 8) shows i:hai: the footwall pyroxenite 

also thins out rapidly south of i::he mine, its place being taken by 

altered volcanics. The liogis as follows:-

0-about 70 fc:dark green rocks, complecely altered w aggregates of 
' 

chlorii::e, quartz and calcite with patches of talc 

( 32468, 32469). 

70-102 fr: Volcanic breccias, wich angular fragments up i.:o 5 cm. 

diamei::er of spilil:e, mudslone and sandsi:on.e or mff 

in a dark green chloride matrix (32469). 

102-126 ft: Green, fine-grained spilii:e with 1-2 mm. chlorite-

filled amygdules (32470). 

126-144 ft: Brecciated spherulitic spilii::e ( 324 71). 

144-154 fr: Reddish grey, coarse mudstone wicb.oui: banding and 

containing nodules and veinlets of pyrite~ 

154-173 ft: Fine-grained spilite Laced wii:h dolomite veinlecs~ 
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173-452 fc: Volcanic breccia with many fragmern:s (up m 10 cm., 

across) of spilite, sheaved and laced by contorted 

dolomite veinlets. Some veinlecs have a pale green 

colouration due to chlorhe. 

452-52 7 fr: Dark green chloride rock veined incensiveLy by 

sphalerite-dolomite; main mineralizadon at 452-454 ft. 

527-561 ft: Fewer dolomii:e veinlets in green, chloritic (and 

talcose ?) sheaved volcanic ,roek:~ 

Several thin sections of the 11 d1abase porphyrite 11 from che 

Universicy of Tasmania and Mines Deparcment collections help to 

an1plify the descripdons given above (Mines Departmenc numbers 

contain N or G) & 

-
Nos. 35G4 and 35N6 are of £eldspathic greyw,acke and mudsi:one 

respectively, i:hese rocks being similar to those .found elsewhere in 

the discrict and apparently forming part of the "Dyke". Nos. 35N8 

(Labelled "websterite") and 35N22 are basaldc breccias composed of 

fraginems up c:o 5 mm. of fine-grained spUite, augite and feldspar 
) 

in a quarczose macrix. 

Slide 35N20 is fairly c:ypical spilice wich dole.ride cexmre. 

It consists of long ( O. 5 mm.) P chin Lachs of al bite, granular and 

feathery augite and incers titial magnetite,. green chlorice and a few 

ragged plates of hornblendes 35N 15 is similar bm: the only 
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ferromagnesian mineral is chlorite. Calcite is also ,presenc in 

intersddal pools and with chlorite and quartz, fills amygdules~ 

Rosenbusch (in Nye, 1923, p. 47) described spherulic:ic quartz in 

amygdulesa 

35G:l0 is porphyritic, containing albite laths up w 3 x 4 mm. 

in a fine-grained doleritic base 0 This consists of albitej/ augite 

crystals, green chloric:e. and magnetite. The augite displays 

ophidc i:exture wii:h albite and is partly altered to dusty brown 

material. The chloric:e does not appear co be derived from (he 

augite and is presumably of primary origine Both 35Nl5 and 20 

show 1.rachytic texture in places. 

The .feldspars in the rocks just described vary from almost 

fresh to severely altered (sericitised ?) • The process is carried 

to the extreme in 35Nl2 in which the albite lalths are entirely 

composed o.f a fine-grained sericite ( ?) aggregac:e; ini:ersddal pools 

(and a few amygdules) are endrely calcites 

The remainder of the slides are largely extremely modified 

forms 0£ spilite. 35G3 comains many small Laths replaced by 

chlorice and 35G8 is Largely composed of lai:hs up to several mm., 

long now completely replaced by chLorii:e.. It is suspected that the 

earlier mineral was albite, though some cross-sections resernble 

olivine. The macrix of 35G8 consists entirely of calcii:e and quartz, 
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with amygdules composed of quartz spherulices and chlorite., 

Thin section 710 is described as 11 silicified melaphyre'' 

but consists of a 3ingle val'iolite of about 2 cm. diameter. The 

variolite consists of feathery albice sheaves, and irregular patches 

of green chlorite and cleai.4 quartz. Some of the quartz occurs as 

aggregates replacing feldspar ( ?) Laths. Rosenbusch (in Nye, 1923, 

P• 47) also described quartz replacing feldspar and quartz encloses, 

" and also replaces, albite in 35Nl9, another example of th~ variolitic 

rock., 35Nl6 is described as a variolite and presumably has 

variolices within,it., It consists of an indistinct quartz aggregate 

that: shows sheaf i:exture and indefinite extincdon. It may once have 

been glassy, for within it are the forms of numerous brown, acicular 

crystallites, a feature a1s0 seen in i:he Montana Melaphyre and 

common in glassy Lavas. 

Thin sections 708, 35Nl0 and 35Nl3 are composed 0£ quartz 

and chlorite, partly in crude aggregz:ce, partly in hieroglyphic 

texture, and parts of the slides consist largely of quartz spherulites • 

Outlines of albit:e ( ?) Laths are clearly visible in ordinary light and 

are now mainly quartz. 

From these descriptions and drill hole logs, it. is evident that 

the diabase porphyrii:e of the 11 Dyke 11 is actually a succession 0£ 

spililes (mainly variolitic and altered) overlying a succession with 
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volcanic breccias 5 tuffs and mudsi:ones and rare spiLitesP similar 

to Cambrian rocks outside r:he 11Dyke 11 • The pyroxenites, however, 

must surely be ini:rusive and are discussed in a later section. 

A feature of nearly aU the Magnet lavas is r:he extensive 

11 alr:erat ion", particularly by siHcification9 The abundance of 

silica is furcher emphasised by the presence in the lavas of 

spherulitic quartz rock, which also occurs at Zeehan in r:he Montana 

Melaphyre. 

Spherulitic Quartz Rock 

Attendon was first drawn to this rock by Twelvei:rees and 

Ward (1910, p. 19-ZO) __ who described the Zeeb.an material as 

follows:- 11 MacroscopicaLLy, it is somewhat variable in appearance. 

Some specimens are duH-white or greenish-white, and others have a 

prevalem; reddish tinge@ There is a white base, which has the 

appearance of porceUanite, and in this are set the spherules. 'The 

It spherules are at times so closely packed that no base appears be-

tween them. They are pale-green or blood-red in colour, and in 

many cases both colours are exhibited by one spherule. The radial 

strucrnre of the spherules is visible to the naked eye, and their 
I 

average size lies between one-sixth and one-quarter inch in diameter. 
A 
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11ln thin sections the spherules are seen to be cloudy with 

inclusions, some con~aining moving bubbles~ Their radial nature 

become apparent between crossed nicols. A dark cross then 

appears 9 the arms of which do not move with the rotation of the 

slide 9 but remain parallel with the vibration-planes of the nico1s • 

.Ar; times the cro·ss has double arms~ The spherules become 

deformed when closely packed together, yet they preserve, their 

radial structure. Their optical character is positive, as would be 

the case whether they were composed of quartz or micro£elsites 

In general appearance the material is quice homogeneous, and 

resembles quartz .. 

"Only one n~ass of this rock has been found. 11: was 

situai:ed in the Montana Flat, near the mine buildings, and has now 

been broken up and removed, for on account of its handsome 

appearance when cut and polished the rock: attracted no litde attention. 

It is siwated ir_ a locality where the immediately adjacent rocks are 

slate and spilite breccia. 11 

The fine-grained groundmass containing the spherules is 

chalcedony bm in one specimen ( 5029) this forms only a thick whice 

rim· around the spherules, the remaining areas being occupied by 

a grey, coarse - grained, quartz aggregate. 

Bocks rich in quartz spheruHtes occur west of Wararnh in 

small bodies within spilitic flows. One ( 30662b) consists of euhedral 
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phenocrysts up w 2 x 2 mm. pseudomorphed by chtorite and lying 

in a 11 groundmass 11 of chl orite and quartz spherulites up to O. 2 mm. 

diameter. Lavas from the Waratah area containing amygdules 

pau:'tly composed of spherulites have already been mentioned and 

quartz forms entire amygdules (as coarse sheaves, e,. ge 32449 from 

Sr.nithton) or rims to amygdules, as in parts of the Moni:ana 

Melaphyre (eo g. 4848 from the Trial Harbour road). Boi::h Rosenbusch 

(in Nye, 1923) and Scott ( 1954, Pe 138) have described silicification 

0£ feldspars (replaced by quartz aggregate) to varying degrees in 

lavas from the Magnet ~ and Zeehan areas and several examples 

have been given in preceding pages. Partly silicified feldspars occur 

in tuffaceous sandstones west of Waratah and these sandstones also 

conlain am.ygdule-like bodies of chlorhe, and quartz and albite 

aggregates. 

Twelve1:rees and Ward (1910) and Scott (1954) anaLy~~,d the 
(Table 4) .. 

quartz rock from Zeehan and found ii; to be over 90% silica.; Scott 

assumed the quartz rock was the result of regional mernsomadsm of 

lai:e Cambriian age and she described in some detail a transition .from 

fine-grained quartz aggregate in Lhe groundmass of the melaphyre ro 

a rock composed em:irely of quartz spherules. This description was 

based on study of a number of individual specimens apparendy 

showing different stages of growch. The mechanism was supposed c:o 
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be one of solid-liquid metasomatism and the chemical changes 

involved were illustrated by graphs showing .reduction in every-

thing but s ilica. The quartzose variolites from Magnet were 

thought to represent stages in the metasomatism of the basa:Ltic 

rocks. 

Twelvetrees and· -ward regarded the rock: as 11 highly aLtered11
, 

a 
though previously (190~ Twelvetrees had suggested it was an 

offshoot from a granite mass. Rosenbusch, describing the rock 

at Magnet, suggested it was an ahered variolite 0 

The writer suggests that the rock is of deuteric origin, for 

the following reasons:-

(a} The quartzose rock has only be·zn noted near Waratah 

and Zeehan and occurs only in9 or close to, spilitic rocks. This 

distribution hardly seems compatible with regional metasomatisma 

(b) Rims of quartz spherulites in amygdules suggest that 

their formation is related to the am.ygdule phase and not to some 

later metasomatism. 

(c) Siliceous pockets and veinlets are typical of the 

Tertiary basalts of Tasmania and radial spherulitic bodies have been 

recorded in basallic rocks from many localities (e. g. Bryan, 1962). 

(d) Silicification of feldspars appears to be related to the 

quartz -sphe.rulite rock, and sHicified feldspars occur as detrital 
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(or pyroclast1c ?) grains in Cambrian sediments apparently inter~ 

bedded with i:he lavas near Waratah. Th.is suggests that the 

silicification was more or less conte1nporaneous wilh vulcanism., 

(e) The metasomatic transition described by Scott: is not 

necessarily valid, based as it is on a carefully chosen collection 

of specimens, and the different examples may equally well n~ark 

different forms and phases of crystallisation from a siliceous 

so luLion. 

It is suggest:ed that the quari.z rock represents residual 

siliceous solutions derived from crysi:allisation of spilite, the 

siliceous residues segregating by diffusion, by injection into the 

lava, or by cone entration in gas channels. The firsi: stage of 

their formation is the segregation of quantities of siliceous n~ateriaL. 

At some critical st::i.ge of temperamre and saturation, with the 

lava possibly still mobile, crystallisation commences within the 

solmion at a number of irregularly distributed points and proceeds 

outwards to form radial crystallites - these spherical bodies so 

produced have no 11 sk:in11 and may merge or coalesce. Bryan (1954 1 

1962), discussing the origin of variolites in Queensland tachylyte, 

suggests thac the nucleation agencies for this type of crystallisation 

may be minute steam bubbles. This process may continue until 

the entire rock is composed of spherulii:es or it may be arrested by 
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a change of conditions, causing the remaining melt to crystaUise 

between the spherulites as chalcedony or quartza 

Variations from the typical quartz spherulite rock occur 

when the siliceous solution contains crystals of earlier minerals 

such as feldspar or ferromagnesian mineral, producing porphyr

itic rocks with quartz spherulites in i:he groundmass. 

There is a possibility thac che spherulites have formed by 

devitrification of glass but this seems unlikely because of the 

presence of spherulites in amygdules and the lack of spherulites 

in partially crystallised glass within the adjacent Lavas. 

The occurrence of quartz spherulites in amygdules, as 

previously described, calls for fui:her discussion. The postulated 

history of the majority of che amygdules is_ described below. 

While the lava is sc:ilt rnoli:en buc: after crystals of feldspar and 

perhaps ferro1nagnesian minerals have commenced to .grow, bubbles 

of gas form and stari: to rise through the lava, keeping i:heir shape 

because the gas pressure within is approximalely the same as the 

r_adial pressure exerted on i:he bubble. The bubbles receive 

addit:ional material by impact with other bubbles and by distillation 

of gases of lower vapour pressure from i:he magma. Once this 

two-phase assembly is present, the gas-liquid interface becomes a 

source of attraction for material that is capable of lowering the 
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surface tension at i:his interface. Ringwood (1956) and 

Sc:ansfield (1928) have shown thai: sulphides particularly (because 

of their low surface tension) i:end i:o move i:o such interfaces and 

it is interesting to note chai: galena and pyrite are quite common 

in some acid amygdaloidal lavas of Cambrian age in Tasmania. 

Molecular liquids, such as water, have low surface tension and 

silica may also have low surface tension. 

Bubbles may also collect small crystals by adhesion and 

i:hese may remain attached until solidification. As cooling proceeds 

the gas in the bubble condenses and a pressure gradient is i:herefore 

set up; chis will control the flow of mobile material i:owards the 

bubble. The bubble wilt not collapse because the cooling host melt 

is now so viscous that it craps the bubble and ai: cb.e same tin~e 

suppori:s its walls. Crys callisation from solution will proceed from 

the rims 'of the bubble inwards and will conLinue as long as sufficient 

feed is maintained; changes in the feed, differences in solubility, 

etc. may produce a zonaL structure. Thus the crystallisation proceeds 

inwards for amygdules and out from a cencre in i:he spherulites. It 

is also possible that some crystallisation within i:he amygdule may 

proceed by diffusion through the semi-permeable "skin11 chac muse 

form around the amygdule lai:e jn its history. Diffusion .from out-

side the 11 s kin 11 cowards i:he amygdule may result in growrh of an 
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out r rim th t makes room for itself by enlarging the amygdule 

or squeezing the "core" . Such growtb might account tor the 

b.lghly irregul r aurface se n in many of the am.ygdules . Thus 

th core m.aterial or .an amygdule may not neceasarily be the last 

ph se to form. 

The quartz- pherulite rims to chlorUe amygdules ln. slide 

636 (Magnet area) might well bave developed in the manner just 

describedbut why numerous spberulites should form in prelerence 

to normal crystals is not known. P resumably the re son is 

bound up with tbe speed t which crystallisation is induced, 

deposition lrom numerou centres achieving a quicker solidUication 

than growth via larg r crystals . 

To summari8e, it is suggested that the quartz spberulitic 

rock is a localised product of the lat stages of l va solidifica tion 

and it is not the product of reei.onal metasomatism. 

Alttration of tbs SpUites 

It is clear from tbe preceding descriptions that most of the 
. . 

spilites and associated rocks bav b en considerably altered, with the 
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produc1:1on of typical "secondary" minerals such as tremolite, 

chloric:e, epidote, hydrogrossular, quarc:z, c:alc, sericite etc. 

The mode of occurrence of many of these minerals suggests chai:: 

chey forined as late magmatic minerals; the presence of chlorite, 

_ epidoi:e, hydrogrossular and quartz in amygdules and of concentric 

tremolite veinlets in piliow cores suggests a magmatic origin and 

similar conclusions have be~n derived from a smdy of the quartz 

spherulite rock. The jasper cloc:s and veinlei:s in the Penguin 

spilii:es are also probably primary. The dolomite veining of the 

Magner volcanics and possibly also 'the heavy calc developmem may well 

be related to a Lai.er phase of mineralization and some of the minerals 

are typical products of very low-grade regional metamorphism. 

particularly albii:e, chlorii:e and epidoc:e. However, hydrogrossular 

and tremolite imply a higher c:emperature, probably related to 

volcanic processes. 

In 1951P Scott believed the alteration of the spilites on King 

Is land rn be caused by a nearby intrusion of Devonian granite buc 

in 1954 she suggesced the spilite alteraLion was related to the Late 

Cambrian (Juk:esian) orogeny. 

Depositional Environment of the Spilites 

a 
Scott ( 1951) believed thai: che spilii:es were subaerial, i::he pillow 

I\ 
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lavas developing where the flows passed into local bodies of 

surface water (an aqueous environment for the pillows seems 

essenliaL). Carlisle (1963) has good evidence for believing that 

pillow breccias and aquagene tuffs also require aqueous conditions. 

He si:aces (p. 68) that 1i1the obvious fact chat pillows settled in 

soft fossiliferous Limey muds aL [he base, the gradational continuity 

from one rock type to the next, the abundant evidence of quenching, 

globulation, and pasty flow, and the laminated and graded tuffs 

with Load casts from overlying breccias at the top of the section 

leave no doubt whatsoever that all of these rocks are of submarine 

origin". The significance of some of these items is uncertain but 

the remainder certainly point i:o a submarine origin for the British 

Columbia rocks. The pillow breccias (whole and broken pillows) 

described by Henderson (1953) at Yellowknife and in Iceland are 

associated with pillow lavas and are believed to be of subaqueous 

origin. Carlisle conceives Lava of very low viscosity and relatively 

low gas pressure emitting into water and globulating '*vigorously and 

promiscuously" to form isolated pillows that settle into cuff. 

Disaggregation of pillows to form breccias he thinks may be caused 

by slumping "essentially during extrusion" and disruption may have 

been aggravated by steam explosions. Similar processes operating 

in a similar environmeni: probably produced the King Island breccias 
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but it seems highly probable to the writer that in Tasmania 

extrusion took place in part into water-saturated tuffs and that 

elongation and deformation of pillows and thin flows took place 

during movement chrough the tuff-water medium under shallow 

cover. That flow has occurred in the host tuffs is indicated by a 

non-tectonic foliation that wraps around pillows and flows. The 

similarity of the King I.stand rocks to thoseof British Columbia, 

the presence of pillows and some bedded tuffs point i:o at least an 

aqueous origin for the volcanics. 

The sediments enclosing the spilites at Smithmn, Magnet 

and the Wanderer River area are greywackes and banded mudstones 

that are generally accepted as of marine origin, and as also are 

the sandstones and dolo1nitic rocks of the spilitic succession at 

Zeehan (Carey, 1953, Solomon, 1962). 

Nomenclature of the Spilitic Lavas 

Scott staced (195.lf, p. 147) that: "the volcanics comprise a 

spilitic suite consisting of ptcrite basalts, spilites, keratophyres, 

albite dolerites and associated pyroclastics ••••• "· The word 

spilite is one of the Less exactly defined terms of igneous geology 

and has to used with cautiono In a review of the characteristics 

of spilites, Vallance ( 1960), after summarising previous usage of 
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the term, was forced to include all rocks called spilite by earlier 

workers. After taking this step, he .finds chat spilites have a. wide 

range of chemical composition, the only significant fealures (in cam.par-

ison with basalts) being (a) highly variable distribution of components 

( b) high water content 

(c) generally high carbon dioxide contem 

(d) generally high alkali cement 

(e) generally low lime content. 

He is not prepared co accepc: high soda com:ent as a characceris tic of 

spilii:es. Mineralogically, however, Vallance has less difficulty 

in disdnguishing spilites. They are characterised by albite (or 

possibly sodic oligoclase),; rare quartz, lack of olivine~ fresh pyroxene, 

chlorii:e, epidoce, clinozois1te and less commonly, calcite. 

Turner and Verhoogen (1960, p. 258-2.60) have described a 

similar mineralogy for spilites and also high Na2 O, low K 2 0 and 

rather low At
2
o

3
; they also point out that ~hese rocks are commonly 

associated with 11 normal 11 basahs. Disi:inct from these 11 general" 

definitions are those by Sundius in 1930 (rocks with normative 

, 3+ 2 + 
feldspar< 40%.An) and We Us in 1922 (low Fe / Fe ). 

Apart from the unusual German and Swiss uses, there does 

seem to be common ground in che mineralogy and c:his perhaps should 

be c:he sl:arting point for identification. It appears thaL i:his mineral 
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assemblage shows a wide range in chemical composition and i:hai. 

gradations exist to basalLs, picri..e basahs, andesii:e and oLher 

lavas. Probably this is why Vallance ( 1960) includes among his 

spilites many marginal rocks; yet he does not include the spilites 

from SmithLOn because Scott called these albite doLerites. The 

variation in composition between flows, within flows (Battey, 1956) 

and even within pillows (Vallance, 1960i Vuagnac, 1949) makes 

concise definition of a spilite composition rai:her meaningless. 

Apart from the mineralogy there are other general feamres that 

assist in identifying spilites, pardcularly the associated igneous 

rocks and the depositional envirnnment. 

ll is concluded i.:h'at spilites are volcanic rocks characterised 

by alb1te (or possibly sodic oligoclase), chlorite, augite, epidote 

and less commonly calcite; quartz is rare and olivine absent. 

Their chemical compositions have basaltic affinities but compositions 

of the member of any spilitic assemblage show considerable 

variadon; some may be rich in poi;ash. They tend to be associated 

wil:h basaltic rocks and a geosynclinal environment. The use of 

terms Like albite-dolerit:e appears of Litde significance as this is 

only a textural variation and the writer has found in Tas:mania, as 

have others working elsewhere, that doleritic and basaltic texr:ures 

are distributed irregularly in groups of spilitic rocks and even 

within flows. 
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The wrher would suggest i:haL all the basic volcanics in 

West Tasmania are spilitic and may be referred to collectively 

as spilites, The intermediate and acid types are kerac:ophyres, 

albite andesii:e etc.,, the whole collection forming a spilite-

keramphyre association, suite or assemblage~ 

Chemical Composidon of Tasmania Spilii:ic Rocks 

With lhe previous discussion on nomenclature in mind, che 

Cambrian basaltic rocks of Western Tasmania may now be examined. 

They are clearly spilitic in mineralogy and, like other spilitic suites, 

include picri i:e basalts and rocks transitional becween spilii.:es and 

busuli:s (sec Spry, 1962b, p. 257-259). One third of the <in::ilyses 

available (Table 5) show flbasalc:ic 11 soda contents and high alumina, 

the only spi!itic characterist:ic according to Turner and Verhoogen 

being low potash. Of Vallance 1s criteria the only common feature is 

the high water contenc as compared to basalts. Several of the 

analyses described as spilites by Scott (1952, Table IV) have all but 

one of the characters required of a sp1lii:e by Vallance, and Turner 

and Verhoogen. An interesting point is that most of i:he analyses 

have higher lime contents than basahs whereas Vallance claims 

spilites have lower lime concern:s, The L'e3+ I r> z.+ . . 
~, .re rar10 1s 

exrraordinarily variable. 



Table 5: Tasmanian Spilites 

l 2 3 4 5 6 

Si02 46. 53 48.35 52. 61 47.40 48.24 so. 01 

Ti0
2 

0.21 o.. 78 o. 72. 0.29 o. 70 o. 73 

AL20
3 

10. 51 16,. 82' 13.03 19 .• 19 17. 55 15.38 

Fe
2
o3 

o. 62 2.85 3.90 1.48 1. 05 4.86 

FeO s. 2. 7 10. 21 8.48 8. 2.6 7.04 9.21 

MgO 17.36 4.46 s. 10 3. 60 s. 2. 7 5. 85 

CaO 1 o. 04. 9·. 55 7 0 2.6 11. 25 10.43 6.35 

Na2 0 1. 90 3o 78 5.60 3.40 5.58 4 9 77 

K
2

0 0.22 o. 42. 0.42 11
• 31 o. 97 0.40 

H2 0+ 3. 71 2·. 32 1. 65 3.32 2.88 2. 60 

H 2 0.i. o. 31 Oo 32. o. 10 o. 34 0.17 o. 2.3 

MnO o .. !6 o. 10 Oo 19 0.13 o. 12 o. 21 

P 2 o
5 

Tr. n·. dt. Tr. n. dt. 0.10 o. 09 

co2 o. 05 o .. 11 0.13 

s Oo 08 

FeS2 
/ 

Total 99.84 99.96 99019 99.97 100.2.l 100.82 

qu 

or 1. 30 Zo 48 2.48 7. 74 s. 73 20 36 

ab 16. 08 31 0 14 46.19 18.16 19.13 40.36 

an 19.50 27.69 9. 18 33.23 19.98 19. 3 7 

ne 0,,46 o. 65 5. 75 15.22. 



Table 5: Tasmanian Spilites (continued) 

l 2 3 4 5 6 

di 24. 29 16.47 Zlo 87 18.95 25 .. 03 8.81 

rn 0.33 3.65 
hy 

fer 0.12 3.03 

[ forst 23.97 s. 35 4.93 3.64 4. 52. 5Q99 
ol 

fay 8. 93 s.12 4.93 6.14 4.22 5.47 

mag o. 90 4.13 s. 65 2.15 l. 52 7.05 

hem 

calc o. 11 o. 25 o. 30 

ap 0.23 0.21 

ilmen Q.40 1.48 1. 37 o. 55 1.33 1.39 

Total 95. 82 97.32 97. 36 96.31 97.16 97.99 

) 



Table 5: Tasmanian Spihtes 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

Si02 44.20 45~00 46.64 46.88 50.16 53. 2.0 

Tl.0 2 
1.44 0~32 o. 54 1. 48 2.00 1. 74 

AL2o
3 

20. 80 24.64 23.45 19.04 188 01 19.15 

Fe203 9.98 7. 58 9.00 5. 15 13098 7. 72 

FeO 5.84 3.48 1. 80 9.03 4 .. 15 3.87 

MgO 3.18 61. 30 3.26 3. 62 1.84 2. 89 

Cao 10.40 9. 07 10. 91 10~ 6 7 1. 40 1.24 

Na2 0 1. 71 1. 06 z. 09 2. 00 4043 5. 17 

K
2

0 0.36 o. 46 o. 50 o.55 o. 83 o. 58 

H 2 o+} 
H 2 o- 1.44 3.20 3.00 z. 00 z. 10 4.00 

MnO 1. 06 Tr. Tr. Tr. 

Fz05 o. 15 o. 05 o. 09 o. 13 o. 25 0.30 

COz 

s Tr. o. 2 7 o. 04 Tt' • 0.05 

FeS 2 

Total 100.56 101. 16 l 01. 55 100.59 99.15 99.91 

qu 5.94 8.39 4.67 3. 07 16. 18 14. 79 

or 2. 13 2. 72. z. 95 3.25 4.90 3.43 

o.b 14. 38 s. 9 7 17. 68 16.92 37.48 43. 75 

an 48. 06 44. 6 7 53.13 41.35 5. 31 4.19 



Table 5: Tasmanian Spilites (continued) 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

cor 6. 03 7. 88 8.48 

ne 

di 2. 03 o. 32 8.91 

t 
7.15 15B 69 7. 9 7 6.90 4. 58 7.20 

hy 
fer 1. 8 7 7. 5 7 

rrst 
ol 

fay 

mag 14.47 109 29 4.24 7.47 7.58 7.43 

hem 0.48 6. 08 8. 75 2.60 

calc 

ap 0.35 o. 12 o. 21 0.30 o .. 58 09 70 

ilmen 2.73 0.61 1. 03 2.81 3.80 3 .. 30 

Total 99. 11 97. 97 98.28 98. 55 97. 04 95,. 87 

• 



Table 5: Tasmanian SpUites 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

Si02 48.20 46.72 47.6 50.6 43.34 47.98 

TiO 
2 

2.36 0.48 o. 5 3.15 0.99 

At2o3 
14.74 18.25 17. 7 20. 3 15. 69 17.89 

Fe 0 
2 3 

9.22 2.38 13. 7 10. 7 1. 87 4.86 

FeO 7.82 7.73 n. dt. n. dt~ 8,. 76 6. ll 

MgO s.oo 7.81 6. 55 4.4 11019 s. 74 

CaO s. 91 7.86 8. 2 6. 6 2.88 7.65 

Na2o 2.89 2.64 z.. 0 2. 3 z. 49 3.17 

KzO 0.44 1. 32 l. 3 l., 8 0.67 o. 74 

H 20f 

12· 50 

o. 11 
} 1, 5 

6000 r z. 97 1. 9 

H 20- 4.43 0.39 

MnO 0.74 o. 07 n. dt. n. dt. o. 05 0.19(15) 

P?O -
'"' 5 

0.385 n. dt. o. 93 0.25 (10) 

co2 
o. 6 0.4 1. 89 0.18 

s 0.068 

Fes2 o. 30 

Total 100.273 99., 80 100.25 100. 5 99. 60 

qu 9 0 45 6.12 

or 2.60 7.80 3. 96 

ab 24.45 22.33 21. 07 



Table 5: Tasmanian Spilites (continued) 

13 14 15 16 17 

an 25. 95 34.05 

cor 10. 87 

ne 

di 0.68 4. 02 

c 12. 19 3. 56 27.87 
hy 

fer 3. 04 2.12 7.66 

{ forst 10.27 
ol 

fay 6. 73 

" mag 13.37 3.45 z. 71 

hem 

calc 2. 95 

side rite 1. 56 

ap o. 90 2. 17 

ilmen 4.48 0.91 5. 98 

-
; Total 9'7 0 11 95.24 92.92 
' 

) 
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2, 3. 

4, s. 

6. 

Table 5: Tasmanian Spilites 

Picritic spilite, King Island (Scott, 1952b, p. 87). 

Augite pillow lava. King Island (Scott, l 952b, p. 87). 

Massive spilite, King Island (Scott, 1952b9 p. 87). 

Spi.lite ("basaltic type") of Scott (1952b, p. 87). 

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. Tholeiitic spilites, Smil:hton (Nye, 

Finucane and Blake, 1934, p. 68 69 and 72). 

13. Pegmatitic phase ( ?) of Smithton spilite; the "coarse 

gabbro11 of Nye, finucane and Blake (1934, p. 68). 

14. Spilite, Lynch Creek, near Queenstowff (Scott, l 952b, 

p. 8 7). 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18 • 

Spill te, Lynch Creek, nenr Queens town (Solomon, 1960). 

SpiUte, " It , near Miners Ridge (Solomon, 1960). 

Montana Melaphyre, Zeehan, specimen 5055. 

Department of Mines, Tasmania. 

Average of ana!yses 1 to 17, 

Analyst, 
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The only other notable feature of a group of the Tasmanian 

lavas is the low c:itania corn:enc compared to many spilitcs and most 

basalts. Scoi:c points oui: chac: the Al
2 
o

3 
and Ti0

2 
contenLs are 

more in keeping with andesitic magmas though she does nor suggesi: 

chat the roe ks are differentiated from andesil:e. She notes their 

similarity co che Porphyritic Central type basalt of Mull, a c:ype_ which 

is also characteristic of orogenic provinces such as i::he San Juan 

area of Colorado and i:he Cascade Range, N. W. United States (Turner 

and Verhoogen, 1960) and in which andesices and basalts are closely 

associated. The presence of ·andesites in Tasmania increases the 

similarity. 

The spilites rn Tasmania may be divided into i:hree types: 

i:he picritic, augitic and tholeiitic. The picrites are (or were) 

olivine ric?, and low in alk.alies and Fe 2 o3
; i.:he augitic types have 

no olivine, are better crysi:allised, and higher in alkalies and Fe
2

0 ; 
' 3 

t 
and the tholeiitic types from Smithton have modal and noAmadve quartz 

and more oxidii:>ed iron. The Montana Melaphyre (Table 5, No. 1 7) 

is tholehtic in composition, i:hough its textural features differ from 

thoseof the Sinithcon lavas. The picritic and augitic types are 

alkaline basaltse 

Yoder and Til'.ey (1962, p. 352-3) h:ive suggested there is a 

continuum between basalt types but indicate five groups ranging from 
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oversaturated tholeiirn with normative quartz to alkali basalr. with 

normative nephehne. The tholeiites of Tasmania correspond Lo 

their over-sacurated tholeiii:es and che rernainder range across i:he 

other four groups, viz: saLurai.ed i:holeiites, olivine Lholeiites, 

olivine basal.rn und alkali basalts. Spry ( l 962b, p. 263) suggested 

che spilites have been derived from tholeiitic olivine basalt by 

diffe.rendation and demons traced che similaricy of sodic differemiai:es 

developed during crystallisation of Jurassic dolerite to the average 

Tasmanian spilite. He suggested from a srndy of the Si0
2 

v n'lafic 

index diagram (Fig. 15) tha;: che principal trend of differentiation 

was iron enrichment and r.hat che picritic 1.ypes developed by olivine 

accumulation from an olivine basalt. The analyses show trends 

combining alkali, tholeiitic and Skaergaard properties. The 

Na-K-Ca and A FM diagram (Fig. 19) also show the spilites 

covering a wide spread in the alkaline, thole1itic and calc-alkaline 

zones. 

Both tholeiiLic and alkahne affinities are revealed in the 

Mg0vA1 2 o
3 

/ Si0
2 

diagram (Fig. 20) used by Muratu (1960) and 

Eaton and Murata (1960) for the Hawaiian Lavas. These authors 

believed che Hawaiian lavas are derived fro:n a thole1it1c magma by 

fracnonal crystaHisadon of clinopyroxene but r.his suggestion has 

been strongly cridcised by Yoder and Tilley ( 1962, p. 415). On che 
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alkali v Si02 curves (Fig. 18) used by RitLmanl\(1962) che sp1lites 

are very similar to his alkaline (or ALlanLic) rocks such as Lhe 

Lower Palaeozoic volcanics of Scodand and i:he Lavas of Hawaii. 

Finally, on che scheme proposed by Simpson (1954), involving femic 

and mafic indices (Fig. 16) che trend in iron enrichment: is again 

apparent but Lhe erradc distribution of i:he felsic ratio causes a 

spread chat makes correlation with classic types impossible. 

Available trace element information is given in Table 6. 

Co, N1 and Cr are b.igher in the picru:ic spilites cornpared m che 

augice types and Li, Sc and Ga are lower. A Ll the elements bui: 

Zn and Pb fall within che range of various basalt provinces, between 

which there are considerable variations. There are unusually 

high concentrations of Zn• even chough the X-ray analyses may be 

too high (an optical spectrograph analysis by the Ausi:ralian Mineral 

Developmem Laboratories of Zn on 31658 gave 150 ppm Zn). 

The single Pb analysis is also high for basaltic rocks in 

gene rat. X-ray spectrographic analyses of che s pilites gave 

subscancially higher figures for Pb but i:hese are not shown because 

~hey are not comparable with optical spectrograph and spectrophom

rnetric analyses. 

The only other trace elemenc analyses of spilites lcnown m 

the writer are by A1nstutz (195,3). His figures show unusually high 
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Table 6: Trace Elements (in p. p. m.) in Tasmanian Spilites 

1 2 3 4. 5 6 '7 

Li 10 60 25 5 

Sc 10 18 18 18 

v 490 38 85 85 135 325 190 

Cr 265 275 113 113 138 45 70 

Ni 355 450 100 30 70 275 290 

Co 45 25 36 36 <so <so 

Cu 54 63 250 >250 120 

Zn 265 175 265 

Ga <z 5 7 5 

Rb 22 <S 50 <s <s 35 30 

Sr 90 60 2.50 

y <5 7 10 15 

Zr 16 33 33 

Mo 

Ba 20 <4 500 50 4 <20 <20 

Pb 33 

1. Montana Melaphyre (5055). 

2. Picrite basalt (Scott, l 95la) King Island, 

3, 4, 5. Augite spilites from King Island (from Scott, 195la). 

6. 

7. 

Core oi pillow type 1 (32401) King Island. 

Spilite, Lynch Creek (31658). 

Analyses by X-ray spectrograph (M. Solomon), except 

for Cu and Pb' by Aust. Mineral Development Labs. 
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Zr but are otherwise similar to chose fro1n basalt:ic rocks. 

To sumn:1arise, the Tasmanian spilites almost certainly 

are deri.ved from a basaltic magma but Lhe various treatmenrn of 

the chemical data reveal thac differentiation of this basaii: followed 

neither strictly c:hol.eiitic, alkaline or calc-alkdine trends, buc 

apparendy so2ne combination of all three. The problem will be 

furi:her examined when other members of the Ca1nbrian voicanics 

are considered. 

ALBITE ANDESITES 

The Crown HiU area, north of Queensrown, contains i.he only 

major developmeni: of andesices i:hough they have been found north of 

Lake Dora ( 31793), and between Mt. Dundas and the Henty River 

bridge (62-86). Their toi:al volume is estimated at about 1% of the 

volume o.f i:he spilites and considerably less than 1% of the volume of 

keratophyres. Their presence is o.f some importance to the problems 

o.f differentiation of spilites. 

The andesites are characteristicalty porphyritic with pheno

crysr.:s of albice, hornblende, and quartz in a ground1nass of albite, 

chlorite, calcite. epidote and iron oxides wii:h rare apatii:e and 

sphene. In 31771A che iron ore is magnetite (X-ray diffraction). 
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The albite is present as lachs up to 21/2 mm. and generally 

much of it is very sericitised wich only faint: remains of twinning~ 

However, some specimens show relatively fresh mac:erial in which 

the feldspar is loaded with inclusions of epidote (granular and 11 dircy11
), 

chlorite and calcite. Zoning is shown up by alteration and in 

several cases a clear rim surrounds a sericitic core. The £e lds par 

is generally low-ternperamre albite (A~0 _ 5) bm in one rock (32519} 

che feldspar was determined as andesine (An44 ) by twin-axis 

measurements and extinction angles (Fig. 10). As well as the 

altered andesine laths very sericitised £ eldspar laths of unknown cype 

occur in the same rock. This is the first definice report of calcic 

feldspar in the Cambrian Lavas (bm see p. 48 ) • There is no sign 

of alteration to albite and the relationship of this type m che adjacent 

andesites is not clear because the rock occurs as an isolated boulder 

in the Lake Margarec moraine, 11/z miles north of Crown Hill. It 

may have been picked up locally or may have travelled across the 

West Coas(. Range from the Laice Dora area, where pebbles of 

hornblende andesHe have been found. 

The hornblende crystals are up w 2 cm. x 1 cm. in size and 

many show typical 11 primary11 crystal outlines. However, in some 

thin sections ~he hornblende is much corroded, has a hazy brown 

fringe, and many inclusions of [he groundmass and altered feldspar. 
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b 
Scott (l,952) stated that there is no primary hornblende and that the 

I\ 

crystals grow our of the alteration products of augite. However 

the three photom1crographs she figures do not necessarily 

demons crate this ai; all. In 32524, ires h hornblende (euhedral and 

corroded) and heavily chlorhised hornblende and chloritic-hemai:ite 

laths all occur in one s Ude and probably represent the alteration o.f 

primary hornblendes. In other slides concaining augite similar 

chlorite appears to be replacing augite. Yet chis is not evidence that 

hornblende grows out o.f chlorite - rather the reverse. 

In 32519, a hornblende crystal appears to be derived by re-

placement of augite (see also 32865) and ic seems likely that horn-

blende can be derived by 11 pdmary11 crystallisation., or by crystaUis -

ation following or contemporaneous wich resorpi:ion of augite. The 

embayed margins, inclusions of groundmass and albite Lachs, and 

11 reaction rims" on many volcanic hornblende crystals are generally 

believed to be due to corrosion by residual Liquid bm may also be due 

w crystallisai:ion from a crystal 11 mush 11
, in which the later minerals 

might be expected to develop large inclusions and irregularii:ies in 

shape. 

Hornblende may he the only•ferromagnesian mineral and up 

to 20% of the rock may be markedly subordinate to augirn. This is 

present as cracked, srnmpy crystals, partly altered to chlorite and 
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similar m the diopsidic augite in the spilites (2 V measurements 

0 
range from 52 to 61 ), As the percentage of ferromagnesial1. 

minerals falls, rocks i:end towards the keratophyres wii::h only a 

little chlorite and a few hornblende crystals (e. g. 3102.0)o With 

decreasing hornblende and increasing augite and iron ores, chey 

pass w basaltic rocks though a complete cransidon to spilii:e has 

noi: been observed. The hornblendes of different specimens (32522, 

32.519, 11912) give consistent optical properties, which are as 

follows: 

Pleochroism: X: Pale straw-yellow 

Y: Fairly pale yellowish green 

z: Medium grass-green 

2.V 73° 

z/\c 1s0 
- 24° 

~ 1.653 

J" 1. 676 

J-o<. o. 02.3 

This indicates substitudon of about 40% Mg by Fe +2 + Fe +
3 + Mn, 

according to Deer, Howie and Zussman (1962, 2., p. 2.96); 

Quartz generally occupies 3- 6% of the andesites, mainly in 

Large cracked and corroded phenocrysts, also wii::h chlorite in 

amygdules, and in irregular patches in the groundmass. Amygdules 
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are less common than in 'spi lites; hey may be filled by chlorite, 

albite , quartz , epidote and calcite but are generally a.lbite or an 

albite-chlorite - quartz combination. Albite , chlorite a~d quartz 

also occur in irregular masses in the rocks and probably formed 

during the later phases of lava solidification. Similar patches of 

pyri t e and epidote granules are less common. Euhedral crystals 

of apatite are characteristic of the andesites and coarse crystals of 

magnetite occur sporadically. 

The groundmass generally occupies 50-60% of the rock in 

porphyritic types , much less in seriate types . It is either a 

granular aggregate of albite or shows hyalopilitic texture , with 

albite microlites and dark interstitial material with weak birefring-

ence tha t may be devitrified glass . .Fine-grained chlorite , epidote 

and iron ores are intermixed with the albite and in o ne slide small 

hornblende .laths occur . In specimen 62-86 myrmekitic intergrowth 

forms the groundmass of some of the rock; the texture is almost 

identical to that described by Kinkel et al. (1956 , p . 26) i n the 

B alaklala rhyolite. A lbite laths show parallel orientation in some 

slides and this is probably associated with the parallel e~ongation of 

hornblende laths described by Scott (1954) and observed locally by the 

writer . This parallelism appears to be a flow phenomenon (Solomon, 

1960) though Scott had some difficulty in accepting this because she 
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believed that the hornblende crystals were post-solidification of the 

lava and formed by "regional metasomatism" . The parallelism is 

not related to cleavage. 

East of Crown Hil l , the andesite is loaded with pebble-like 

fragments which consist of relatively fine-grained aggregates of 

hornblende and albite. They differ from the matrix in having finer 

grain, being riqher in hornblende and having little or no ground

mass . They probably represent crystal-clotting during solidifica

tion , probably in conjmdion with some rotation of the "clots" tha t 

helps to compact them and to emphasise their outlines . 

Considerable inhomogeneity is evident in the andesites , part

icularly with respect to albite content; several outcrops on Crown 

Hill show brecciation with angular blocks of andesite a:=::l in an 

andesitic matrix. Normally only visible on freshly spalled faces , 

this a •.ito - brecciation ( ?) is h;.ghlighted in places by albitisation 

of the matrix, giving rise to spectacular outcrops (P late 24 , N o . 1) . 

Numerous inclusions of andesitic lava and segregations and 

veins of epidote , albite-epidote and albite-epidote-quartz gives a 

very heterogeneous appearance to some outcrops . North of the 

B enty River inclusions consist of fine-grained , felted aggregates of 

albite laths with rare small, phenocrysts of albite and hornblende , 

suggestive of chilled material caught up in the main body of the flo w; 



Plat 24 No. 1:- Br cciated ande ite, pe k of 

Crown Hill. 

Pl te 24 No. 2:- Embay d quartz ph nocryst in 

quartz keratophyre, Red Hills . X35. 
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An analysis of hornblende-augite andesite with andesine 

and little albite (32519) is given in Table 7. The chemical 

analysis does not show Pz. o5 though crystals of apatite occur in 

several slides. The rock is unusuaU~,- high in Sr, Ni and Cr, 

Andesitic rocks are not common in spilite-keratophyre 

associations generally though Kinkel et al. (1956) described an 

albite andesite from Shasta Co,, Culi.fornia, that is interbedded 

with spilite and keratophyres. They imply that the rock is an 

altered andesite (their 11 meta-andesite11) but allow a possible primary 

origin for albite in related rocks. Bartrum ( 1929) gave an 

analysis of an 11 andesite11 among spilitic rocks from New Zealand 

though it is obviously very similar to spilite and falls within the 

range of spilites as advocated by the writer. 

Albite and albitised andesites are common in the Cascade 

volcanic province (Waters, 195 5) in which andesites predominate 

over basalts and rb.yolites. The more altered rocks are similar to 

those of Crown Hill in which parts are converted to albite and horn

blende, These andesites are Eocene to Miocene in age and occupy 

several thousands of feet on the eastern margin of the Tertiary geo

syncline in which were deposited also the Olympic Penninsula spilites 

and basalts of Eocene age. Waters believed the alteration followed 



Table 1: Andesites 

l 2 3 

SiOz 61.12 61. 58 v 170 

Ti Oz 0.42 0.49 Cr 1'70 

AL2o3 17.65 16.96 Ni 265 

Fe2 o
3 

2. 89 1.75 Cu 25 

FeO 2.40 2.85 Zn 210,245 

MgO 2.44 3. 67 Rb 40 

Cao s. 80 6. 28 Mo 

NazO 3.83 3.94 Ba 1,12.2 

K 20. 1. 72 1.28 Pb 26 

HzO+ 
}1.43 

2.74 

H 2o- nil 

MnO 0.15 

Pz05 o. 15 

co2 o. 25 

Total 100.35 



Table 7: Andesites (continued) 

2 

qu 15. 19 

or 7. 56 

ab 33.30 

an ·24. 85 

di 3.81 

rn 7.76 
ny 

fer z. 53 

mag 2.. 54 

calc o. 57 .. 
ilmen 0.93 

99.04 

1. Average ( 52 analyses) hornblende andesite (Daly, 1933). 

2. Hornblende andesite, Crown Hill, specimen 32519 

(Solomon, 1960) • 

• 3. Trace elements in 32519 in p. p. m. 

Trac;:e elements by X-ray spectrograph (M. Solomon) 

except for Cu and Pb by Australian Mineral 

Development Labs. 

J 
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burial of the lavas and depression of the geosyncline. 

The volume of andesites in Tasmania is considerably less 

· than (about 1%) that of the spilites and they might well be differen

tiates of basaltic magma. Judging by the poB<ition of the andesite 

on various differentiation curves (Figs. 15-19) the pa.rent magma 

must be of calc-alkaline type. 

KERATOPHYRES AND QUARTZ KERATOPHYRES 

Nomenc Latu.re 

The keratophyres consist mainly of albite with minor quartz, 

chlorite, magnetite, sericite, apatite etc. Exam.pies from Mt. 

Read had been compared to the 11original11 keratophyres of 

Fichtelgebirge by Rosenbusch as early as 1899 (in Twelvetrees and 

Petterd). "Rosenbusch pointed out chat the German k.eratophyres 

had previously been known as po.rphyroids, a term which later was 

widely used in Tas~ania (Scott, 1954; Bradley, 1954; Carey, 1953). 

The term keratophyre appears to have suffered less abuse than 

spilite, for the definition proposed by Wells (192.2) appears to have 

been followed by the majority of workers. He stated that keratophyres 

were: "Intermediate members of the Spilitic Suite, both intrusive 

and extrusive, the rocks being· characterised by a high percentage of 
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sodic feldspar, usually anaacid plagioclase near albite in compos -

i~ion, accompanied by a small proportion of dark minerals, now 

represented by chloritic or serpentinous pseudomorphs. 11 Wells 

implied elsewhere thac the chlorite might also be primary. He 

added that the "quartz keratophyres are the corresponding acid 

rocks, carrying in addition notable amounts of free quartz". 

Battey (1955), following Beskow (1929) and Geijer (1931) and also 

Donnelly ( 1963)
1 
used the term quartz keratophyre only for rocks 

with phenocrystic quartz but the writer has preferred to use 

quartz keratophyre for the acid keratophyres with appreciable 

amounts of quartz, regardless of the presence or otherwise of 

quartz phenoc.rysts. The division is made at about 65% SiOz 

though this is obviously difficul~ to apply when the quartz is fine

g.rained and intimately mixed with feldspar, and no chemical 

analyses are available. A similar system has been adopted by 

Dickinson (1962) who says (p. 249) that quartz keratophyre is 

"composed dominantly of albite and quartz forming an interlocking 

groundmass mosaic.... Most quartz keratophyres that have been 

described may carry quartz and albite phenocrysts as well". 

Williams, Turner and Gilbert (1954, p. 101) suggest quartz is 

usually confined to the groundmass~ These authors included 

phenocrysts of augite and hornblende ·in kerato_phyres and Gillul·y 
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(1935, p~ 228) mentioned hornblende. Von Gumbel's original 

description ( 18 74) of keratophyres also inentioned occasional 

flakes of mica and hornblende, 

Keratophyres are distinguished from sodic trachytes by the 

fo Llowing criteria; 

(a) Keratophyres do not contain the sodic amphiboles or 

pyroxenes characteristic of trachytes, and usually 

contain only chlorite. 

( b) The plagioclase of keratophyres is invariably of the 

low-or near-low-temperature form but may be high 

temperature in trachytes. 

(c) Feldspathoids and sanidine may occur in trachytes 

but not in keratophyres. 

(d) Keratophyres are in many cases strongly metasomatised. 

(e) Keratophyres tend to be associated with spilii::es or 

sodic granites, while trachytes. accompany basalts 

and s yenite s • 

Some confusion has appeared in earlier work involving sodic 

trachytes and keratophyres e. g. the rocks from Skomer (Wales) 

described by Thomas (1911) as soda-trachyte or 11 lime-bostonite 11 

appear to be keratophyres. Thomas divided keratophyres from 

trachytes on the ground that the keratophyres have: 
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(a} less well developed flow structure, 

( b) greater quantity of chlorite and sphene, 

(c) better developed vesicular structure, and 

(d) are "slightly more basic than the soda-trachytes and 

richer in lime and magnesia, 11 
• 0 • 0 • 

As Wells ( 1922) points out, these factors probably only apply 

to the particular types studied by Thomas, and his chemical 

distinctions are based on comparisions with. one analysis of a 

txachytic rock·- .from North Pembrokeshire. 

Johannsen ( 1937, p. 49) actually described sodic rhyolites 

and keratophyres together as a group and Harker, Tilley et al. 

(1960, p. 148) have described "common soda-rhyolites (sometimes 

called by the loosely defined name 'keratophyre' or 'quartz-

ke.ratophyre ') 11 • 

In Daly's average keratophyre (1933, p. 12, 7 analyses), 

two possibly significant features stand out in compat'ison with. his 

3' 2+ 
average alkaline trachyte - the lower Fe - ,. /Fe ratio and the 

higher water content. No change is indicated by Nockold's more 

recent ( 1954) average o.f alkaline trachyte. Combining these 

chemical features with the mineralogy, the Na-trachyte (analysis 

IV) of Thomas (1911) and the albitic porphyry o.f Bartrum U936) 

and the lime•bostonite (analysis VI) of Thomas (1911) coul<l be 

included among the kerato::-hyres. Several k.eratophyre analyses 

{some of which were presumably included in Daly 1s average) are 
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given in Table i (note that Battey1s keratophyres are among the 

quartz keratophyres). The compilation of all pre-1961 Australian 

analyses ef igneous rocks by Joplin ( 1963) has enabled a full 

coverage of Australian literature. One of Joplin's analyses of 

"keratophyres11 (p, 139' no. 2) has been rejected - it is low in water 

content 'and comes from a granite contact aureole in New South 

Wales in which no other Lavas are present. The average of all the 

analyses quoted is also included in Table 8. Though averages 0£ 

this type suffer fa"om possible misidentification by some workers, 

most of the examples in Table 8 have been checked against 

descriptions of mineralogy and field occurrence. 

Unfortunately, a few of these keratophyres are rich in 

Fez03 and the hoped-for criterion of Low Fe 3+ / Fe
2+ ratio becomes 

invalid. Similarly, a .few o.f the keratophyres are low in water 

content. However, in general these two criteria are valid and help 

to identify the keratophyres in conjunction with the mineralogy. As 

Teall ( 1888) noted, the "original" keratophyres (which included quartz 

keratophyres) from the Fichtelgebirge (Gumbel, 1874) and the Harz 

Mes. (Lossen, in Teall, p. 370) have highly variable contents of 

potash and soda but for keratophyres in general, soda appears to 

dominate (see average in Table 8). If the keratophyres fro::-:n the 

Middle Devonian of Lahnmulde (Gotz, 1937; Lehmann, 1949) are 



Table 8: Keratophyres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

S102 63 •. 58 57,23 52. 36 54.41 61.86 610 ,67 

Ti02 -· 1 •. 29 o. 29 o •. 54 o. 10 o •. 34 

Al2 03 
13.60 18., 17 17. 23 270 04 16. 58 17 •. 47 

Fe
2
o

3 
6. 71 1. 02 4 •. 13 l, b8 2. 17 1,,37 

FeO 4. 47, 4.96 7,53 O. ll 6.39 3.92 

MgO 2. 58 1. 4'7 3, 18 o. 51 o. 54 2,13 

CaO 1. 19 4,29 2 •. 00 o. 28 o. 18 

Na2o s. 25 .4. 67 5,10 1,14 4,98 8., 52 

K 2 0 0,32 6,71 2.93 6.71 5.34 3.38 

H 20+} 2.94 3.00 3. 01 3.36 1.95 0.45 

H 0-
2 

MnO 'rr. 

P205 0.21 0,33 o. 08 o. 11 0,06 

co
2 

o. 01 0.21 1.22 o. 30 o.os 

FeS 2 

so
3 

o. 12 

NiO o. 08 o. 16 

BaO 

Ig. Loss: 

Cl 

s o. 09 

Zr02 

SrO 

Total 99.45 ~OOo 01 101. 77 100.44 1 DO. 72 99.59 



Table 8: Keratophyres (continued) 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

Si02 58.SO 54. 51 66. 05 64.38 58.47 55.38 

Ti02 0.40 2.~45 o. 49 2~ 17 .o. 90 

At?.o3 1'7. 03 16,. 69 13.29 16.98 18. 60 18. 34 

• Fe
2
o3 ·2. 44 2. 4. 9 3.22 4 .. 04 1., 92. l. 13 

FeO 5 .. 81 s. 31 5 .. 07 4~ 77 5. 86 

MgO 1,, 83 o. 6 7 1. 36 o .. 28 0.94 3. 47 

CaO 1.-16 2~ 01 0...,50 l~ 08 0.99 3. 25 

Na
2

0 5. 22 1$ 36 6. 6 7 7. 5 7 s. 52 7. 12 

K 2 o 4.27 11. 70 o. 87 4.30 3.30 0.22 

I-12 0-r 
} 2. 68 

1. 88 2. 19 2. 39 
2.. 1 7 

Hz.0- 0.96 o. 50 . o. 48 

Mn.O 0.19 

p 0 
2 5 o. ll 0.49 o. 09 0.45 Tr. 

co
2 

o. 75 o. 04 2 .• 00 

FeS
2 

so.., 
::J 

o. ll o. l 7 

NiO 

=) 
Ba,O 0.04 

lg. Loss 1. 64 

Cl o. 02 

s 

Zr02 

SrO 
'-.., 

I 

Total 101,.47 100.21 100.45 1oo.27 1 oo. 11 100.54 



Table 8: Keratophyres (continued) 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

Si Oz 63.9 60. 39 56.95 63. 58 64.32 62. 69 

Ti Oz l. 35 o. 80 o. 89 o.99 

AL2 o3 ll. 9 18.40 17~ 87 13.42 18. 46 14.83 

Fe 0 
2 3 

1. 2 1 .. 03 4.49 2. 10 s. 24 z. 57 

FeO 6. 6 3. 50 6., 00 5., 67 Oo 19 7.93 

MgO 2. 6 1.- 27 o. 93 t. 37 o. 05 l. 76 

Cao 1. 8 1. 53 2. 30 2. ·75 o. 09 2.34 

Na2o 4. 3 3_.79 8. 80 4. 31 9.01 6. 52 

K 0 2 0.25 0.46 o. 38 2.93 0.32 o .. 63 

• HzO+} l.i37 o. 71 1.85 1. 82 o. 73 
z.,z 

H 2 o- 0 .. 20 o. 38 o. 30 o. 2 7 

MnO o. 39 o •. os o. 08 0.14 

P2.os 0.64 0.12 Tr. o.·35 Tr. 

co 2 
1. 70 o. 91 o. 03 nil 

Fes2 
0 •. 02 o. 04 

) 
S03 

NiO o. 01 

BaO o. 05 

lg~ doss 

Cl Tr. 

s o. 02 

Zr02 
o. 01 

I 
SrO o. 01 

Total 97.13 99.66 100. 73 99.82 99. 77 100.00 



Table 8: Keratophyres (continued) 

19 20 21 2 2 23 24 

' Si02 62. 04 62. 2·9 56.80 61. 51 60. 08(21) 6l. 49 

Ti02 o. 83 o. 65 0.35 o. 45 o. 8 7 (17) o. 54 

AL
2
o3 17. 51 14.75 17.11 17. 3 7 16. 92 (21) 15024 

Fe 2o
3 

3. 97 2.29 2.12 1.92 2. 74 (21) 3.44 

FeO o. 74 3. 02 5.26 3. 35 ·4. 66 (20) 3. 73 

MgO 1. 43 1.99 3.61 1. 26 1. 62 (21) 0.95 

CaO 2. 68 4.77 4.20 1. 08 1. 97 (20) o. 72 

Na2 o 7.05 1. 75 4 0 47 5. 23 s. 62 (21) 4.99 

K 2 0 l. 56 2.90 2.75 5.29 2. 96 (21) s. 73 

H 2 o+ 1 .. 21 2. 58 }2: 45 2: 19 (19) 
0.96 

HzO- o. 04 o. 04 0.15 

MnO o, 07 o. 28 o. 01 o. 14 (9) 0.19(11) 

P205 o. 08 o. 11 o. 35 o. 08 o. 20 (18) o. 08 ( 7) 

co2 1. 08 0.44 o. 62 ( 14) 2.57 (10) 

Ig. loss 5. 55 

s O~ 15 O. 08 ( 1 O) 

Total 100.31 100.29 100. 36 100. 00 



Table 8: Keratophyres (continued) 

2. 0 2.1 2.2 2. 3 

qu 26.90 4. 51 5. 13 9.35 .. 
or 17. 14 16.25 31.26 17.49 

ab 14. 81 37. 82 44.25 47. 55 

an 22.95 15. 77 4.84 4e55 

cor 0.32 1. 00 1.27 2.81 

r 4.96 a. 99 3.14 4.04 
hy 

fer 2. 71 7. 85 3. 84 5.12 

mag 3. 32 3o 07 2. 78 3.97 

calc o. 00 1. 00 o.oo 1.41 

ap o. 26 Oo 82 o. 10 o. 47 

ilmen 1. 23 o. 67 0.86 l~ 65 

93. 97 97. 75 9756 98.41 

• 

·_) 



_) 

Table 8: Keratophyre....e.. 

1-3. Keratophyres from the Harz Mts. ( 2 and 3) and Fi.chtelg~buige 

(1), in Teall (1888, p. 371.:....372). 

4 and 5. Keratophyres from Westfalia (4) and the Harz Mts. (5), 

in Johannsen (1937, 3, p. 51). 

6-8. Keratophyre (6) and KaUdkeratophyres from the Harz Mts., 

in Rosenbuscli ( 191 O, p. 343). 

9. Keratophyres from Cornwall, England, quoted in Dewey 

and Flett (1911, p. 209). 

10. Keratophyre from Hamilton Hill, Scotland, quoted by 

Dewey and Flett (1911. p. 2.09). 

ll. Soda trachyte, Skomer 11 Wales, in Thomas (1911, p. 192). 

12. Lime bostonite, North Pembrokeshire, as quoted in 

Thomas (1911~, p. 192). 

13. Intermediate lava, Cader Idris, Wales, in Davies 

(1959, p. 191). 

14 and 15. Keratophyre and Magnetite Keratoph.yre (15) from New 

So\lth Wales, in Benson (1915, p. 139). Calcite in (15) 

removed by hand. 

16. Albitic porphyry from Great King Island, New Zealand, 

in Bartrum (1936, p. 517). 

17. Keratophyre from Binduli, West Australia, quoted in 

Joplin, ( 1963, p. 140). 

18. Porphyrite, Victoria, in Joplin ( 1963, p. 140). 



Table 8: Keratophyres 

190 Keratophyre .from Glarner Freiberg~, in Amstutz (1954). 

20. Porphyrite, from Stirling Valley Road, near Rosebery, 

in .Finucane (19 3 2). 

21. Keratophyre, near Lake Margaret. Queenstown, in 

Solomon (1960). 

22. Average of 7 analyses of keratoph.yre, in Daly ( 1933, 

p. 12). 

23. Average of analyses 1-21 inclusive - figures in brackets 

indicate number of analyses available. 

24. Average of 12 analyses of Lahn keratophyres (in Getz, 

1937, p. 188-189). 
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included, then the average potash contenc would be much higher 

because these keratophyres are consistently high in potash ~an 

average of 12 analyses = 5. 73%). However, these rocks have a 

low water content ( C::::. 1 •. 5%) and do not appear to be typical 

keratophyres; with the associated weilburgites, th12y form an 

unusual suice about which there is much controversy. A high 

potash keratophyre fro-m Lake Dora has been placed in the quartz 

keratophyres though its silica content is just under 65%; this has 

been done because most of the potassic keratophyres in Tasniania 

are acid rather than intermediate and it is convenient to place them 

i.ogethe.r: in one table. 

In distinguishing quartz keratophyres and soda-rhyolites, 

Wells (1922) maintained that the keratophyr~s have more alumina 

and less iron and soda but a study of available analyses does not 

uphold·_ this. The main basis of distinccion seems to be field 

association, albite content, paucity of ferromagnesian minerals, 

except chlorite, and in particular, lack. of sodic fe.rromagnesians 

{Hatch, Wells and Wells 9 . 1956, p. 223). However, such factors 

are often ignored - for instance, Kinkel et al. (1956) have given 

descriptions of the Balaklala rhyolite that fit quartz keratopb.yre 

perfectly. 

A number of quartz keratophyre ( > 65% Si02) analyses have 
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been collected., by no means all of those available, and the range 

of composition is dearly considerable (Table 9),, The average 

is similar to a sodic rhyolite., It is possible that several o.f these 

rocks have been wr0ngly identified but it is doubtful whether these 

would alter the general conclusion. 

There do not seem to be any textures characteristics of the 

keratophyric types. 

In general, quartz keratophyres are more common than 

keratophyres and a similar situation exists in Tasmania. 

Most workers have concluded that the Tasmanian keratophyric 

rocks are igneous (volcanic and intrusive) but Scott ( 1954) and 

Bradley ( 1954) suggested tlley were the products of the regional 

metasomatism of spilites and sedimentso The writer suggests 

they are volcanic because (a) they have textures typical of volcanic 

.rocks (this is particularly true for some o.f the Primrose Volcanics), 

'(b) they have che~cal and mineralogical compositions similar to 

those of well-established suites of volcanic rocks, {c) some of them 

contain quartz crystals that are likely to be of high teinperatu.re 

origin and (d) the field evidence used by Bradley ('1954) to 

demonstrate gradational metasomatism has proved to be invalid 

(Solomon, 1960). 



Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Si Oz 70. 97 66 .. 20 70 .• 57 69. 48 76,. 81 750 10 

T>i02 o,. 25 o,. 06 o. 06 0.14 o .. 19 o. 22 

AL 2 o
3 

13.84 17.76 15.39 11.99 ll.70 12. 84 

Fe2 o3 3. 21 l. 32 2. 77 2. 54 o. 35 o. 70 

FeO o. 78 l. 81 2.46 o. 39 1 0 36 

MgO 0.20 0, 08 .i. 52 1.16 o. 30 o. 30 

CaO 1,26 o. 25 l. 66 1.72 o. 30 o. 32 

Na2 0 6.27 3o 00 2.61 3. 33 2.73 5. 12 

K2 0 l. 57 10. 54 z. Zl 4. 01 s. 45 2. 39 

H 2 0+ }o. 74 l. 12 
1. 56 0.96 o. 95 

a. 68 

H 2 0.- o. 32 a. 51 0.27 

MnO 0.12 O. OS 0.20 Tr. o. 04 

Pz05 o. 08 0.34 o. 08 0.08 o. 04 

G0
2 

o. 79 o •. 03 0.24 1. 34 o. 02 o. 03 

FeS - 2 o. 05 

NiO o •. o3 o. 01 

BaO o~ o5 Oe 05 

s o. 09 0~02 

ZrO 2. .,o. 01 

SrO o. 01 

Rest: 0 •. 09 

Tot"al ~oo. 09 loo. 00 100.44 100.Al 99.93 99.82 



Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres (continued) 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

Si02 70. 26 71.2.3 71. 34 74.80 76. 07 76. 08 

Ti0
2 

o. 68 0.47 o. 36 OG 01 O.l4 o. 15 

At
2
o

3 
12.58 13.74 13. 66 13. 59 12.50 12.02 

Fe2o
3 

3. 30 o. 45 3.28 1. 05 o. 75 1. 05 

FeO 2. 00 1. 18 1. 48 o. 29 0.89 1. 09 

MgO o. 36 o. 2 7 o. 34 o. 24 0.40 o. 50 

CaO 1. 26 o. 58 1. 26 0.25 0.13 o. 18 

Na2o 4 •. 77 o. 53 5.74 1.42 4.37 1.84 

1(20 2.88 10. 31 o. 87 7.10 3. 31 4.99 

H 2 0+ o. 97 o. 58 1. 28 o. 97 1. 08 1.44 

H 2 o- o. 2 7 o. 06 o. 41 o. 33 0.22 o. 31 

MnO Tr. Tr. 

PzOs o. 52 0 .. 13 o. 05 o. 08 o. 03 o. 02. 

C02 

FeS2 

NiO 

Bao 

s 

Zr0
2 

SrO 

Total 99.85 99.53 100.07 100. 13 99.89 99.67 

-----



Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres (continued) 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

Si Oz 71. 52 72.. 31 75. 04 81.33 65. 52 72.83 

Ti0
2 

o. 28 o. 40 o. 10 o. 25 o. 47 o. 35 

Alz03 11. 76 ~2. 76 13. 39 9.21 14. 90 12. 77 

Fe2 o
3 

1. 52 1.94 1. 61 1. 09 6. 25 2.55 

FeO 3.44 1. 26 0.37 o. 74 l. 55 1. 15 

MgO 1. 18 1. 32 0.18 0.40 1. 10 1.45 

CaO z. 72.. 0.10 0.40 o. 25 0.64 2. 0'7 

Na2 o s. 05 3. 69 6.36 3.25 4o85 4.38 

K2 0 o. 26 3. 82 o. 83 1. 66 1. 9 7 o. 80 

H 20+ 1. 25 1. 48 l., 07 le 12 2. 03 1.35 

,H2 o..- o. 14 o. 26 . o. 24 o. 15 o. 39 o. 12 

MnO o. 04 o. 08 U;.05 o. 05 0.05 o. 04 

PzOs o. 20 0.15 o. 08' o. 04 o. 16 o. 10 

co
2 

0.38 Tr. o. 10 o. 10 nil o. 18 

FeS
2 

o. 12 

NiO 

BaO o. 09 Tr.? 

s 

zro2 

Sr 0 

Total 99.86 99. 66 99.82 99. 64 99.88 100.14 



Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres (continued) 

19 20 21 22 23 24 

SiO - 70.45 77. 01 73.60 68.75 76.47 76. 95' 
2 

Ti02 0.36 o. 18 o. 27 o. 27 o. 10 

At 2o
3 

14.47 12.04 13. 08 160 75 13.90 12. 59 

Fe2o
3 

1. 25 o. 67 1. 16 0.48 o. 18 0.58 

FeO 2. 07 1. 51 2. 69 1. 72 o. 40 o. 22 

MgO 1.38 1. 29 1. 32 0.83 i.74 0.26 

CaO 0.85 o. 86 o. 22 o. 89 0.19 0.26 

Na
2

0 5.99 4, 58 3. 93 6. 95 4. '76 2.32 

K 2 0 1.70 o. 59 1. 65 Oo 80 o. 65 Sa '76 

H 2 o+ 1.13 1.19 1. 73 l, 52 1.34 0.76 

H 0-
2 

o. 06 0.13 Oo 13 0.84 o. 29 o. 00 

MnO o. 05 o. 03 o. 05 o. 04 

P20s o. 10 o. 07 0.16 o. 14 

co2 o. 22 o. 12 o.oo 

Fes2 

NiO 

l 
BaO 0.03 

s 

Zr02 

SrO o. 03 

Total 100. 08 100. 08 loo. 02. 100.06 99.92 99.95 



Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres (continued) 

25 26 27 28 29 

Si02 69.33 70. 60 71.30 69.48 70. 57 

Ti02 o. 32 o. 58 o. 51 0.14 o. ().6 

AL2o
3 

15.66 ll. 50 13. 53 11. 99 15.39 

~/'2°3 2. 47 3. ()2 20 33 2. 54 2. 77 

--- - ---- FeO 0.32 3.16 1. 75 2.46 1. 81 

MgO o. 47 0.12 o. 70 l. 16 1. 52 

CaO 1.41 3. 00 o. 6 7 1. 72 1.66 

Na
2
o 2.05 3. 26 s. 77 3.33 2.61 

K 2 0 5. 33 2.23 3. 02 4. 01 2.21 

H 2 0+ 2.03 
} . 1. 50 o. 56 1. 88 1.12 

I-I 0- o. 07 2 

MnO o .. 14 o. 0'7 o. 20 0.05 

:Pz.05 o. 08 0.10 0.03 o. 08 o. 34 

co2 
Oa 54 o. 90 1.34 0.24 

FeS2 o. 05 

NiO o. 03 

a ' BaO 

s o. 09 

Zr02 

SrO 

Total 100. 12 100. 11 1oo.24_, 100.41 100.44 



Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres (continued) 

30 31 32 33 34 35 

SiOz 67.50 70.60 '72. 88 78.40 73. 62. '73. 44 

Ti02 0.34 o. 40 o. 37 0.24 Oo 2.9 o. 33 

AL20.., 11.12 13. 31 13. 76 10.65 12., 55 14. 18 
.;, 

Fe2o3 0.87 1. 54 o .. 89 1. 10 1. 53 1. 46 

FeO 1. 31 2.36 3o44 1. 48 1. 95 o .. 55 

MgO 1. 76 1 .. 75 o. 94 0.83 o. 93 o. 43 

CaO 4.73 1. 68 Oe 16 0.34 o. 48 Nil 

NazO 5.18 4.44 2.86 4. 01 3.35 0.16 

K 2 0 1. 15 2. 03 2. 63 1. 59 4.27 8. 05 

HzO+ o. 17 1 .. 46 z. 04 l. 46 1. 08 1. 38 

H 2o- 0.26 o. 06 o. 06 Nil Nil o. 08 

MnO 0.35 o. 05 o. 02 Tr .. Tr. Tr. 

Pz05 o. 14 o. 08 o. 09 o. 09 o. 09 OD 10 

co2 s. so o. 73 o. 31 n. dt. n. dt. o. 38 

FeS
2 

o. 06 Oc 05 

s o. 07 o. 07 Tr. Tr. 

100.45 100. 56 100.45 99.69 100. 09 100. 54 



Table 9: Ouartz Keratophyres (continued) 

30 31 32 33 34 35 

qu 29.50 31.88 42.78 46.64 3.4. 80 41.20 

.. 0r 6.80 12. 00 15. 57 9.40 25.23 47.80 

ab 44.00 37. 57 24.10 33.93 28.35 1. 05 

a11 3.20 1.10 1.79 

cor 1. 33 2o64 6.22 1.93 l.76 5Q20 

t 4.40 4.36 2.80 2. 07 2o3Z 1.10 
hy 

fer 1.72 2.49 3.96 1.41 1.84 

mag 1.16 2.23 l.39 1.60 2.22 0.92 

• hem o.so 

calc 8.10 1.66 

ap 0.34 0.19 0.34 0.21 o. 21 

ilmen 0.61 o. ·76 o. ·'76 o. "16 0.55 o. 60 

side rite 0.81 o. 93 

Total 97.96 98.98 98. 73 98. 75 99.07 99.60 

• 



Table 2: Oy,a'.l."tz K.era.tophyres (continued) 

36 37 38 39 40 41 

Si Oz 70.42 72. 66 63.95· i'Z. 5 0 66.88 75.45 

TiOz 0.36 0.39 0.4B o. 36 0.42 o. ! 7 

Alz03 12.31 i4.60 160 57 14.46 ll.17 13. J.1 

Fe2o3 2. 79 l. 50 3. 2.6 1. 71 3·.49 1.14 

FeO 3. 27 o. 64 l. 61 2.11 9. Z.9 o. 66 

MgO l. 06 l.· !l .1. 76 o. 70 1.93 ,0.34 

CaO 0.44 0.81 l. 33 0.34 o. 32. o. 83 

Na7 0 0.29 1. 51 l. 2? 3. 60 0.15 5.88 
"" 

K20 7.69 4.47 6.11 2.20 2.07 l.26 

-r.:; O+ 1.43 0.99 l.98 1.99 3.30 
} o. 69 

"""'2. 

H20- NU o. 1'4 0.49 0.19 0.44 

MnO O.Q5 0.01 O.Z9 o.oz o. 23 0.29 

PzOs o. 11 o. J.l 0.19 0.07 0.09 o.1a. 

co2 Tr. 0.34 o. 46 

Fes2 o. 08 

., s o. 04 0.08 

Tota! 100.30 99.95 99.98 100. 21 99. 78 100.00 

_? 



Table 9: Ouartz Keratophy.res (continued) 

36 37 38 39 40 41 

qu 35.63 44.62 29.44 40. 70 48.44 34.41 

or 45.44 24.42 360 11 13. 00 12. 23 7.45 

ab 2.45 12. 78 10.75 30.46 1. 2 7 49.76 

an 1.46 1. 15 2.45 1.23 1. 00 z.. 94 
I 

cor 2.97 6.86 6. 97 5. 67 8.32 1. 00 

'{ 2.64 2. 77 4.38 1. 74 4.81 o. 85 en 
hy 

fer 3.20 0.12 1. 91 13. 91 .o. 53 

mag 4.05 o. 97 4.73 2.48 s. 06 1.65 

he;n 0.83 

· calc o. 77 1. 05 

ap 0.26 o. 26 0.44 o. 16 o. 21 0.42 

Umen o. 68 0.14 0.91 o. 68 o. 80 o. 32 

Total 98. 79 96. 17 97.35 98. 03 96.04 99.33 



Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres (continued) 

42 43 44 

SiOz 69.36 72029 71. 17 

TiO 2 o. 68 0.28 (38) 0.36 

AL2 03 13.36 13. 69 130 15 

Fe2o3 3.02 1.57 (42) 1083 

FeO 1. 70 1.42 (41) 2.55 

MgO 0.49 o. 72 (42) 1. 17 

cao o. 40 1. 05 1. 00 

Na
2

0 4. 69 4.35 2.44 

K 2 0 4. 58 2. 76 3., 84 

H 2 o+ o. 65 
} 1. 25 (42) 1. 78 

H 2o-· o. 09 

MnO 0.07 ( 7) o. 08 (31) o. 09 

Pz05 o. 09 (9) 0.12 (35) o. 15 

C02 0.10 (11) o. 41 (28) o. 97 ( 8) 

s 0.18 (10) 



Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres (continued) 

42. 43 44 

qu 23 0 08 34.11 36.33 

or 27.24 16.31 23. 76 

ab 40. 35 36.81 22. 59 

an o. 56 1. 83 4. 59 

cor Oo 30 2. 88 2.93 

r 1 .• 20 1.79 2. 72 
hy 

fer l.oo 1.64 

mag 3. 71 2.28 2.41 

• hem o. 48 

ea.le o. 20 o. 93 

ap o. 34 0.28 0.26 

ilmen 1.37 o. 53 o. 68 

• 



Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres 

1, From the Harz Mts., in Teall(l899. p. 371-3'72). 

2. From the Harz Mts., in Rosenbusch (1910, p. 343). 

3 and 4. From Ecuador (3) and England (4),, in 'Johannsen (1937, p.51). 

5. From Mt., Camel, New Zealand (quoteci in Battey, 1955, p.117). 

6. Fron:i Great Island, New Zealand (Bartrum, 1936). 

7-12. From N0 rth Island, ,New Zealand (Battey, 1955,,p. 116-117). 

13. From New South Wales (Benson, 1915, p. 602). 

14-16. From Eastern Oregon (Gilluly, 1935, p. 235). 

17. From Snasta County, California, the "Dek.kas Andesite" 

of Albers et al. (1961, p. 2 7). 

18 and 19i. From Shasta County, California, the "Bully Hill rhyolHe", 

of Albers et al. (1961, p. 32). 

20-23. From Shasta County, California, the "Balaldala rhyolite" 

of Kinkel et at. (1956, p. 23). 

24 and 2.5. From Glarner Freiberge, Switzerland, as in Amstutz 

(1954, p. 113). 

26-29. 
' 

From Mysore State, India, as in Pichamuthu (1946). 

30. From the Great Lyell Shaft area (east of Queens town); 

core from Mt. L'rell Co. borehole GLS at 135 fto (4'7 m.), 

specimen 31702. Analyst: Japan Analytical Chemistry 

Research In$titute. 

31. From West Queen River, lower dam site (Solomon, 1960, p.49). 

32. From East Queen River, Comstock tram-line 800 m. north 

of lower zig-zag (Solomon, 1960, p. 49). 
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Table 9: Quartz Keratophyres (continued) 

33.. From. Waterfall Gully, north of Great Lyell Shaft, 

specimen 31272. :Analyst: Depta of Mines, Tasmania. 

34. From head of Whip Spur, specime.a 31676. Analyst: 

Dept. of Mines, Tasmania. 

35. From In~ercolonial Spur, between Mt. Jukes and Mt. 

Darwin (Solomon, l960 9 p. 49). 

36. From Mt. Sedgwick0 south:..eastern, slopes, specimen 

31257 o Analyst: , Dept. of Mines, Tasmania. 

37. From below Yolande River bridge on Zeehan-Queenstown 

road, specimen 31717 A. Analyst: Jap;;t.n Analytical 

Chemistry Research InstitW:. 

38. From 200 m. west of Lake Dora, specimen 31707 A. 

Analyst: Japan Analytical Chemistry R esea~ch Institute. 

39. From Comstock tram li11e 0 just north of lower zig-sag, 

Mt. Lyell, specimen 31754. Analyst: Dept. of Mines, 

40 • 

41. 

Tasmania. 

·Magnetite quartz keratophyre,, Murchison River gorge, 

specimen 3004 7. Analyst: Dept. of Mines, Tasmania. 

A'lferage o~ 13 analyses ~s in Daly ( 1933, p. 1 O). 

42. Average of 12 quartz keratophyres .from the Lahn area, 

Germany (analyses from Gotz, 1937, p. 188-189). 



Table 9: Quartz Keratophy.res (continued) 

43. Average o.f 45 analyses: 1-29 inclusive and also 16 

analyses of Australian quartz keratophyres .from 

Joplin (1963), p. 112, no. 79; p. 113.- nos. ·84 and 89; 

p. 114, nos. 93, 94 and 97i p. 121, nos. 46, 47, 48, 

49; p. 122 nos. 56, 57, 60; p. 125, no. 19; p. 126, 

no. 33j p. 128, no. 18. Figures in brackets show 

number of analyses usad where less thar.. 45. 

44. Average of Tasmanian analyses { 30) - (41) inc. 

Figures in brackets show number of analyses used 

where less than 12. 
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Field Occurrence 

The keratophyres and quartz keratophyres form massive 

outcrops that in many areas yield little evidence of the orientacion, 

thickness and extent of individual bodies. They are well exposed 

along the Lyell Comstock road (close to the East Queen River) and 

rock boundaries can be determined by composition changes and the 

presence of thin beds of tu.ff and mudstone. The keratophyres of 

of this area appear to be conformable units (flows ?) up to about 

100 m. thick. Bedded flows are also well exposed west of Mt. 

Tyndall and on the western slopes of Mt. Farrell north of the 

Murchison River. 

In some areas e. g. south west of Mt. Sedgwick, in the 

Andrew River near Darwin and near the junction of the King River 

and the Queen River, there are very large bodies of quartz 

keratophyre with more or less circular outcrops. The field rel-

ationships are obscured by vegetation but it is possible that these 

are shallow intrusions (or vents?). 

A brecciated appearance on weathered faces is not uncommon 

in the quartz keratophyres, the angular and rounded fragments 

generally being of similar composition to the matrix. The random 

distribution and the variation in fragment size in many cases give 

the rocks a con:glomeratic appearance. The origin of these bfecdas 

will be discussed separately. 
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Mineralogy of the Keratophyres 

Most of the k:eratophyres are albii:e porphyries (or porphy

rites) with variable but minor quantities of chlorite, quartz, 

magnetice, epidote, calcite and sphene. They vary considerably 

in texture but are generally porphyritic (e. g. 32529) with pheno-: 

crysts of albite up to 2 x 1 mm. in a fine-grained or microcrystal-

Line groundmass. Some specimens show seriate texture 

(e. g. 32535) and some are composed almost entirely of rando1nly 

orientated albite laths in a crude bostonitic texture. Rocks trans

itional to hornblende and augite andesite contain a few phenocrysts 

of these minerals, generally considerably chloritised; in 32535, 

augite laths are clearly altering w hornblende and specimen 640, 

near Waratah, contains a few augite crystals up to O. 4 x O. 1 lnm., 

and augite pseudomorphed by pleochroic chlorite. Ragged patches 

and s Livers of chlorite may in some cases be relict amphibole or 

pyroxene but in most cases it appears to be a primary 1nineral. 

GLomeroporphyritic texture is common, with irregular patches or 

clots up to 1 c1n. across composed of random albite laths and inter

stitial chlorite. Euhedral apatice crystals up to 1/3 2nm. in length 

are characteristic of the k.eratophyres. 

The groundmass varies from an almost equigranular mosaic 

of albite and possibly quartz with varying amounts of interstitial 
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chlorite, sericite, iron oxides,, epidoi:e etc .• , to un exi:remely 

heterogeneous aggregate varying in grain":"size and composition .• 

Crudely outlined patches or clots of coarser albite that appear to 

have developed from the groundmass are characteristic of the 

latter cype, and in many cases chlorite and magnetite also develop 

in these more coarsely grained patches. 

In specimen 31660, the feldspars are completely clouded 

and the reddish. dusty groundmass is characLerised by tiny ragged 

patches of inicrocrys talline quartz aggregate - some show portion 

of a 11 cross 11 on rotating under· crossed nicols. 

In 32.529, magnetite occurs as rare phenocrysts and locally 

in irregular masses; the rock could be called a inagnetite kerato

phyre, similar to that described by Benson (1915) from New South 

Wales. 

Albite occurs in three gnerations: 

(a) · ·as phenocrysts, 

( b) in the groundmas s, and 

(c) in ar.aygdules 0 clots and v"einlecs. 

(a) The albii:e of the phenocrysts forms subhedral, stumpy Laths, 

exhibiting albite, Carlsbad, pericline and Albite-Carlsbad twinning 

and showing varying·types of alteration. Some are seriticised, 

others are replaced by granular epidote (615) and all have a 11dusty11 
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appearance - in some rocks the albite has a characteristic pinky

brown colouration as if it contained very finely divided hematite 

"dus t 11
• The albite is o.f low-temperature type and its composition 

is similar to that in the spilites, though twin-axis orientations 

indicate compositions varying between An0 and An10 • However 

this wider range of composition may reflect only the larger number of 

determinations available for the keratophy.res., The albite of the 

quartz keratophyres is similar to that in the keratophyres and the 

following remarks apply to all albite crystals in both i:he volcanics 

and related intrusives. 

Tutermination of the composition by twin axis orientation 

measurements (using the curves of Slernmons, 1962.) is hampered by 

alteration of, or number of incl.usions in. the crystals and by their 

low birefringence. In 'addition, determination of the twin axis ls in 

many cases difffcult because of the low angles between great circles 

and the low angles between the X-axis of twinned individuals. As 

a .result the plotted measurements, except for a very accurate 10% 

or so, are considered to be accurate to only ±.2°. Even so, the 

spread of points about the low-temperature curve is considerable 

(Fig. 9). Plotting of 2V measurements for analysed crystals also 

indicates somewhat anomalous optics and a histog1·am of all ZV 

measure:maits indicates a wide spread (Fig. l O). Some crystals 



Fig. 9: Albite twin-axis orientations according to the 

method of Turner ( 194 7) but using the new data 

of Slemmons (1962). 

a: Carlsbad twins 

b: Normal A1bite twins 

c: Pericline twins 
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have what Donnelly ( 1963) describes as quasi-low temperature 

optics (QLT), with properties which lie between high and Low 

temperature feldspars. 

cussed later~ 

The possible significance of this is dis -

Zoning is occasionally seen and some crystals have a rim 

which is generally clear albite. Inhomogenities in the albites are~ 

however~ rare and there is little or no sign of the replacement and 

exsolution textures that characterise the more acid rocks, The 

al bite crystals are in general Larger than those in spilites and in 

porphyritic varieties may hP 11s l::irge <I.Si 4 ~c 2 mm. 

( b) As far as identification and examination of the fine-grained 

material is possible, the groundmass albite appears to be similar 

to that of the phenocrysts. 

(c) The albite of the clots and amygdules is generally fresh and 

clear or faintly brownish. Twinning is Less common than in the 

phenocrysts and when developed, irilicates <XY-rJfDsitions similar to that 

of the phenocrysts. Veinlets of albite are fairly common and the 

albite is Like that in che amygdules. 

Many of the keratophyres are amygdaloidaL, the principal 

·fillings being albite and chlorite, with the latcer usually occupying 

i:he core. The amygdules are in most cases well-defined in thin 

section but in some slides there appears to be a transition between 

dear-cut amygdules and the albitic 'clots' or patches just described. 
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It- is suggested that both features are atcributed to Late stage volcanic 

activity, the 'clots' representing parts of the groundmass that have 

crystallised at a slower rate than che remainder due to the presence 

of irregular channels in which gas flow is concentraced and in which, 

perhaps, the temperature reamins abnormally elevated. In 31753, 

amygdul.es up to l mm. diarneter contain calcite, quartz and 

chlorite and a few albHe crystals; the carbonate occupies the core 

of the amygdule. In 31752, a lenticular vein (or amygdule ?) con

sists of euhedraL quartz ·crystals and a randomly orieni.ated sericite

chlorite aggregate which merges with the groundmass. This 

feature appears to be primary and indicates that much of the seritici

sation of the rock, both groundmass and pb.enocrysi::s, may be of 

volcanic origin. 

Chlorite crystallises later than albite (unless the blebs of 

chlorite in albite laths are early) and is interscidal to the feldspar. 

Primary chlorite crystallising later than .feldspar has been noted in 

several keratophyres (e. ge Lehmann, 1949). It is generally pale 

to m.ediu1n green in colour, feebly pleochroic and has very low 

birefringence. The later chlorite of the amygdules and vein-like 

segregations is similar in appearance. A typical segregation in a 

keratophyre from the Ea~t Queen River (31004) is composed 

entirely of a f:i.ne-grained aggregate of chLorite sheaves and plates, 
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and the following properties were determined: 

Pleochroism: x green 

Y slightly paler green ( ?) 

Z very pale greenish yeHow 

2V o0 
- 1 o0

, - ve 

1. 633 

0.002 

S, G. 3. 0 

Sufficient material was available for analysis (Table 10) 

and the structural formula for a half ceH, based on a unit cell of 

020 (OH) 16, is : 

(OH)7. 71 

which c Las sifies the chlorite as a ripidolite (Foster, 1962.). The 

plot of this chlorite on the classification diagram used by Hey {1954) 

also falls in the ripidolite field and fairly close to the point indicated 

by the optical properties. 

Chlorite also occurs in transitional keratophyres as replace-

ments of augite and hornblende (e 0 g. 32.536). Clusters of magnetite 

granules are in many rocks closely associated with chlorite s'.ll ver s ~ 



Table 10 

Si Oz 25.82 

TiOz Nil 

AL2o3 20. 46 

Fe2o3 3. 85 

FeO 24, 30 

MgO 14.21 

CaO 0.12 

Na2o o. 03 

K 20 o. 02 

H 2o+ 10.88 

H2o- o. 61 

MnO Oo 15 

P205 o. 01 

100.46 

Chlorite .from keratophyre. East Queen River. 

Analyst: Department of Mines, Tasmania. 
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the universal presence of magnetite with high-FeO chlorites in the 

ke~atophyres accounts for their low Fe3+ / Fe2+ ratios. 

Mineraloe-y of the Quartz Keratoohyres 

In the field, the quartz keratophyres may not be readily 

distinguished from keratophyres unless phenocrystic quartz is 

present. The porphyritic varieties commonly have large, almost 

rounded, dear -quartz phenoc.rysts that are as large as 1 cm. 

diameter (e. go on Mt. Sedgwick and V2 mile south of Bulgobac); 

feldspar phenocrysts are invariably smaller. There are all grad

ations from coar-sely porphyritic rocks to aphanitic types with 

quartz in a microcrystalline groundmass. ·The majorit¥ of the 

siliceous types are grey or brownish, mas_sive 1•ocks that form bold 

cliffs and tors. 

The acidic group may be dHrided into a number of types that 

differ in field appearance, mineralogy and chemical composition, 

although the.re are gradations between types. 

Sodic (albite) Quartz Keratophyres 

Those with quartz phenocrysts are com.monest ·aria grade to 

non-porphyritic types. They consist of clear quartz and al bite in a 
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fine-grained quartz -..feldspar groundmass. The quartz crystals 

are re~atively dear and characteristically deeply embayed 

(Plate 24, No. 2). Some of them are well-formed bi pyramidal 

crystals, and etching of basal polished sections of these crystals 

reveals pronounced shattering. These are features supposed to 

be typical of /3 -quartz that has cooled through the inversion temp

erature (Wright and Larsen, 1909) though Frondel (1945) has pointed 

out that such criteria cannot be rigorously applied. Polygonal 

cracking of the quartz crystals shows up in many thin sections and nny 

be due to inversion to ol -quartz dur.ing cooling; in some cases, 

groundmass material has penetrated the cracks. 

The margins of the quarLz crystals may be sharp and clear 

(32532) or have a blurred or "fussy" rim (32564, 639, 10, 3522 -

Plate 24, No. 2). In general, where the "fussy" margin or riln is 

very thin, it appears to be highly sericitic. Where the rim is 

thicker the sericite flakes are perpendicular to the rim margin and 

fewer in number. Where the rim is about O. 02 mm. thick, it 

consists mainly of quartz (in optical continuity- with the core crystal), 

with a few sericite ( ?) flecks and a seritic film at the crystal :rnargin. 

Rim growth .reaches a maximum in 32.495 {Mt. Jukes), in which there 

has clearly been considerable overgrowth on the original euhedral 

crystals (Plate 25, No. 1); the overgrowth areas are loaded with 



Plate 25 o . 1:- Overgrowth o.f quartz on p.rim.ary 

crystal, M t. Jukes. X65. 

Plate 25 No. 2:- Rim s urroundin vein d q artz 

phenocryst, d Hills. X 35. 
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ragged sericitic ( ?) inclusions , have indecisive, fretted external 

margins , and are in optical continuity with the core. The 

crystals and overgrowths are considerably fractured and strained 

and are wrapped around by the later Devonian cleavage. The rims 

are clearly accretionary phenomena, growing on well developed 

crystal faces. They presumably formed by the gathering of silica 

from the groundmass and the remo val of material other than silica, 

except for the initial sericite that developed at the primary crystal 

margins . The rims appear to follow around the margins of the 

"corrosion" embayments mentio d below and are presumably a 

late-stage phenomenon. The presence of sericite ( ?) within the 

rims suggests that some hydration of the groundmass feldspar may 

tnve occurred prior to rim growth. In specimen 35:.:?.2 several quartz 

crystals have been fractured and moved prior to the rim growth and 

. in one , the rim encloses two parts of a crystal that are separated 

by a chlorite-calcite vein (P late 25 , No . 2) . . Quartz rims upon 

feldspar crystals have been noted in only a ·few cases (e. g. 3510) . 

The presence of embayed margins or "corrosion" in quartz 

phenocrysts is a feature of many acid volcanic rocks . Foster 

(1960) has discussed the difficulties of understanding this and has 

rejected Moorhouse ' s (1959) suggestion that the crystals are 

11 foreign" to the magma • Foster concluded that the crystals form 
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early and react with a later liquid phase or with a vitreous ground -

mass . H e suggested that the reaction between crystals and 

groundmass "probably takes place after the rock has solidified but 

while it is still hot" . In 32525 it is fairly clear that some mCYYement 

along cracks has occurred after embayment development. This 

"jostling" effect implies some fluidity in the groundmas s and indic-

ates that the rock was not solidified before corrosion. The 

penetration of groundm~ss into the c racks supports this inference. 

There is no way of telling whether the cracking preceded corrosion 

or not or whether the cracks are definitely due to f' - Cl(. inversions 

or not. If they are shrinkage cracks due to inversion then some 

fluidity below about 5 73° C is implied. 

H ydrous basaltic material might be expected to have a 

vi scosity of say, 10
10 

at 500°C and more acid material an even 

higher viscosity. However , hydrous acid magmas almost certainly 

have lower viscosities for given temperatures though no figures are 

available to the writ~r. 

In summary, rim growth followed corrosion, veining and 

some cracking and disturbance of crystals , but its time relationship 

to ~ - o<.. inversion is not clear . There is some evidence that the 

lava remained partly fluid to a relatively low temperature and that 

corrosion embayments developed while the groundmas.s was still fluid. 
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Clearly there are at leas t three generations of quartz in 

the quartz keratophyres : as phenocrysts , in the groundmass and 

in amygdules and veinlets . The rim growth may be an ad:::li tional 

phase. 

A similar multiple origin for albite is seen in both kerat

ophyres and quartz keratophyres . The albite • as in the keratophyres . 

is the low-temperature form and it occurs similarly in three 

generations . The feldspars of each generation have similar optical 

properties but that in amygdules and veinlets is i.nvariably fresh• 

almost water clear and generally red in colour in contrast to the 

pinkish or greyish colour of the earlier phases . A few Manebach 

twins were identified in addition to the more common twins of the 

Carlsbad, albite , pericline and albite -Car l sbad Laws . 

Ferromagnesian minerals are scarce i.n the quartz keratoph

yres and are only found in quantity in transitional rocks with few 

quartz phenocrysts (e . g . 32538 , 32532, 30050, 30051 , 640) . In 

some of these are found up to 10 or 15% of chlorite laths , probably 

pseudomorphing hornblende , and elongate laths hat may have been 

biotite crystals . 

Very variable amounts of Late - stage calcite and sericite are 

present, but at Least some calcite and sericite m a y be ·Plated to 

" burial" or later metamorphism. Euhedral apatite crystals are rare 
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but characteristic. E pidote and epidote-quartz replacement is 
' . 

seen in places e:g• on the Murchison H ighwaY., 11/2 miles north of 

Tullah epido te blebs up to 10 cm. across occur scat tered through 

quartz keratophyre (P late 26 , No . 1) . Epidote is fair Ly common 

in veinlets with quartz. Though amygdules are rare in quartz 
' 

keratophyres , t hey are prolific in some of the transitional types . 

In 32532 and 32926 , 3 miles north of Q ueens town, amygdule s as 

l'arge as 3 cm. diameter contain reddish albite , chlorite , quartz, 

calcite , epidote, and some have cores of galena and sphalerite 

(P late 26 , N o . 2) . This rock in bulk yields remarkably high values 

of Lead and zinc (Table 13) . 

The groundmass , which forms the bulk of these rocks, is 

generally a confused aggregate of quartz, felds · r , chlorite , iron 

oxides etc., varying from microcrystalline to fine - grained. 

Analyses of sodic quartz - kerato.phyres from near Q ueenstown 

and Rosebery are given in Table 9 • 

P otassic Quartz Keratophyres 

Darwin Keratophyre 

Spherical bodies of potassic ( ?) feldspar up to O. 5 mm. 

diameter make up a . very important part of a particular keratophyre 

that crops out along the West Coast Range south of Q ueens town. This 
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P late 26 o . 1:- Epidote bleb in q artz eratophyre, 

orth of llah • 

rite in core oI amygdule, 

Z eehan-Q ee stown road. X35. 
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rock, brie.fly described and terme4 a potasn rhyolite in a previous 

thesis (Solomon, 1957) is di:stinctive in the field and forms resis

tant outcrops . For convenience ~ it is now termed the Darwin 

keratophyre 11 It is pinkish in colour , is closely and irregularly 

jointed and ' most of it is featureless . Parts of it are porphyritic 

but phenocrysts are rare , consisting mainly of albite and a few 

embayed quartz grains . Most of the rock ( 31769A , 32869 , 32863, 

32503) consists o.f radial feldspar masses centred on quartz grains 

and in places rimmed by quartz (Plate 2 7, Nos . 1 and 2) . Seen 

at 1800 x enlargement the radial material appears to consist o.f 

almost vermiform stringers of crystalline material , with a crude 

radial alignment, and interstitial dark, very weakly birefringent 

material . The whole of the 11 spherulite 11 extinguishes together 

indicating that the masses are not truly spherulitic in structure. 

Other parts of the groundmass consist of irregular aggregates of 

feldspar (both albite and potassic) and quartz and sericitic material , 

with only rare radial growths . Granophyric intergrowth has been 

described by the writer ( 195·7) in similar material from Lake Jukes 

( 32862) and also occurs in rocks 400 m . north-east of Hercules 

(31788A) . 

Darwin keratophyre occurs at Mt. Sedgwick, Whip Spur , 

Red Hills (named after the reddish colour) , east of Williamsford 



Plate 27 No. 1 and 2:- K-feldspar and quartz 

spherules in Darwin keratophyre. Xl35. 
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( 31789A), Rosebery ( 32906) , north of Lake Dora, 1 . mile south of 

Tullah (31786) , near the P ieman River railway bridge (32927) , and 

in the Murchison Ri ver gorge. 

P otassic keratophyre forms a plug- like mass south-east of 

Mt. Sedgwick (31257 , 31253 , 31254) . It is identical in the field with 

the Darwin rock but it differs in having a few rather poorly developed 

crystals of K-feldspar phenocrysts as well as albite and quartz. A 

bulk analysis of this material , including variations in tex tural type , 

is given in Table 9 , No . 36. The similar occu1·rence at Whip Spur 

( 32522, 316 76) which forms a bold outcrop overlooking Queens town, 

differs in having no K -feldspar and more albite phenocrysts . This 

difference is reflected in the analysis .(Table 9 , N .::> . 34 ) . A t Red 

H ills ( 3517 , 3522) Darwin keratophyre forms a more or less concor

dant mass interbedded with banded silts tones and keratophyric rocks. 

Some of the rock has phenocrysts of K - feldspar in crystals tha t are 

up to O. 3 mm. diameter; they are characteristically crudely devel

oped, seldom showing clear crystal faces , and many of them have a 

fringe of chlorite and magnetite. Most of them are heterogeneous 

and show wavy extinction, some are composed of sub - parallel crystals 

of slightly different optical orientation (P late 2 8 , N o . l) , and a fe w 

show crude perthitic textures with sub - para llel stringers , blebs and 

laths (averaging O. 02 mm. diameter) of plagioclas feldspa r (albite ?) 



P late 28 No . 1:- Hetero neous K-fe i.dsp r 

phenocryst in D rwin keratophyre, Red Hills. 

P late 28 No. 2:· Veins of hematite and magnetite in 

Darwin keratophyr , Mt. Sedgwick. 

xss 
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in the K-feldspar host~ The plagioclase bodies are approximately 

parallel to (100) . 

Irregular patches up to l mm. diameter consist of an 

aggregate of laths of K - feldspar with interstitial chlorite, The 

f~ldspar is relatively pure , homogeneous and in relatively well 

iormed lath compared to the scat tered phenocrysts just described, 

It has a characteristic patchy, " turbid" appearance. The aggreg

ates are probably recrystallised portions of the groundmass and 

appear to be of similar type to the phenocrysts . 

Some Darwin - like keratophyres have a groundmass showing 

a ."pellet- like" texture under low magnification (e . g . 32564, 3504 , 

3527) . This is produced by the presence of numerous , crudely 

spherical bodies of potassic feldspar up to O. 03 ·mm. diameter which 

abut against each other to give the " pellet" appearance. Many of 

these bodies have radial texture and quartz cores , thus simulating 

t he Larger bodies in the normal Darwin keratop.hyre. In other 

Darwin types (e. g . 30051 , 30059 , 592 , 1517) quartz and feldspar form 

a closely interlocking granular aggregate . 

The Darwin keratophyre forms bodies of two characteristic 

shapes : tabular or dyke - Like , and plug-like. ALL lhe bodies are 

tabular except those of Sedgwick and Whip Spur . The tabular bodies 

are probably flows (or very shallow intrusives) and the plug-like 
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masses may be shallow vents or volcanic spine,s . 

Determination of t he composition of K - feldspars by optical 

studies is difficul t if not impossible ac cording to Hewlett ( 19 59) , 

but as White (1962) and Deer et al . (1962) point out, K -fe ldspa r c a n 

at least be classified into one of t &e groups indicated by Tuttle 

(1952) . Refractive indices gi v e an approximate composition and 

2V figures show the compositional "fie ld ". Accurate refractive 

index determinations proved xtremely difficult because of the 

lack of clear crystals and because some variation between crystals 

appeared to be present. o<. lies between 1. 518 and 1. 520, 

• similar to the K - feldspars in the Murchison and Darwin Granites , 

indicating a composition approaching 80 - 100% Or. 

Measurements of the (201) spacings (Bowen and Tuttle, 1950) 

indicated high-potash compositions . 

. 0 0 
2V figures for ten K - feldspars var1ed from 51 to 80 , the 

majority falling between 64 and 73° . The high and low values were 

recorded from the Sedgwick keratophyre in which the K-feldspar 

• crystals a re poorly developed and accurate readings for 2V are 

difficult. The 2V figures and refractive indices classify the feld-

spars as orthoclase and microcline cryptoperthites . X - ray 

diffractograms for Darwin keratophyres 31257, 32503 and 3517 

(i . e . both with and without K - feldspar phenocrysts) are very charac-

teristic and show the most intense quartz and orthoclase peaks but 
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no albite peaks . This highlights the lack, or at best small 

amount , of perthite. 

The normative values for t he Sedgwick feldspars indicates 

the almost complete lack of albite and the presence of K-feldspar 

close to orthoclase. 

The Tasmanian feldspars show some of the features regarded 

as typical of K-feldspa rs in volcanic roe ks . Folk ( 1955) has found 

the clarity of the crystals a characteristic and White (1962) has 

added lack of twinning and association with high temperature plagio

clase. Kohler (1949) suggested volcanic-type feldspars are 

euhedral and elongated along the ~crystallographic axis . The 

Tasmanian crystals tend to be fairly clear (relative to the plagioclase 

feldspars) 'and they lack twinning but they are poorly devebped, show 

no parti01lar elongation and are associated with low-temperature 

al bite . 

The only ferromagnesian n-iineral of the Darwin k-eratophyre 

is green, slightly pleochroic chlorite , generally present as small 

clusters of granular crystals , as radiating sheaves , or irregular 

masses . P seudomorphs were not observed. 

Apart from albite , orthoclase , quartz and chlorite , the only 

other characteristic minerals are euhedral apatite and magnetite 

and some hematite. The iron oxides occur as scattered crystals , 
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as irregular masses in the groundmass and in veins . A hemat 

itic K-feldspar porphyry (3523) from Red Hills consists of K 

feldspars laths up to o. 5 x O. 3 mm, and ragged pathes of hema tite 

up to 4 x 1. 0 mm. in a m i crocrystalline qua r tzose aggregate , 

Specirrens show faint parallel bands (l - 2 mm. t hick) of slightly 

different pinkish grey colours and the microscopic clots of 

hematite are generally streaked out parallel to the banding, which 

is probably a flow structure. 

M agnetite-rich Darwin keratophyre occurs in t he M urchison 

Gorge (3004 7) and consists of quartz and rarer K - feldspar pheno

crysts in a devitrified , chloritic groundmass . M agnetite occurs 

in streaks and anhedral crystals , clearly pre - cleavage and pre

quartz veining. The analysis of this rock confirms the presen:e of 

magnetite and K - feldspar (Table 9 ,No. 4,Q. Similar rock ( 3 0059) has 

a h9locrys~al.line groundmass consis ting of a quartz - K - feldspar 

aggregate. 

Iron oxide veins up to l m . thick occur on Mt. Sedgwick w here 

they contain chlorite , quartz , K - feldspar and fragments of keratophyre, 

making a fairly composite struc ture; fine veinlets also ramify the 

adjacent rocks (P late 28 , No . 2) . The veins t rend mainly about NNE 

though there is a considerable spread of orientations . P olished 

sections (P late 29 , N o . 1) and X -ray diffractograms reve a l tha t the 



P late 29 No . 1:- agnetite partly oxidis d to 

P l te 29 

h m tit.e · iro oxi e v ins in Dar in 

keratopbyre, Mt. Sedgwick. x 5 . 

o . Z. :- Flo ( ?) banding in quartz 

eratopbyr ( ? ), East Q een River. 

idth of utcrop approximat ly 3 m . 
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iron oxides are largely hematite that show relics of an earlier 

magnetite; judging by the variation in magnetic intensity, the 

distribution of magneti te is erratic ~ P arts of the veins consist of 

specularite and these parts appear to be recrystallised • 

Copper mineralization is associated with prominent 

hematite-magnetite veins between Mt. Darwin and South Darwin 

and also at Red Hills . O n Mt. Darwin, several small copp er de-

posits have been opened up and proved to be uneconomic . The 

largest is the P rince Darwin deposit (Fig. 3) which consists of a 

N - S stys tem of veins of hematite and m a gneti te up to 70 m . wide . 

Underground workings show the iron ores to be speckled with pyrite 
a 

and chalcopyrtie carrying silver and gold (Hills , 1914) . At :R ed 

H ills , several composite , N -trending hematite-magnetite veins , 

up to 50 m . thick, cut Darwin keratophyre. S hallow trenches a n d 

adits re veal pyrtie and chalcopyr ite within the veins , in identical 

fashion to the P rince Darwin example . 

O t her P otassic Q uartz Keratophyres 

P otassiC volcanics extend in a. narrow belt from no r th of 

:Rosebery to White Spur (south of the H ercules mine) a nd similar 

rocks have been found on and near Madam Howards F'Lains . Though 

some of these rocks may be lavas , many have fragmental tex ture 

a nd are probably tuffs and agglomerates . They a re described in 

the sections on the fragmental volcanics. 
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Potassic lavas occur at Lake Dora (31707 A) and in the 

Yolande River north of Madam Howard Plains (31717A ) . In the 

Yolande River , at the Queenstown road bridge , occur pale buff

grey massive quartz keratophyres in flows several te ns of metres 

thick and interbedded with mudstones and line-grained felds athic 

tuffs . The rock is porphyritic , with subhedral quartz crys tals up 

to 3 mm~ across and a few sma ller albite ( ?) crys tals in a fine

grained aggregate (average O. 05 mm. diameter) of quartz , K -feld

spar and sericite ( ?) . The groundmass is vaguely similar to the 

"pellet" texture of the Darwin keratophyre and its composition is 

not dissimila r to some of the Darwin rocks (Table 9 , No. 37) . 

West of Lake Dora there occur several hundred metres of 

featureless keratophyre , with some volcanic breccias and tuffs , 

underlying the Owen Conglomerate (Elg. 22) . This keratophyre 

is similar to that from the Yolande River but its percentage of 

quartz phenocrysts varies co nsiderably. An analysis (Table 9 , 

N o . 38) of a type almost free of these is actually a keratophyre 

( <'... 65% Si02) but mos t of the rock would be closer to a quartz 

keratophyre. It has a higher percentage of albite laths (about 10 %) 

than the Yolande rock and they are up to l mm. long . There are 

also several "laths" of chlorite pseudomorphing an earlier mineral 

and crystals of magnetite up to O. 3 min. across . The groundmass 
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is particularly "dusty" and confused but consists mainly of K 

feldspar , some quartz and iron oxides . 

T he Lake Dora rock is the host to several small ore 

occurrences consiaUng o f pyrite , chalcopyrite-pyrite or 

c halcopyrite-s phalerite - galena , a ssemblages . 

Sodi-P otassic Q uartz Keratophyre ( ?) 

A rock exposed in the upper r·eaches of thi) East Q ueen River 

has been previously described as a sodi-potassic rhyolite (Solomon, 

1960) . It is pale grey and in places is finely banded (P late 29 , No. 2) , 

the banding in part being contorted (non - tectonic) . This band~ng is 

invisible in thin section and may be due to flow. M icroscopically, 

the rock is porphyritic with rare phenocrysts of albite in a fine

grained sericitic ( ?), quartz-feldspar ( ?) groundmass . The lat ter 

has a somewhat equigranular , detrital appearance and it is possible 

that this rock is a fine-grained tuff • 

E nvironment of Deposition of the Keratophyri.c. 

Lavas 

Most of the lavas just described are from the M t . Read 

Volcanic A rc an in themselves , they yield lit t le evidence of their 

environment. However , a study of in terbedded fragmenta l rocks 
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and sedi ents throws more light on this problem. For example , 

a t Lake Dora lavas are associated with .fine - grained sandstones 

showing convolute folding (Plate 44, No s. 1 & 2 ) and clearly of 

aqueous origin. O n the other hand, some o.f the pyroclastic 

rocks of the rimrose Volcanics a re probably sub-aerial . It 

appears that t he Mt. Read Volcanics are partly sub-aerial and 

partly sub-aqueous in origin. 

The only keratophyric lavas found in the marine ( ?) 

sedimentary trough in which the spilites developed have been 

found about 41/z miles west of Waratah (639 , 640) where they occur 

in a spilite-greywacke succession. 
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FR AGM ENT AL VOLCANIC ROCKS 

l 'l describing these , the classification suggested by .Fisher 

(1961) , with modifications by Wrigh t and Bowes (1963) and by the 

writer , has been used. It is shown in tabular form below: 

1 
A.u toclastic 

Gr'}.n siz e (mm.) P yroclastic 
Volcan ic Sub-volcanic 

F\ow- .Flow- B reccia 
en 

friction- ~ friction- agglomerate 0 ...... 
'"-< 

explosion- _c explosion-.... 
0 
i.; 

breccia '"-< intrusion-
en 
CJ) 

breccia ...., 
I 

.,..J 

i.; 
..0 

64 8 ..... 
~ Lapillistnne H 

2 

Tuffisite Coarse tuff 

• 1/ 16 

Fine tuf.f 

A few words of explanation are necessary. The "epiclastic" 

group of Fisher is not included on the grounds that Wright and Bowes . 

have rightly criticised the use of 'volcanic 1 as an adjective defining 
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sandstone, conglomerate etc. (see also Williams~ .Turner and 

Gilbert, 1954), because a process is implied~ Bas;:..ltic sandstone, 

rhyoliUc sandstone~ etc.,, are the correci: i:erms for sedimentary 

rocks composed of the products of weathering and erc.sion of 

volcanic rocks. 

The term 11 alloclastic 11 of Wright and Bowes also appears 

unnecessary because ii: has no precise meaning ("other breccias") 

and simply refers to volcanic rocks formed beneath the surface. 

It is suggested that sub-volcanic is sufficient for this purposea 

.§.pilitic Fragmemal Rocks 

AutocLastic Breccias 

Flow breccias, caused by disruption and deformation of 

fbws and of pillows during extrusion, are corn ... r:non ~n the King 

Is land lavas (particularly south of City of Melbourne Bay) and have 

already been described. Smaller scELle breccias probably caused 

by disruption of congealed skins have also been described from 

Lynch Creek. 

An intrusion brecc1a (sub-volcanic autoclastic) exists on 

che southern side of City of Melbourne Bay. Intrusion of spilite 

into dolomites and reddish shales has produced an irregularu 
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discordant, plug- like mass of breccia consis ting mainly of 

slabby fragments of creamy dolomite several tens of cm. long 

in a matrix of scoriaceous spilite. Several fragments of spilite 

up to 3 cm. diameter were also observed. The sediments and 

the breccia are overlain by a 15 m . bed of massive , coarse 

dolomite-spilite agglomerate that presumably w a s erupted through 

the vent. 

P yr oclastic B reccias and Tuffs 

The vitrophyres of K ing Island have already been described. 

N ear the base of these volcanic s just south of Conglomera te Creek 

there are several lenticular beds , only a metre or so t hick, that 

consis t of angular and -subangular fragments of spilite and dolomite 

up to 20 or 30 cm. across . These breccias are probably for m ed 

by shallow explosions involving the dolomitic sediments immediately 

below the La vas . A thicker bed with coarser fragments overlies 

the intrusion breccia just described. 

T he presence on K ing Island o.f beds of agglomerate , many 

with dolomite fragments , at the base oI the lava flows indicates 

that the main period of extrusion was preceded by a short phase of 

explos i ve activity. M inor flows and tuffs occur within the dolomitic 

sediments below the main spilite sequence. 
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Fine-to medium-grained basaltic tuffs occur at the base 

of the Crimson Creek formation just west of Zeehan (31 84 7l west 

of :Renison Bell ( 31845) , and at other places . These rocks 

consist of varying amounts of albite , augite and spilitic rock 

fragments with subordinate quartz , iron oxides , chlorite etc . 

They are poorly sorted and the fragments vary from angular to 

somewhat rounded. They grade to tuffaceous sandstones derived 

from weathering of volcanics . 

Andesitic Fra~mental :Rocks 

Andes itic tuff outcrops on the Lake Margaret tram line 

west of Crown Hill ( 32526) . It is crudely banded and granular in 

textu're with more or less equidimensional grains (l/3 - 1/2 mm. 

diameter) of quartz, albite and hornblende and a little augite in a 

feldspathic fine-grained matrix. Albite predominates and again is 

remarkably fresh , showing typical , faintly brownish colouration in 

thin. section. The hornblende is similar to that in the andesite 

lavas though the crystals ha ve sharper and more regular margins ; 

several crystals are fractured . Some calcite and epidote is also 

present. 

Andesitic tuff of finer grain outcrops on the Tyndall track 

north of Crown Hill (610). It appears as a sand-grade (about . 1 mm. ) 
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aggregate of diopside grains and hornblende laths with a few 

quartz grains in an altered feldspathic matrix, Secondary epidote 

occurs as crudely developed granules • 

Keratophyric Fra~mental Rocks 

Autoclastic and P yroclastic Breccias 

Many of the quartz keratophyres have a brecciated 

appearance on weathered surfaces but appear homogeneous on 

fresh faces and in thin section. The fragments vary from sub

angular to rounded and from microscopic to a metre or so in 

diameter. They are common in the Primrose Volcanics , in the 

Mt. Read Volcanics west of Tullah, at Lake Jukes and many other 

places. Thin sections show typical quartz keratophyre mineralogy 

and textures in the fragments . Autobrecciation is common in 

cooling rhyolitic magma (mainly because of its high viscosity) and 

flows and necks composed of rhyolite boulders and fragments in a 

rhyolite matrix are common (e . g:. Williams , 1957) . The unimodal 

Tasmanian breccias are typical , the majority being flows but some 

possibly representing vent filli s . The plug-like mass of breccia 

at Lake Jukes , containing angular boulders several feet across of 

Darwin keratophyre in a granophyric matrix, may be a vent filling. 
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A typical pyroclastic ( ?) breccia may be seen in Wa ter

fall Gully (31272, 31273)
1

on Whip Spur (32849, 31674) , in the 

E ast Q ueen River (32835, 32852) (all near Q ueenstown) , and on 

the Rosebery-B urnie road (30020). This rock is clearly frag

mental and consists largely of angular to rounded fragments of 

pinkish and grey keratophyre up to 10 or 20 cm. diameter in a 

streaky feldspathic and chloritic base (P late 30, N o .1,2) . The 

base consists of a lbite crystals , small rock fragments , ill

defined chloritic material and magnetite . None of the constitu

ents of the groundmass appear waterworn and the degree of sorting 

is low. This rock type is probably an agglomerate. On Whip 

Spur the agglomerate overlies D arwin keratophyre and many of 

the rock fragments are pinkish in colur and similar microscopic

ally to that keratophyre . 

A rock ( 31857) of uncertain origin crops out on the Murch 

ison Highway two miles north from Tullah (P late 3 1 , N o . 1) . It 

is made up almost entirely of keratophyric rock fragments , 

varying from O. 1 mm. to 30 or 4 0 cm. diameter , and arranged 

haphazardly in a chloritic and sericitic matrix in which weakly 

defined shared outlines are visible . Se veral of the rock fragments 

consist of a very fine - grained quartz - feldspar (?) aggregate partly 

replaced by untwinned (potassic ?) feldspar . T n e fine - grained 

base may well be devitrified glass which is commonly highly 



Plate 30 No. 1: .. Agglom rate, Whip Spur . 

P late 30 No. 2:- Agglom rate, Wat rfall Gully. 

The wi d th of the ft ld is approximately 30 cm. 



P late 31 o. 1:- Agglomerate ( ?), Murcn.ison H ighwa y, 

two miles north of Tull h. 

P late 31 .. o. 2:- Agglomerate ( ?) • M urc hison H ighway. 

north of Tullah. Natural size. 
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susceptible to replacement by K - feldspar . Tl:lis rock may be 

a n autoclastic breccia. 

A little to the north of this outcrop is a rhyolitic breccia 

(31858) consisting mainly of angular fragments of pinkish or 

white quartz albite keratophyre together with fragments of dark 

green chloritic lava, all set haphazardly in a streaky chloritic 

matrix (Plate 31 , No . 2) . Many of the fragments have no albite 

or quartz phenocrysts and consist entirely of very fine-grained 

albite-quartz aggregates; presumably these represent quickly 

chilled , perhaps once glassy, fragments of quartz keratophyt-e. 

The texture of the rock is somewhat reminiscent of non-welded 

igni·mbrites. 

Potassic Breccias and Tuffs of the Primrose 

Volcanics and Similar Occurrences 

These rocks exposed between the Rosebery and Hercules 

mines ( Figs . 11 and 12) were described as volcanics by Twelvetrees 

and Petterd (1 899) and Hills (1923) but were regarded as intrusive 

by FinlLcane (1932) and Dallwitz (1946) . They are characterised 

by their inhomogeneity which may be expressed as a faint , wispy 

banding (e . g . near the Williams ford turn-of.f) , a blotchy appearance, 



Fig. 11 : Geological Map of the Rosebery-Hercules 

Area. 
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Fig. 12: Eas t-west cross-section through Rosebery, 

drawn from Fig. 11 . 
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Plate 32. No. 1:- Fract red albite crystal in shard

rich matrix, north of Hercules Mine, 

X65 • 

Plate 32 No. 2 :- Deformed shards in Tuff, from drill 

hole H391 (Hercules) at 587 ft. (32954) . 

ote crudely developed cl avage. X2.S. 



• 

P late 33 : - Deformed shards, phenocrysts nd 

pumic fragments in welded tuff ( ?) , 

from drill hole H391 (H rcules) at 

270 ft: ( 32955). X 25 • 
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A characteristic of these rocks is the pre ence of 

euhedral albite laths with rims of K - feldspar. The rims vary 

in thickness (both between rims and within rims) , reaching a 

maximum measured width of O. 1 mm. The inner margin is sharp 

against albite but the outer margin is highly irregular or scalloped 

(Plate 34, Nos . 1 and 2) , the surrounding material being generally 

a fine-grained albite or an albite and K -feldspar aggregate. The 

K -feldspar in some rims is homogeneous and in one showed 

Carlsbad twinning; in others it shows fine lamellar struct e 

(twinning ?) of rather patchy and uneven distribution and so~e 

cr ystals show fine "grid - iron" twinning. The rim is in crystallo

graphic continuity with the albite core (as shown for instance by 

the common basal cleavage - see also Battey, 1955) and as a result 

the optical axes are at a small angle , causing the rim to extinguish 

a few degrees off the albite extinction position. In one slide 

(31789A) a rimmed albite crystal encloses a K - feldspar crystal 

which has the same crystallographic orientation as the albite and 

the same optical orientation as a thin rim of K - !eldspar around 

the albite margin. 

The rims show slight penetration along the cleavage planes 

of the albite cores and irregular patches of K-feldspar occur 

within the albite . In some cases veinlets extend across the core; 



It 

P late 34 o. :- A lbite crystal with. rim of clear 

K -feldspar, near Rosebery (32953) 

ordinary light. X 65. 

P late 34 No. 2:- Albite crystal with rim of clear 

K-ieldspar, near Rosebery, crossed 

nicols. 
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these are crudely sub-parallel but do not appear to have any 

special relation to the crystallographic direction of the host 

(P late 36 , No, 1) , In some they are stepped by local orientation 

along cleavage or they may follow cleavage lines for most of 

their Length. In 32923 an albite crystal has been slightly displaced 

along the K -feldspar veinlets , indicating some movement before 

K -feldspar development, 

Most of the P rimrose Volcanics contain individual crystals 

of K - feldspar (P late 35 , Nos . l and 2) , in some rocks to the 

exclusion of albite (32924 , 3292.5) . The K -feldspars are up to 

l x 1/2 mm. in size, are anhedral , very clear and generally show 

patchy extinction (P late 34, No . 2 and 35 No . 2.) and a fine , rather 

uneven grid -iron twinning ( ?) like that in the rims; the composition 

planes are (010) and approximately (100) , apparently s!milar to 

microcline twinning. In some cases thin lenses of albite ( ?) are 

aligned parallel to ( 100) , indicating the presence of perthite . In 

others , almost rectangular areas of albite are arranged through 

the potash host, the margins tending to alignment along ( 01 O) and 

the (100) planes , giving a crude checkerboard tex ture • 

.Finucane ( 1932.) quoted ~everal analyses of the P rimrose 

Volcanics and these are reproduced in Table 11 . As already 

mentioned·, these rocks are partly altered and possibly metasomatised. 



Table 11 : P rimr ose Volcanics and other P yroclas tic s 

l 2 3 4 5 6 

Si0
2 

81 . 12 73. 76 70. 00 70. 00 69 . 20 73. 89 

T i 02 o. 07 o. 05 o. 22 o. 25 0, 27 0, 22 

Alz03 13. 27 14. 80 17, 81 17. 35 15. 61 15, 02 

Fe2o
3 

0. 29 4. 08 l , 86 0.93 0. 43 1. 28 

FeO o. 77 o. 97' 2, 45 2. 77 3. 09 l . 15 

MgO 0. 36 o. 58 l . 45 o. 65 o. 79 1, 45 

Cao Tr . 0. 10 0. 15 l . 48 1. 50 o. 40 

N a 2o o. 83 o. 33 1. 65 z. 58 2, 22 4. 06 

K20 3. 15 4. 83 2, 92 4. 15 4. 47 1,43 

H2o+ 

H20 -

MnO o. 3 7 

Pz05 0. 042 o. 01 0, 025 o. 075 o. 053 

co2 

Fes2 

• s 0. 006 Tr. Tr , 0, 068 Tr. 

lg. loss 1. 80 2. 30 2. 50 1, 50 3. 60 1. 44 

Total 101 . 708 101 , 81 101 . 035 101 , 803 101 . 663 100.25 



Table 11 : Primrose Volcanics and other P yroclastics (continued) 

1 2. 3 4 5 6 

qu 63 . 00 52 . 38 45. 66 33. 42 32. 21 41. 75 

or 18. 90 28. 32 l 7. 21 24. 52 26.67 8. 34 

ab 6. 82 2. 62 14. 15 21 . 83 18.85 34. 05 

an o. 56 0. 66 6. 82 7. 23 l . 95 

cor 8. 47 9.07 11. 70 6. 11 4. 49 6.12 

r 0. 90 l. 45 3. 60 1. 62 z. oo 3. 60 
hy 

fer 1. 06 2. 51 3. 90 5. 55 o. 66 

mag 0. 46 z. 78 z. 78 1.35 o. 10 1. 90 

hem 2. 24 

c le 

ap o. 06 0. 19 

ilmen 0. 15 o. 15 o. 46 o. 47 0. 46 0. 45 

Total 99.77 99 . 57 98. 79 100. Z3 98.28 98.BZ 

.. 



Table 11: Primrose Volcanics and other Pyroclastics (continued) 

7 8 9 10 11 

Si02 75. 73 71 . 25 68. 88 58. 6 69. 48 

Ti02 0. 37 0. 47 n . dt. o. 65 

AL2 03 12.70 14. 06 13. 47 15. 7 ' 14. 04 

Fe2o
3 1. 16 o. 59 l . 33 

2. 25 8. 9 
FeO 2 . 73 2. 32 3. 50 

MgO o. 60 o. 73 l . 29 3 . 6 2 . 15 

Ca 2. 00 1 . 19 2 . 75 2 . 8 o. 60 

Na2o 3. 48 3. 29 s. 40 s. 8 0. 24 

K20 2. 04 3.38 1. 85 l . 8 4 . 23 

H 2 o+ 1. 4 7 0. 84 }1. 0 2. 79 

H 2 o- 0. 26 0. 18 NU 

MnO 0 . 03 0. 12 n . dt. Tr . 

P20s o. 15 0. 14 n . dt. o. 09 

co 2 o. 01 1.89 o. 1 

Fes2 0.91 

s 0. 38 o. 14 .. lg. loss 1. 20 

Total 100. 00 100 •. 46 1 oo. 56 98.9 99 . 99 



Table 11: P rimrose Yolcanics and other P yroclastics (continued) 

7 8 9 10 

qu 40. 62 34. 44 26. 66 1. 08 

or 12. 06 20. 02 10. 93 10. 64 

ab 29. 45 27 . 7 7 45. 69 49 . 08 

an 9. 92 s. oo 0, ,18 9. 47 

co r 1, 13 .3, !~ 2, 30 0. 74 

r 1. 49 l . 80 3. 21 a. 97 
hy 

!er 4, 14 3, 43 3. 22 16. 34 

mag 1, 62 0, 86 o. 00 

hem 

calc 4. 30 1, 59 

ap 0, 34 o. 33 0, 00 

ilmen o. 76 0, 89 o. oo 

Total 98 , 81 98. 34 99 , 17 97 . 91 



I bl J.l: P rlmro nlcs and other P yros;l sUcs 

1. Uli mslord d. near Ull slord - 176. 

z. Quarry n al' staff tennls co rt ( a.r er 

roa1ln ) .. 1. 

3. Quarry few eh lns eaat ot ri o No. 2 

tunn l - 11 . 

4 . rot ri s nd D l eny 

tr ts .. 1T7. 

s. ldge near N cor r ol Dalmeny L s 

(south of oseb•ry) .. 9 7. 

6 . Sodlc k ratopbyr , st Sid 

(50 m .) north I o . l adU, o eb ry Mlne- RZ65. 

1. So ic ker t pby!'e , ort :ierc le• ecalo , M t . e d 

(T elv tree• nd P tt r , 1 98, p. 6} . 

8 . rlmro• P y ocla tlc•, 500 m . n rtb ol ere les Mlne, 

apecl n 317 9A . An ly t: J an Analytic l Cb. 

search Institute.· 

9 . Ou rtz•f ld pa rystal tuU, L ynch Cr tik, p cl n 31 57. 

Analyst: Jap Analytical Chemistry es rch Institute. 

10. Alblte•auglte tult, Lyncb Cr ek sp clmen <the augite 

tra chyt ( ?) o! olomon, 1 60) . 

l . B e stlts ton s d tufts (3163 )1 So th 0 n Cr 

naly•t: De t. of inea , Taam nia. 



P late 35 o . 1:- K-.feldspar phenocrysts in sb.ard 

atrix, ne r Rosebery, ordinary 

light. X45. 

P late 35 No . 2:- K -.feldspar phenocrys ts in shard 

mat rix, near Rosebery,. crossed nicols. 



P lat 36 

P late 36 

o . 1:- Altere lbite with K - feldspar rims. 

patches an veinlets, near R osebery 

(32953). X 70. 

o . 2 :- P mice froth on albite crystals. 

Hercules ·n (SOG 161) ordina ry 

li ht. xs. 
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Similar rocks have been found in holes drilled by the 

Department of Mines in search of barite at Madam Howard P lains , 

3 miles north-west of Queens town (Mines Department 63-2 78 to 

63-283) . They are porphyritic a nd characterised by albite 

crystals with rims and veinlets of K-feldspar in a !ragmental but 

recrystallised matrix. They cannot be definitely classed as a 

quartz keratophyre composition as no analyses a.re available but 

quartz occurs as small crystals and also is fairly plentiful in the 

feldspar-quartz aggregate that makes up the groundmass . No 

ferromagnesian minerals are present. Apatite laths are present, 

up to 1 . 5 x O. l mm. in size (Mines Department 63-279) , and 

calcite and sericite probably represent the products of late alter 

ation. The feldspar-quartz matrix varies considerably in grain 

size and is characterised by irregular coarser patches that ap~ar 

to have been recrystallised. The albite crystals are up to l x 1 

mm, in size and have K - feldspar rims which may be as wide as 

0, l mm, in places , as noted in the P rimrose Volcanics ; the 

inner rim margin is sharp against the albite but irr~gular against 

the groundmass . K-feldspar also occurs in veinlets apparently 

replacing albite crystals . B lebs of albite may be seen in some 

K-feldspar rims . 

The compo sition of the K-feldspar in the P rimrose and 
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Madam Howard rocks is uncertain as no refractive index measure-

ments were possible, It differs optically from that in the Darwin 

keratophyre in being particularly clear and gener.ally possessing 

grid-iron twinning but may well have a similar composition; the 

spread of optic axial angles , 57° to 78° , is only slightly less than 

that for the feldspars in the Darwin keratophyre . . Fig. 13 shows 

the distribution of 2V in the K -feldspars of the Primrose Volcanics 

and Darwin ke~atophyre . 

Several specimens from the Hercules Mine (618 , 6 19 , 50G-

161 and 162 , 32807) are composed almost entirely of randomly 

oriented pumice fragments . Fragments up to 3 mm. long are 

completely collapsed and streaked out and frayed , but larger frag

ments consist of contorted, streaky pumice with only slightly 

flattened or even undisturbed gas holes . Under crossed nicols , 

these features are almost invisible and the rocks appear as hetero

geneous , very fine-grained quartz-feldspar aggregate with a little 

chlorite outlining the textural boundaries . In 50G-161 and-162 , 

and from borehole H391 (at 293 ft . -32956) , the rock consists of 

lumps of frothy pumice centred on altered albite crystals (Plate 36, 

No . 2) . The albite crystals have thin K -feldspar rims and the 

pumiceous surround, several mm. wide , is composed of an albite 

and K-feldspar aggregate. It shows distinct circular structures 
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Fig. 13: Optical axial an le mea urements for all 

K -feldspars in the Mt. Read Volcanics and 

the Darwin and Murc hison Grani tes . 
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(Plate 3.7 , No . 1) composed of albite and outlined by chlorite 

films . Similar vesicular (?) rims to albites occur in the Madam 

Howard Plains rocks (e. g . Mines Department, .63-284) . These 

rims probably formed by adhesion of gas bubbles to crystals 

floating in molten lava and may have developed after extrusion or 

in the vent. The bubbles probably formed a sheath or "froth" 

around the crystal nuclei , causing the crystals to rise and form 

crusts to the flows . 

In Plate 37, No . 2. discrete zones oI Ilowage can be seen 

crossing the froth and these must have developed by movement in 

the froth c r.us t and injection of still molten material from below. 

Collapsed and non-collap ed pumice fragments are common 

in 596, 59 7, 600 , 6 76 and in specimens from borehole R 142. 

(e . g . at 160 ft . ) , from the Rosebery Mine. These occur with 

altered atbite crystals in a matrix of slightly deformed or non

deformed shards . 

Concerning the presence of collapsed pumice fragments in 

non - welded tu!f matrix, Ross and Smith (1960) suggested that this 

was due to differential compaction related to the relatively lower 

viscosity of the volatile-rich pumice compared to the glassy matrix. 

Howe ver , Fiske ( 1963) figured stretched, "long - tube" pumice fragments 

in his pyroc Las tic flows and suggested ( p. 399) that " the pumice was 



Plate 37 o. 1:- Froth .rim to lbite crystals, 

Here Les ine (32956), ordinary 

No. 

light. X45. 

rock, 

Hercules min (SOG162), ordin ry 

ligb.t. xs. 
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stretc hed as it was extruded and was later mixed with undeformed 

glass shards and glass dust •••• , " . 

Ori2'in of the P rimrose Volcanics 

Determination of the process .forming .fragmental acid 

volcanics of this type is difficult , particularly in such old and 

metasomatised examples as the P rimrose Volcanics . 

Several specimens have the appearance of welded tuffs 

(see , for example , R oss and Smith, 1960 and Martin, 1959) and 

the rocks compare closely in hand specimen and thin section to 

samples from the Waiotapu, Ongatiti, Ahuroa and W hakamaru 

ignimbrites ( kindly sent to the writer by Professor B radley and 

numbered 30871 to 30886) . 

Non-welded tuffs are difficult to identify positively and 

welding on all scales (with formation of eutaxitic structure) 

appears to be the most significant indica tion in areas of old rocks 

where field relationships may not be too clear (e . g . Oliv~r , 1954 

on Wa les and the English Lake District, and Beavon et al., 1961 

on Snowdonia) • 

The possible presence of ignimbrites on the West Coast 

was first hinted at by the writer ( 1960) at an early stage of this 

study, and Spry (l 962b, p . 259-260) suggested the P rimrose 

Volcanics might be ignimbr ites . Campana and King (1963 , P• 19) 
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believed that "the pres ence of true ignimbrites appears unquestion

able though no evidence had been given to that time to support 

their own or any earlier suggestions . 

The Primrose Volcanics are particularly variable though 

the majority are fragmental and/or pumiceous , and holocrystalline 

types are rare . They may be largely welded and non-welded 

ignimbrites derived from nue es ardentes or be in part more 

closely related to 11 froth flows" . 

McCall (1962) , Boyd (1961) , and Kennedy (1955 , p . 495) 

believe welding in acid fragrnerial rocks can be due to flowage of 

highly gaseous lava and not necessarily to compaction in a nuee 

ardente deposit. McCall , describing single but composite flows 

from Kenya which contain crystalline , eutaxitic and pumice-froth 

phases , believed these different products may be explained by 

combinations of "brittle" and "plastic" behaviour after eruption. 

P arts of the erupted material crystallise in the normal way to 

produce essentially crystalline phases . Other parts vesiculate 

freely to form an expanded lava froth ("froth flow") in which 

streaming and shredding of the plastic material dudng flows 

may produce a welded-like texture . Disruption by explosion 

gives rise to fragmental phases containing pumice shards and 

crystal fragments . 
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The presence of fragments of crystalline keratophyre in 

the streaked out de vitrified breccias at ~osebery seems a 

natural product of a froth flow with crystalline phases , r ather 

than a nuee ardente . 

Ignimbrites and froth flows described to date are sub

aerial and an air medium seem to be regarded as essential for 

ignimbrites (see :R a nkin, l 960J. H owever , there seems to be no 

reason why an ignimbrite should not de velop under wa ter a nd 

travel as a discrete unit enveloped in steam and other gases 

provided it is charged with sufficient solid matter to make it sub

sta ntially heavier than water . An aqueous environment is 

indicated for the P rimrose Volcanics by the finely banded tuffs 

an d siltstones that occur abo ve and to some e x tent within the 

P rimrose Volcanics ( and the M adam Howard rocks) but they may 

have formed in ls:>cal lakes or la goons alongside and within volca nic 

ranges . It is certainly diffiailt to imagine pumice froths and 

disrupted pumiceous material remaining 'under water because of 

the low density of the pumice . In a succeeding section are 

described some crystal-vitric tuffs from Teepookana that were 

deposited in a n aqueous environment but these Lie so m e dis.tance 

west of the M t . :Read A rc and in the centre of the Cambrian 

marine bas in. 
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Natone Volcanics 

These volcanics crop out west of 'Rosebery and appear 

to be older than the Primrose Volcanics (Fig. 11) . Specimens 

( 31793A, 31794A , 32863 , 32903) v ary from cream to medium 

green-grey and are mostly inhomogeneous , showing streaks or 

lenses of fine - grained, darker material . Crystals of feldspar 

up to 3 mm. diameter , and foming 10- 20% of the rock, are 

visible in some specimens . In thin section the rocks are largely 

composed of a micro-crystalline aggregate showing polygonal 

cracking, with a few albite crystals and strongly cracked quartz 

crystals . Mild sericitisation is general and differential sericit

isation highlights textures in the matrix in w hich wisps and shards 

of once - glassy material are prominent (P late 38 , No . 1) . The 

shards may be somewhat drawn out along a Devonian cleavage. 

The Natone Volcanics do no t show features characteristic 

of ignimbrites and appear to be mainly vitric tuffs . They lie 

between cross-bedded sandstone (the Stitt Q uartzite) and finely 

banded mudstones and sandstones and may be of aqueous origin. 

Crystal - Vitric Tuffs of Teepookana 

Somewhat similar volcanics occur several miles west of 

the Mt. 'Read Volcanic Arc , in the K ing 'River gorge , two miles 



P late 38 No . 1: - Typic l t exture seen under crossed 

nicols i N a tone Volcanic • X45. 

.. 

P late 38 o . l :- Frayed end to pumice fragment, 

Tee ookana. X llS. 
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upstream from the mouth and near Teepookana (Fig. 3). 

Several hundred feet of volcanics are exposed on the north bank of the 

river and the section is approximately as follows (youngest first) : 

(l) 2 m .: Medium grey, coarse feldspathic tuff, 

regularly jointed (31772.A). 

(2) 1. 2m.: Dark-medium grey siliceous shale with 

poorly defined cleavage. 

( 3) 2 m .: Similar to coarse tuff above but more 

coarsely grained. 

(4 ) 4 . Sm. : Dark grey, crudely barded si.liceous shale 

with spheres of pyrite scattered through

out (31773A , 31770A, 31757A) . 

( 5) 6 m .: 

( 6) 3 m .: 

{7) 6m. : 

( 8) 12 m .: 

P ale-medium grey, aphanitic fine-grained 

tuff, regularly jointed. More coarsely 

grained (said grade) tuff in places; lower 

2 m . shaley and dark grey. 

Very pale grey cherty tuff with subconchoidal 

fracture ( 31771A, 32850) . 

Similar to fine-grained tuff of ( 5) . 

Dark grey siliceous shales and pale or dark

medium grey ~rt (31762A) in fine bands 

(3l 759A) ; local intraformational. crumpling. 
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(9) 60m.: P ale grey, fine -grained tuff, as for ( 5) 

wi~h crude banding on some weathered 

surfaces , and coarse - grained feldspathic tuff 

(31774A, 31775A, 31776A, 31756 - 58) . 

( 10) 60 in.: Grey to fawn-coloured , coarse - to fine -

grained feldspathic tuffs with occasional 

banded chert layers a few cm. thick, 

( 11) 6 m . Very pale grey, almost creamy, feldspathic 

tuft or lava (31842) . 
' 

( 12) approx. Feldspathic coarse tuffs ( 31 778A) , siliceous 

30 m .: 
pyritic shales , and fine tuffs . The tuff may 

contain dark green slivers up to l cm. long. 

East of this section and possibly faulted against it, are 50 

metres or so of similar lavas , tuffs and sediments . conspicuous 

among these are two beds , 3 to 5 m . thick, of uniform, medium-

grey, fine-grained tuff (31753A , 31754A , 31769) separated, and 

also overlain, by a metre or so of dark shale . These tuffs are 

similar to beds ( 5) and (7) . 

Apart from the black shales of (2) and (4) the succession 

consists entirely of vitric and crystal tuffs , though all t he glassy 

material is now devitrified. Beds (1) and (3) consist of a poorly 

sorted , randomly arr a nged aggrega· e of albite laths and fractured 

quartz fragments up to l/z mm. long in a dark, dusty matrix. 
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Beds (5) , (7} , (9) and part of (12) are mainly homogeneous , 

fairly massive units with a rough sandy feel . They consist of a 

rather murky, microcrystalline , partly sericitic matrix with or 

without fragments of fractured quartz crystals up to O. 02 mm. 

diameter scattered randomly; these fragments appear to be parts 

of quartz phenocrysts. Conspicuous in places are wispy slivers 

and blebs of pyrite . The rock was probably originally largely 

glass . · 31754A shows drawn - out blebs of devitrified ( ?) material 

and 31760A has a faint banded or streaky pattern. Analyses are 

given in Table 12 , Nos . l and 3. 

The coarser varieties are highly feldspathic and poorly 

sorted wtih a disrupted framework, with randomly arranged 

stumpy feldspar laths up to 2 or 3 mm. in length, in a matrix 

varying from dark grey to pale grey and in places appearing streaky 

(31756A , 31758A) . The feldspars are partly altered albite , many 

of the crystals having thin rims ( O. 03-0. 04 mm. wide) of potash

feldspar identical to that described in the section on potassic quartz 

keratophyres. The rims are in crystallographic continuity with 

the albite core , as evidenced by the common cleavage and near 

coincidence of optical axes . The 11 groundmass" to the al bite crystals 

is in part a ferruginous dust but in places_ it clearly contains frag

ments of banded, microcrystalline aggregate that are devitrified, 

collapsed pumice fragments (Plate 38 , No . 2) . They are arranged 



Table 12: Teepookana Tu!fs 

l 2 3 4 

Si02 74. 84 7 7. 78 71 . 26 67 . 56 

T 10 o. 25 0. 26 0. 38 o. 79 • 2 

At
2
o3 12. 03 13. 02 14. 15 11 . 70 

Fe2o3 o. 99 o. 01 o. 99 o. 55 

FeO 1. 60 l . 09 2. 30 3. 84 

M gO 2. 12 o. 49 0. 83 2. 35 

Cao 1. 10 o. 50 4 . 00 l . 06 

N a
2

0 0. 90 6. 04 o. 76 l . 2 7 

K 2 0 3. 70 o. 30 3. 47 2. 63 

H 2 o+ 2 . 73 o. 71 2. 10 3. 30 

H 2 0- o. 2 7 o. 09 o. 10 0. 40 

MnO 0. 09 o. 02 o. 03 l . 13 

P z05 o. 07 o. 20 o. 17 0. 34 

co
2 

Nil 

FeS
2 2. 39 

,. so3 o. 65 

Total 100. 69 100. 57 100. 54 99 . 96 



Table 12; Teepookana Tu.ffs (continued) 

qu 49. 27 39. 56 42. 94 

or 21 . 87 l . 77 20. 51 

ab 7. 62 51. 11 6 . 83 

an s. 00 1. 17 18. 73 

cor 4. 71 2.3 3 2 . 28 

rn s. 2.8 1. 22 2. 07 
hy 

fer 1. 88 1. 55 2. 83 

mag 1. 44 o. 10 1. 44 

p o. 16 0. 47 0. 40 

ilmen 0. 48 0. 49 o. 72 

Total 97 . 71 99. 77 98 . 75 

1. Fine-grained feld pathic tu!f ( ?), specimen 31769, west 

of Teepookana, King River . 

2. Pale cherty tuff (?) , sp cimen 31771A,same locality. 

" 
3. Fine-grain d feld pathic tuff ( ?), specimen 3l 775A , 

same locality. 

4 . B lack pyritic shale , same locality. A "small amount" 

of organic matter i reported by the analyst. Specimen 

3l770A. 

Analyst: 1-4: Depar tment of Mines , Tasmania. 
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at random and a few are folded abou~ crystalst The fragments 

have frayed ends (P late 38 , N o . 2) t ypical of compressed pumice 

fragments in ignimbrites (see , for example , Martin, 1959) . 

Specimen 31758A likewise consists of a random, arrangement 

of crystals , pumice , fine - grained lava fragments in a ferruginous , 

cryptocrystalline dust but it also co.ntains flat tened ovoids consis 

ting of almost " fibrous" albite arranged perpendicular to the walls 

of the ovoids . The fibres from adjacent walls may meet a t a 

central crack or a ferruginous zone (P late 39 , Nos . l and 2) or may 

continue right across the ovoid as single crystals . These bodies 

a re very much like the partly devitrified pumice fragments illus

trated by Ross and Smith ( 1960, Figs , 57 , 58) and believed to be 

characteristic of ignimbrites . In the relatively young e x amples 

these authors describe the fibres are cristobalite - feldspar inter

growths and develop by devitrification of the glassy pumice. The 

pumice ovoids in the Teepookana tuffs have no preferred orienta tion. 

P art of one tuff horizon shows a crude , very fine lamination 

which is seen under the microscope as a streakiness in a dusty, 

very fine - grained matrix. 

B eds ( 6) and ( 11) consist of creamy "chert" traversed by 

quar tz veinlets and possessing a characteristic almost conchoidal, 

fracture . The "chert" is a microcrystalline ( <. O. 001 mm, 



P late 39 No. 1: - P umice ovoid in tuff, Teepookan , 

ordinary light. X65. At top centre is 

n apatite cryst l an a t bottom. right 

an albit cryst • 

in 
Plate 39 No. 2:- P umice ovoidAtufI, Teepookan • 

crossed nicols. 
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diameter) aggregate not dissimilar to the apparently devitri!ied 

glass o! beds (5) and (7), though it is finer in grain. The highest 

refractive index o! the matrix ij.ggregate is 1 . 538 ( ± • 001) and .. 
• it gives X - ray patterns indicati.ng that it is mainly quartz and 

albite ; the chemical analysis of Table 12 (No . 2) confirms this 

identification. P arts of the material contain slivers , lenses and 

subparallel bands of darkish grey., streaky material. In one 

specimen the top part of a layer several cm. thick of alternating 

dark and pale grey material appears to have been crumpled and 

streamed out as slivers and blebs in the pale chert. M icroscop-

ica lly, it is similar to the pale tuff but has a crude banding with 

pale and dark grey material; it is probably a devitri.fied vitric 

tu ff. 

Some of the cherty material is a darkish grey colour and 

has pronounced conchoidal fracture - rib and hackl~ fractures 

(Sobmon and H ill., 1962) are common on broken surfaces. In thin 

section, a pronounced polygonal cracking is visible (P late 40 J 

• in a cryptocrystalline, dusty matrix that is probably devitrifi ed 

glass ( 31762A) . X -ray diffractograms indicate quartz , al bite and 

orthoclase . In 317 78A , a similar matrix is ramified and replaced 

by an irregular network of sericite and calcite , the remaining 

patches of unaltered material snowing polygonal cracks . The a lt-

eration gives the rock a whitish colour in hand specimen and it ha s 



Plate 40 :- Polygonal cracking in matrix, Teepookana. 

X45. 
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lost its conchoidal fracture . Fragments of dark material up 

to l/z cm, wide are visible and these are probably once-glassy 

fragments . Similar altered material occurs along strike near 

the 21 mile peg on the Strahan-Q ueenstown road (31797A); this 

rock h.as a fine speckled appearance (due to calcite crystals) , is 

faintly streaky and has a pale greenish tinge due to the presence 

of sericite . 

ed ( 11) , a milky grey, cherty rock, is the only layer 

that looks like a Lave in thin section. It consists of 10% or so of 

albite laths up to 1/3 mm. long in a fine-grained , interlocking 

aggregate of albite and possibly orthoclase • . Some of the albite 

crystals have thin rims of K -feldspar . Distinction between fine

grained lavas and tuffs is extremely difficult and several errors 

in identifying these rocks may well have occurred. 

·ne-grained , vitr ic ( ?) tuffs similar to those of the 

Teepookana area may be seen at several points on the Z eehan

Queenstown road b'etween the H enty and Yolande Rivers (31716A , 

3l 728A, 3l 7 l 9A , 3l 730A, 3l 731A , 3173SA , 31764A) . Some of 

these show partial replacement by calcite and sericite . Some of 

the speci~ns (e . g . 31730A) are vitric-crystal tuffs with fragments 

of albite · crystals and a little quartz scattered through the matrix. 

31731A contains approximately 40% albite crystals up to O. 5 mm. 
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long, a few percent of lava fragments and 10% of distorted 

pumice fragments of similar size ,, The rock differs fro m the 

coarse Teepookana tuffs in tha t the pumi ce fragments a re 

numerous and are considerably distended and contorted. In 

31741A (from near the Henty River bridge) pumice fragments with 

characteristic frayed ends are numerous and appear to have been 

considerably distended and locally intruded into the matrix. These 

pumiceous tuffs are clearly detrital and consist largely of albite 

crystals and fragnms of crystals . 

Both the Teepookana and Zeehan-road tuffs are interbedded 

with rocks deposited in water . A t Teepookana these are dark 

grey shales with pyrite (see Table 11 , N o . 4) which is present a s 

disc-like bodies wit h crenulate , nibbled margins . In one e x ample , 

the margins in section appear to have retreated irregularly fro m 

a previously perfect oval shape . The bodiei? lie parallel to the 

bedding and might very well be of organic origin. T he pyritic 

shale indicates reducing conditions in relati vely deep water . On 

he Z eehan road, the tuffs are interbedded with shales and grey

wackes ; B lissett (1962. , p . 4 0) has described a fossil locality in 

and the fossils are marine sponges of Cambrian age. 
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Ori2'in of t he Teepookana crystal -vitric tufts 

The origin is uncertain though some reasonable deductions 

~a.n. be made . For the crystal-rich tu!fs the significant features 

appear to be as follows : 

They consist of up to 50% of a poorly sorted 

assemblage of crystals of feldspar and quartz arranged 

a.t random with a disrupted framework and not showing 

flow effects . They possess volcanic rock fragments 

and up to 10% pumice fragments , again usually in random 

orientation, and the pumice fragments are usually prom

inently banded and in some cases contorted and frayed . 

The tuffs generally have only the faintest internal 

stratification and therefore do no t appear to be ash showers . 

Most of them are interbedded with sediments deposited in 

water and probably were also deposited in water . Though 

some of the beds vary considerably in grain size and are 

poorly sorted no definite e v idence of grading was noted. 

They occur w th pale and dark grey " glassy" tuffs at 

Teepookana and thes~ t u ffs differ in having no crystal 

fragments and in the presence of slivers and contorted 

lenses of streaky, dark grey, devitri!ied glass ( ?). Streaks 

and lenses of dark glass are characteristic of many 
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ignimbrite g., the "wilsonite" o.f New Zealand (Marshall , 

1935) and treaky tuf.fs within welded tuf.fs have been 

described .from the La~e District of England (Oliver , 1954) 

and Snowdon (Beavon et al., 1961) . 

There appear to be conflicting criteria for the origin of 

these tu££s; they have everal of the characteristics of non-welded 

ignimbrites or froth flows (lack of bedding, fragmental texture , 

fibrous devitrification of ovoid pumic fragments , collapsed pumice 

fragments, high glas content etc.) . Though. there is little doubt 

that they were deposited in water the expected stratification is rare 

and hence they are unlikely to be normal ash showers . 

They are simUar to the sub- aqueous pyroclastic flows from 

Washington described by Fiske (1963) , and in particular to his 

pumice-rich varieties , which are relatively poor in rock .fr gments . 

Fiske suggests these rocks were derived from underwater eruptions 

that initiated density - current !lows of volcanic products off the 

volcanoes' flanks or were derived from slumping off the flanks . 

P articular features are their occurrence with normal banded ash

fall tuf.f; their non- welded nature; the poor sorting, disrupted 

framework and random orientation of the fragments; their 

lack of stratification; and the presence o! gr1,l.ding and small 
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slump structures in tb.e laminated tu.ffs . He suggested some of the 

products resulted .from aqueous qu nching. 

ske 1 s ' mechanisms seem at lea t partly applicable to the 

Teepookana tuf!s . Some tuffs in the Mt. Read Volcant.cs are 

probably subaerial and it is likely that suba rial deposition took 

plac not far from the sea. If tl:'l vulcani m involved formation of 

ignimbrites or froth flow then entry of hot gas clouds or gaseous 

lava flows into the sea is also to be xpected. On entering the 

water these materials might turn to high- density mud-flows ( lahars) 

composed ot crystals , glass shards , pumice etc., and capable of 

travelling considerable distances as discrete units , or tbey might 

even persist as hot gas clouds . Such currents could pass from the 

Mt. R ad Arc well out into the deeper parts of the Dundas Trough. 

Williams (1941 , 1957) b. s reported nuee ardente flow that turned 

to lahars on entel."i.ng river wat r . Ran.kin (1960) maintains that a 

,,. 
nue ardente would dispers upward on penetrating water because 

0£ its density but this seems an ov rsimplification of the ea e. 

Many pumice fragments would float but glass , crystals and rock 

fragments would combine to form a rel tlvely high density fluid 

unit in which. steam and w·ater would replace hot volcanic gas. as 

the buoyant m dium. There se ms no r a on wb.y the flow should 

not continue its downward course as long as the gravity gradient 

persists , and then dump its load on b coming immobile. The 
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final deposit would form in an aqueous environment, be poorly 

sorted and consist ol varying proportions of crystals (mainly 

quartz a.nd feldspar) , glass tragments , pumice and rock fragments 

(mainly Lava but ssibly some country rock from tile vent walls}. 

The effects 0£ quenching on the gla sy lava is wol."th con-

sidering. T he temperature drop from the hot gas environment 

at about 900° C (Ross and Smith, 1960) to th.e temperature of the 

watel" would. be fairly rapid; . rather quicker for instance, th.a.n the 

drop pplied to normal vitric ash shower that pa:;. es into the 

atmosphere in a gaseous cloud and then falls through warmed air 

into water:. Tni su,dden change is likely to cause cracking and 

disrupUon of th.e glass fragments , thereby forming large quantities 

of glass "dust" . Material of this type makes a likely source for 

the microcrystalline , "dusty" aggregate that makes up several of 

the fine tuff beds a.t T eepookana. However , the temperature in 

parts of these subaqueous flows might hav been maintained at 

several hundred degre s entigr de for a while , sufficient to cause 

some streaking and streaming out ~f fragments of plastic glass 

material during !low. 

A second possibility is th.at lumping of cry tal•vitric tuf.fs 

off the flank of volcanoes in the M t . Read Arc gave ris to d nsity 

current capable 0£ travelling considerable distances, the resulting 

deposits being similar to thos derived .from lahars . 
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A third possibility is that the Teepookana tu.ffs were derived 

from glowing avalanches or froth !lows that erupted under water 

within tb.e Dundas sedimentary trough. This seems less likely 

because there is some doubt s to whether such an eruption could 

take place , and because k ratophyric flows are extremely rare 

away from the M t. Bead Volcanic Arc . 

Fine-Gr ined S.tratified Tufi.s 

Tufts with pronounced b nding occur on Whip Spur and 

similar but ltered rocks probably crop out on P hilosophers Ridge 

at M t. Lyell. At Whip Spur (31675) the tu!fs consist o! finely banded 

aphanitic material cont ining a few beds o.f coarse tu££. They under

lie the pyrocl stic br ccia described on p. 96 and overlie the Darwin 

ker tophyre that form bold outcrops at the head of hip Spur. 

The aphanitic tuffs a re greenish grey with pale-coloured cherty 

bands from 1/2 mm. to 2 -3 mm. thick. The bands tend to weather 

differentially and are very obvious on weathered surfac.:?s. 'J"'hin 

sec tions reveal dusty, very fine-grained to mic.roc.rystalline 

aggreg te with scattered grains of quartz and albite up to O. 06 mm. 

diameter. The banding appears to be due to variations in density 

of the coarser quartz and albite fragments and to variation in density 
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of the dark, "dusty" matrix. These rocks were described by 

B radley (l954) as fine-grained greywacke . Certain bands show 

considerable crumpling apparently of convolute ( intraformational) 

type . The folds are up to several feet across and consist mainly 

of elongate paraboloids or brachydomes with axial surfaces 

perpendicular to the bedding but with random strike (Plate 4 1). 

Fine-grained stratified tuffs occur in the Rosebery and 

Hercules Mines . The cross sections of these mines are similar 

and indicate black slate overlying " host rock" described as 

tuffaceous shale (Hall et al., 1953, p . ll50, and Fi.g. l2) . The "black 

slate" is finely banded and fine grained, the bands varying from 

dark to pale grey. To obtain a complete cross section of the host 

rock and black slate , the core from boreholes Rl028 , R844 and 

R9l8 (Rosebery mine , l2 level) were examined, as well as the 

surface exposures in the open cut (Fig. 59L In most of these rocks , 

the degree of sericitisation is fairly high and there is considerable 

recrystallisation of q uat"tz near the sulphides . Feldspar crystals 

are only just discernible in thin section. However , the fragmental 

nature and crystal .outlines show up well on cut and polished faces 

and for this reason the diamond drill core is much easier to examine 

than surface specimens . The combined, summarised log reads as 

follows , beginning at the hanging wall (note that the thicknesses are 
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P late 41 o. 1:- P aboloidal folds in band d tuffs. 

hip pur, looking down on beddin 

s rface • 

P lat 41 No. 2:- Paraboloidal folds in banded 

tufis, hip Sp r, looking obliq ely 

alon bedding s rface. 
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as measured in the drill hole and are not stratigraphic thicknesses) : 

6 . Sm: 

20m: 

M assive P yroclastics - creamy or pale green sheared, 

streaky roc.k (3l777) consisting of a very heterogeneous 

fragmental aggregate of quartz and very altered feldspar 

crystals . 

Irregular alternations of dark and pale grey, finely laminated 

tuff or tuffaceous shale with lenses of coarse feldspathic 

tuff ( 317 76·31774) . The fine tuff consists of a heterogeneous , 

very fine-grained quartz-sericite aggrega te . The coarse 

tuff has a similar matrix in which are scattered at random 

embayed quartz grains , albite and a few rock fr a gments . 

The laminations of the fine tuffs are in many cases tig htly 

folded about the cleavage but in much of the rock the 

bedding has been destroyed . by the cleavage . These beds 

contain conformable lenses of coarse-grained calcite that 

is pre-cleavage and presumably syngenetic . Though no 

obvious sedimentary material was encountered in the 

borehole , some of the rocks in the open cut (e . g . 31856) 

are fine to coarse-grained siltstones with a .fine sericitic , 

opaq ue matrix and quartz and feldspar grains up to 0.02mm. 

diameter . The siltstones are cut by quartz veinlets up to 

O. 3mm. thick that are sub-parallel to the bedding, and 

closely spaced, and contain ragged crystals of pyrite. 
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These veinlets (and the pyrite ?) are boudinaged and 

disrupted by the almost parallel foliation and are therefore 

pre - cleavage (P late 42 . No . 1) . 

13 m .: M edium grey, medium-grained feldspathic tuffs with thin 

1-2 cm. bands of dark grey tuff and some layers of coarse

grained tuff" (317 73 , 31781) . 

18 m .: Pale greenish- grey, fine··grained sericiUc tuif with streaks 

and bands of dark grey material. Some crumpling locally 

but cleavage has obliterated most of the bedding ( 31769-31662) • 

.:X>me layers with conglomer tic appearance • 

Orebody: Conformable lens of mass iv e sulphides or sulphide-rich 

quartz sericite "schist11
• 

94 m. : Streaky, fine-grained feldspathic ( ?) tuffs with patches of 

very fine-grained schistose sericitic rock (32913-32917). 

From 270 to 300 cm. the schistose rocks are cut by a 

dark fine-grained pyroxene - labre dorite basalt dyke (3 2912) 

that is post - mineralization and post - cleavage and may be 

of Tertiary or Mesozoic age . Similar basalt dykes cut 

the Renison Bell sulphide orebodies . The coarser tuffs 

(e. g . 32917) contain quar tz crystals and sericitic lath 

outlines in a very fine - grained sericitic base , partly replaced 

by carbonates; the texture is distinctly !ragmental. The more 



l te 42 o. 1:- q artz- einlets in 

sla tes at h.e osebery Mine. xzo. 

P late 42 No . 2 : - C rystal t If,Lynch Cree , 

crossed aicols. xzs. 
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finely grained rocks consist of schistose , almost micro

crystalline , quartz - sericite aggregates (e . g . 32914) . 

30 m .: P ale grey sericitic quartz schist with fine-gr a ined quar tz 

ose matrix ( 31778 , 317 79, 31784A , 31785.A, 3l 786A , 

31774A) . This passes down to sheared quar~z-feldspar 

tuffs and lavas of the Primrose Volcanics that have been 

described elsewhere (31791 , 31789A etc . ) . 

It appears that the "host rocks" of Rosebery are mainly tuffs 

a nd that though much of the " black slate" is similar , at least some 

of it is of sedimentary origin. The well-developed stratification 

indicates deposition in an aqueous environment. P ossibly the 

Rosebery and Hercules banded tuffs and siltstones were deposited 

in small lakes of ephemeral nature within the growing volcanic chain 

along the West Coast Range. 

B eds of dark and pale grey laminated tuffs , siltstones and 

fine greywackes occur in many parts of the Mt. Read Volcanic A rc, 

the proportion of volcanic and sedimentary material varying 

considerably. In South Owen Creek they form a unit up to 100 m . 

thick and e x tending for nearly a mile along strike. The banding of 

rock types within this unit is impersistent and variable . The bulk 

of the unit ( 31629 , 31631 , 32549) is made up of siltstone composed 
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of a fine-grained quartzose aggregate with sericite and occasional 

larger grains of quartz and albite up to O. 03 mm. diameter. A 

bulk chemical analysis of the unit is given in Table 11 (No . 11) • 

• The sediments forming a four or five mile belt from north 

of T ullah to the St· r ing mine below M t. Murchison ( the Farrell 

slates - Fig, 23 ) are very similar , (30013 , 14; 15) but contain 

more thin beds of tu!f. These co sist of altered alb:.te laths and 

broken quartz crystals up to O. 75 mm. diameter in a very fine , 

''dusty" matrix, 

Finely stratified tuffaceous rocks and siltstones are inter-

bedded with quartz keratophyre on Roaring M eg Creek (32844 ; 

31230, 31231 , 31232, 31672) and very delicately b a nded tuffs are 

common between the H enty and Yolande Rivers on the Q ueenstown-

Z eehan road. 

In all these tufi- siltstone units thin ( 3-1/2. cm. ) bands of 

contorted or " balled" tuff are common within the fine-grained bands; 

the deformation is probably related to the period of sedimentation. 

Rock fragments are rare and consist of. tuff and fine-grained lava 
' 

(e . g . 316 72) . They are characterised by pronounced stratification 

in which individual bands are not persistent; in most areas the units 

are at least several teris of feet thick and they persist along strike 

for distances varying from a half to several miles . The sorting 
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implied by the stratification implies deposition in water , probably 

from ash showers, and an aqueous environment is also indicated by 

the intra!ormational crumpling. 

Crystal Tuffs 

Coarse crystal tuffs occur as bands and lenses within the 

fine-grained stratified tuffs and silt stones just described, varying 

from a few cm. to several metres thick, and tuffs are also inter 

bedded with lavas and with sedi~rts . A considerable variety of 

these tuffs occur south - east of Queenstown, in the Roaring M eg 

Creek and Lynch Creek areas . For example , in Lynch Creek a 

siltstone unit which overlies several hundred feet of spilites and 

includes spilitic flows , contains a 3 m . bed of quartz-feldspar 

tuff (31657); this consists of a chaotic aggregate of albite and 

quartz crystals in a sparse matrix (Plate 42 , No . 2) . An analysis 

of this rock is given in Table 11 (No . 9) . As can be seen from 

Table 32 it contains remarkably high values for copper and zinc • 

In places the rock contains lenses and slabs of crumpled, banded 

tuffs and l:Dcks of feldspar porphyry up to several feet in Len h. 

Similar tuffs occur south of Tullah (31782) in the Farrell slates . 

32867 from Roaring Meg Creek is unusual in that it contains 

several perc-ent of rock fragments (mainly lava) and fragments up 
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to 1/3 mm. diameter of microcrystalline aggregate (devitri!ied 

glass) showing perlitic cracks (P late 4 3 , No . 1). 

Quartz-rich tuffs associated with spilites also occur at 

Z eehan and at Cur tin D avis on the N . E . Dundas tramway. A t 

the lat ter locality (50Gl35 , 146:-151 , 154 -158 , 169 , 172) th.e rocks 

consist mainly of albite laths (both fresh and sericitised) quartz 

shards and fragments , and a few fine - grained, tuff-Like , rock 

fragments in a dusty matrix. P roportions of quartz and feldspar 

vary and maximum fragmen t size is 4 mm. diameter . Similar 

tuffs are associated with potash rhyolites and breccias , e . g ., at 

L ake Jukes and Jukes P ty. ( 32862) , and at Rosebery and H ercules 

in the P rimrose P yroclastics and the M . Read Volcanics ( 606 , 

6 07 , 603) . Tuffs without quartz are in many cases difficult to 

d i stinguish from Lavas though they usually show fragmental texture 

(e . g . 32550, 32880, 32860, from the Great .Lyell-Lynch Creek 

area) . 

Above the Rosebery 11 slate 11 bed are volcanic breccias and 

crudely banded tuffs ( 31796A) , the M assive yroclastics of H all 

et a l . (1953) . They are particula rly wet , exposed on the Tullah 

road at the Rosebery town limit. T hey are essentially crystal 

tuffa with albite crystals up to 2 mm. diamete r scattered randomly 

in a m edium-to fine - grained (recrystallised ?) feldspar-quartz -



Plat 43 No .. 1:

l 

Perliti c cr ac sin fragments of 

s . oaring g ree • 45. 

P late 43 o. i: - Crude banding in eratophyric 

tuff, Ly eh reek. 
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sericite matrix. Irregular and impersistent ~ subparaLleL 

bands of aphanitic pale grey rock cut the tuff and a.re up to 1 cm, 

thick; they appear to be merely more finely grained versions of 

the tuff~ Some of this fine material appears to be intrusive 

because dyke-like sheets up to 6 cm. thick cut steeply across the 

banding described above. Most of these crystal tuffs were 

deposited in water, some as ash showers, others as pyrodastic 

flows carried into the aqueous basins by density cur.rents. 

Keratophyric Tuffs with Ferromagnesian Minerals 

Tuffs containing ferromagnesian minerals are rare. An 

augite-albite tuff from the Lynch Creek area has been described 

previously by the writer though it was suggested then that it might 

be a lava. Bradley (1954) suggested it was a metasomatised 

conglome·rate. It forms a bed up w about 300 m. thick extending 

along strike for at least three miles (32908, 31659). It consists 

largely of stumpy albite crystals that a.re remarkably fresh. 

These may be scattered throughout a microcrystalline dusty aggre

gate or be so closely packed that very Htde matrix is present. 

Up to 30% 0£ the rock consists of fresh diopsidic augite crystals 

and the.re are patches rich in rock fragments, n'lainly fine-grained 
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basalt, keratophyre and hornblende ke1·atophyre. These rock 

fragments are up to 60 x 20 cma in size and Locally give the rock 

the appearance of a breccia·,. Quartz forms up to l 0% of the 

rock and chlorite replaces the matrix locally ( (> =le 615). The 

fragmental appearance of the rock is sufficient to indicate its 

pyroclastic origin and this is further supported by a crude banding 

seen in some outcrops (Plate 43, No. 2). It appears to underlie 

the Lynch Creek spilites and probably represents the initial phases 

of spilitic eruption. Its composition is akin to a keratophyre 

(Table 11, No. 10). An identical rock occurs on Little Owen ridge 

and locally appears to cross-cut the surrounding rocks; it may in 

part occupy a local volcanic vent (Solomon, 1957). The freshness 

of the albite in this and other feldspathic '·uffs is of some interest, 

particularly at Lynch Creek where the feldspars in the overlying 

spilites are extremely altered, in some cases consisting of coarse 

aggregates of micas. A possible reason is that the tuffs are not 

pervaded by late stage gases or solutions to the same extent as lavas, 

the tuffs therefore not representing the complete composition of the 

extruding magma. 

On the slopes north of the upper zig-zag on the Comstock 

tram line there are outcrops of a quartz-feldspar rock showing 

crude coarse b(,i.nding ( 32530). It is a fragmentaL rock, composed 
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of about 65% albite laths and 20% quartz crystals and fragments 

whichaverage 1 mm. grain size. The dusty matrix varies in 

colour, being darkened by iron ore dust and made green by 

chlorite. The crude banding is due to chlorite enrichment in 

Layers. The chlorite is most probably. of primary or diagenetic 

origin. 

J2gpositional Environment of the Keratophy.dc 

Tuff s 

Over most of the West Coast, away from the Mt. Read 

Volcanic Arc, keratophyric tuffs are associated with non

terrestrial sediments and/or sedimmts with marine fossils, e. g. 

Teepookana, Henty River, Lynch Creek, Zeehan etc. Some of 

these tuffs are ash falls or pyroclastic flows and most were 

probably deposited in water, though the source volcanoes may 

have projected above the water surfaceo Some of the Teepookana 

tuffs may have originated as subaerial gaseous flows that swept 

into water or have forr.aed by slu1nping from volcanic deposits. 

The role of aqueous deposition in the Mt. Read Volcanic 

Arc is not clear. The Natone Volcanics are interbedded with 

aqueous sediments, and finely stratified tuffs and siLtstones presum

ably 0£ aqueous origin occur in the lower Mt. Read Volcanics 
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(Primrose Volcanics) near Rosebery and elsewhere. Combining 

this information with that given by the lavas, it appears that part 

of the basal portion of the Mt. Read succession is aqueous and 

part probably subaerial. The Lack of finely banded rocks in the 

upper part of the Mt. Bead VoLcanics suggests that rn.ore and more 

of the Arc became emergent in the later stages of vulcanism. 

GENESIS OF THE FELDSPARS IN THE. VOLCANIC~ 

Al bite 

The almost ubiquitous albite has similar optical properties 

in aH rock types (including gabbros, granites and fragmental rocks) 

and, in com1non with albite in other spi1ite-keratophyre assemblages, 

ha's somewhat anomalous properties. Though the aLbites are 

clearly low-temperature in type, twin axis measurements show con

siderable departures from ideal curves and the 2V readings are 

between the high and low temperature curves. Similar features 

have been noced by Don~elly ( 1963) on Virgin Island rocks and by 

Va Hance ( 1960) in Ne,w South Wales rocks. Donnelly referred to 

crystals which have high 2V values (90-100) as possessing quasi-

low temperature (QLT) optics. Experiments by Mackenzie (1956) 

indicate that disordered albite held at a few hundred degrees 
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Centigrade for several years would become ordered. There-

fore QLT optics should not survive either slow cooling or later 

regional metamorphism~ Donnelly ( 1963) used this argument to 

prove that his ano1nalous albites are volcanic and not metamorphic~ 

The Tasmanian volcanics must have undergone mild burial metam

orphism as, at Least in some cases, they ha'ITG been covered by 

up to ten thousand feet of younger sediments. Similar remarks 

apply to the New South W~a Les rocks. Therefore the tendency to 

QLT optics can hardly be taken as proof of volcanic origin. For 

mild departures fro.m the ordered state, factors such as substit

utions, superlatLice developments etc., may be the cause of 

anomalous optics. VaU.ance (1960, p. 39) has suggested that LT 

optics in albite may not be "specially critical", in view of the rarity 

of HT albite in Lavas general y. 

Donnelly suggested that curved phenocrysts may be signifi

cant in determining albite gene:;is. He suggested that the curvature 

would not be preserved during replacement of .a calcic feldspar by 

albite and that curved crystals musi: have been albite (and possibly 

ordered albite) before bending. Though not severely bent, the 

few curved phenocrysts observed in the Tasmanian rocks are not 

recrystallised and the groundmass is not deformed (curved crystals 

in cataclasites are easily distinguished by the shearing of the 

matrix). Therefore, the crysi:als were bent before solidification 
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oi the rock._ It does not seem possible to continue the argument 

beyond this, as Donnelly has done, because possibly the bent 

crysi;als could have been, say, andesine, that was replaced by 

albite after bending. 

The presence of andesine in the hornblende andesite 

suggests that a parental calcic feldspar may have been replaced by 

albite. Although no stage in this process has been observed, a 

11 secondary11 origin for the albite (i. e. derived from earlier 

crystals of different composition) must remain a possibility. 

The presence of ophitic texture between albite and augite in

dicaLes primary albite but again replacement could have taken 

place. The albite phenocrysts in many rocks are much altered and 

the influence of deuteric solutions has obviously been considerable 

in developing the mineralogy of these rock. They are also known 

to have been deeply buried and folded, and there is therefore the 

possibility of a non-volcanic origin. However D a primary volcanic 

origin seems likely for most of the albite. 

Potash Feldspar 

The K-feldspars offer similar genetic problems to those of 

the albites. In the spherulitic types the K-feldspar may be the 

result of devitrification or it may represent primary crystallisation; 

/ 
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either way there is no evidence of replace1neni. of an earlier 

mineral. In the non-spherulitic types, some of the K-feldspar 

crystals are crudely developed and might be secondary replace-

• ments but in others the crystals are n1oderately well developed 

and give no evidence of replacement. 
'• 

K-feldspar rims on albite cores in the pumiceous flows 

are evidence that the K-feldspar crystallised later than the plagio-

dase, a feafllre comm.only found in acid igneous rocks. The 

pumice surrounding the K-feldspar rims in rocks 32956, 50Gl62, 

etc. suggests chat the rims developed prior to consolidation of 

the flows. Alkaline silicates are highly soluble in gaseous water 

(Morey and Hesselgesser, 1951) and thus crystallise late and are 

easily dis trLbuted throughout such permeable materials as semi-

consolidated froth flows. The abundance of K;..feldspar in che 

groundmass of several of the lavas (e. g. at Darwin and Mt. 

Sedgwick), also indicates late crystallisation for the K-feldspars. 

However, a study of the compositions of these rocks 

suggests a non-magmatic origin. The analyses have > 80% 

normative Ab +Or + Q anc therefore are close to petrogeny 1s 

residual system, wb.icb. has been investigated experimentally 

(Bowen, 1937 and later papers). Residual compositions derived 

from a melt of basaltic composition should fall in the thermal 



Fig. 14: Diagram representing the NaAlSi30 8 -Si02 system 

(a) Showing (1) Bowen's thermal valley (Bowen, 1937) 
(2.) isobaric field boundaries for water vapour 
pressures of 500 and 2.000 atmospheres (using the 
diagram as the anhydrous base of the NaALSi303-
KAlSi3o8-Si02-H20 tetrahedron). (3) field 
boundary AB proposed by Steiner (1963) as 
compared to Bowen's boundary AA'. 

(b) Showing distribution of normative albite, orthoclase 
and quartz in rocks carrying 80% or more nor1native 
{Ab +Or + Q). Dashed Lines for 571 plutonic rocks, 
full lines for 362 extrusive rocks, at concentrations 
of 1% and 5%, after Tuttle and Bowen (1958, p. 78-79). 

Tasmanian Cambrian Rocks with >80% (Ab+Or+Q):-

1 Quartz keratophyre of Great Lyell ( 31 702). 
2 Quartz keratophyre in Waterfall Gully (31272). 
3 Quartz keratophyre in West Queen River. 
4 Quartz keratophyre in East Queen River. 
5 Quartz keratophyre, Yolande River Bridge 

(31717A). 
6 Darwin keratophyre, Whip Spur (316 76). 
7 Darwin keratophy.re~ Intercolonial Spur. 
8 Darwin keratophyre, Mt. Sedgwick ( 31257). 
9 Quartz k.e.ratophyre, East Queen River (31754). 

l 0 Primrose Volcanics, near Rosebery Mine (R 265). 
11 Primrose Volcanics, Williamsfo.rd Road (R 176). 
12 Primrose Volcanics, near Barkers Crossing, 

Rosebery (R 1). 
13 Primrose Volcanics, Rosebery (Rl 77). 
14 Primrose Volcanics, north of Hercules (31789A). 
15 Pale cherty tuff (3177 A) west of. Teepookana~ 

King River. 

A Average of volcanics l to 15. 

G Darwin Granite. 

MG Murchison Granite. 
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along the wet trough but there i's nevertheless a wide spread over 

the diagram. Analyses 11 and 12 ~ quite possibly 

represent rocks silicified during mineralizationo Even allowing 

for non-isobaric crystallisation (a highly probable condition) it is 

difficult to explain the analytical results in terms o.f magmatic 

differentiation. However, many of the problems disappear if it 

is assumed that potassic and sodic magmatic fractions can separate 

before extrusion from a sodi-potassic magma. The average (A) 

of all th.e quo.rtz kerat9phyres plotted on Figure 14 falls comfortably 

within the residual thermal valley and the objections to a magmatic 

origin with regard to composition, at least as far as the alkalies 

are concerned. may not be quite so condemnatory as at first appears. 

Boone (1962) has discussed the separation of a potassic-

rich syenite melt from a granitic magma. In C:- magma cham.ber 

there would tend to be a concentration of water vapour near to the 

chilled margins and the roof because of the temperature gradient 

(Kennedy, 1955, p. 491). T~is upward transfer of water would tend 

to cause a similar concentration of the alkali silicates which a.re 

particularly soluble in supercritical water (Morey and Hesselgesser, 

1951). Boone (1962, p. 147) suggested that the transfer of 

potassium ions "should be more effective" than other ions because 
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of their relatively Large specific volume. On release of pressure 

(eruption) the potassium ions form K-feldspar which may develop 

as crystais or as rims upon a nucleus of earlier precipitated 

aLbite in equilibriurn conditions. or 1nay commence to replace 

albite if the composition of the residual fluid has been heavily 

enriched in potassiuin ions. 

Initial phases of eruption, then, are likely to be vapour 

rich and potassic while later eruptions are Likely to be sodic. 

This, of course, is preeisely the trend in the Rosebery area. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 0 F THE KERATOPHYRIC 

LAVAS AND FRAGMENTAL ROCKS 

The essential features of both the intermediate and acid 

keratophyric lavas have already been mentioned and comparison 

with average figures is given in Tables·,8 and 9. 

Plotting these analyses, and those from Tables 11 and 12• 

on the variation diagrams used for the spHites indicates strong 

cak-alkalin.e tendencies. Note that all of Finucane 's analyses 

for the Primrose Volcanics have been shown as quartz kerai"ophyres 

though many of them may well be pyroclastic. The Si02 v mafic 

index diagram (Fig. 15) shows a caLc-alkaline trend though on a 

very broad band, and so also does the Si02 v Iron Oxide diagram 



Flg. 15: Tasmanian spilites, keratophyres and associated 

.rock:s plotted on a mafic index _v Si Oz diagram. 

Also shown are the differentiation ti-ends for 

Skaergaa.rd, Tholeiitic basalt, Tasmanian 

dolerite, and calc-alkaline ma,gn'las. 

In addition to the spilites of Table 5 there are 

shown an average for a Type l pillow and the 

analysis of a part _of Type 2 pillow (Table 2). 

These same analyses are shown on Figs. 16-20. 
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(Fig. 18) ~ On the mafic v felsic index diagram (Fig~ 16) which 

emphasises the difference between tholeiitic and calc-alkaline 

trends, the quartz keratophyres show a fairly regular path 

similar to that of the Scottish Caledonian igneous roclcs (as given 

by Nockolds and Mitchell, 1948, Table 1) and the Garabal Hill

Glen Fyne complex (Nockolds, 1941), both regarded as calc

alkaline (Nockolds and Allen, 1953). PlotLing CaO/( CaO + alkalies) 

v Si02 (Fig. 1 7) reveals a calc-alkaline i:rend but in the Na2 0/ 

(Na2 0 + K
2 

0) diagram the spread of analyses is wide. The alkali 

v SiOz (Fig. 18) trends show calc-alkaline tendencies and Rittmann's 

index is within his Pacific (calc-alkaline) band. The plots of the 

oxides v Si02 (Fig. 18) have calc-alkaline tendencies thoug·h the 

individual alkali diagrams, of course, show a wide scatter at the 

acid end. This scati:er is better demonstrated by the K - Na-Ca 

diagrain (Fig. l 9a) and compares closely with other spilite

keratophyre provinces (e. g. Battey, 1956). The often-used A.FM 

diagram (Fig. 19) shows a characteristic basaltic differentiation 

trend towards the alkali corner but with a wide scatter of analyses. 

Scatcering on variation diagrams is typical of both spilites an.d 

keratophyres and is probably related to deuteric alteration and to 

fractionation during an unusual course of di££erentiadon. 
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Fi..g$ 16: Tasmanian spHHes, twratophy;.·es and ?elated 

rocks plotted on a 

l\.llo.fic Incle::·: FeO + Fe2 o3 

l?eO + Fe2 o3 + MgO 

v Felsic Index Na
2 

0 + K
2 

0 

NazO + K
2

0 + CaO 

diagram. AL-so shown al"'e the diHerentiation 

trends for Skuergaa.rd, Tholeiitic basalt and 

calc-alkaline basalt ~nagmas (after Si:mpson, 

1954). Long dashed lines link analyses 0£ 

Scottish Old Red Sandstone Plutonic~ Hypaby-ssal 

and volcanic rocks given in Nockolds and lVIitcheH 

(19,1:8, p. 534). 

Legend as in Fig. ls. 
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Fig. 17: Tasmanian spilites, keratophyres and 

.related rocks plotted on diagrams of 
CaO NazO 

CaO + alkalies and Na02 + K 2 0 

against silica. Legend as for Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 18: Tasmanian spiiites, keratophyres and related 

(3 pages) rocks plotted on diagrams of oxide and oxide 

combinations against silica. Legend as for -

Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 19: Tasmanian spilites, k.eratophyres and related 

rocks, plotted on a K-Na-Ca diagram, and on 

on Fe-Mg-Alkali diagram, 
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Fig. 20: Tasmanian spilite analyses (as in Fig~ 15) 

Al 0 
plotted on an MgO v 2 3/Si02 diagram 

(after Eaton and Murata. 1962). 
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Tl'.'ace Elements in the Kerato9hyt"ic Bocks 

Available trace element determinations at"e sb.ovvn in 

• 'l'able 13. Nickel seems unusually h.igh throughout this spHit.e .. 

ke.t"atophyre assemblage but the figures fo.t> the keratoph;rrcs :raay-

not be reliable. Both copper and lead and zinc a.re high relative 

to other ea.le-alkaline suites, a feature re£e.r1•ed to later in 

discussing the origin of the West Coast ore depositse Variations 

0£ trace elements with silica contents for spUites and .rn.or.e add 

rocks are given in Fig. 21 for Ba, Sr •. Ni, Rb, Cr and V, these 

•• being the only ones showing significant trends. 'In several cases 

thet'e appears to be a distinct break between the spiliti.c and 

k0ratophyric rocks, a feature already remarked upon with reference 

to the n'lajor coinponents. Th.e only other h"ace element 

determinations on keratophyres known to the writer are by Amstutz 

(1953, 1954) and his results appear to be within the range 0£ those 

of "normal" igneous .rock series. 

,-) 
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v 

Gr 

Ni 

Cu 

Zn 

Rb 

Sr 

Mo 

Ba 

Pb 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

' 6. 
I 

7. 

8. 

Table 13 

Trace Elements {in !2! 121 m.} in Tasmanian Kerato12hi.ric Rocks 

l ·2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

140 2.8 35 100 42 35 32 255 

13 13 13 34 2.5 27 27 50 

15 240 190 150 130 170 320 Z.85 

106 75 71 87 79 

286 172 124 165 122 227 85 223 

185 85 80 112 110 90 8 15 

75 150 50 60 40 120 35 190 

2 3 3 2 9 

900 985 290 1050 4600 685 550 100 

64 37 24 ,40 26 

Quartz keratophyre, L.ake Dora (31'707 A). 

Quartz keratophy.re, Comstock tram-line (31754). 

Quartz keratophyre, one mile east of Rosebery ( 31760). 

Quartz keratophyre, West Queen River (32538). 

Darwin keratcphyre, Mt. Sedgvvick (31259). 

Primrose Volcanics, nor.th of Hercules (31789.A). 

Teepookana tuff { 317 7 A). 

Tuff, Lynch Creek.. 

Analyses by X-ray spectrograph (M. So tom.on), 
except for Cu and Pb by Japan Analytical 
Chemistry Research Institute (spectrophotometer). 



F'ig. 21: Trace elements analyses of the Tasrnanian 

(2 pages) spilites, keratophyres and related rocks, 

plotted against silica. Legend as for Pig. 

15, nnalyses .fron.1. Tables 6 and 13. 
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INTBUSIVE IGNEOUS ROCKS ASSOCIATED WTH THE VOLCANICS 

Basic.Intrusive Rocks 

Intrusive Spilites 

Cross -cutting 11 melaphyre 11 was first reported at Zeeb.an 

by Twelvetrees (190Ua) who also described concordant melaphy.res 

and tuffs within sandstones and shales. Twehretrees and Ward 

(1910) confirmed this by reporting intrusive spHite near the 

Zeehan-Montana mine office. The discordant nature of some of 

the spiLites of this neighbourhood a.re revealed on the map 

published by Blissett (1962) and reprodu~ed as Fig. 22 and these 

spilites alraost certainly fill feeder vents and dykes. The 

intrusive rocks and the flows are apparently identical though poor 

exposure and deep weathering have severely limited the range of 

the present investigation in which .t'.eliance has had to be placed on 

specimens gathered during mining and exploration work. 

Similar feeders occur on King Island and form dykes and 

sills both in the spilites and in the underlying sediments. A 

typical sub-spilitic dyke crosses tb.e dolomitic succession in Cmnber

land Creek {31814). It is about 10 feet wide and fine-grained. It 

consists of fresh uugite and altered a!bite with very minor chLorite 

patches and a f.ew crystals of ilmenii:e ( ?) • The augite rarely forms 
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good crystals and 2nost individuals occur as broken crystals, 

fragments of crystals, and granules, of average size O. 05 mm~ 

diameter • .All stages in the cracking of crystals and the drawing 

• apart of the frag1nents can be observed. Interstitial areas and 

gaps between crystal fragments are filled by highly altered albite 

laths and indefinite masses of calcite etc. There seems litde 

doubt that feldspar crystallisation has followed crystallisation and 

jostling of the augite, the movement perhaps taking place during 

intrusion of the mag2na as a "crystal mush". Other intrusive 

rocks on King Island are similar but several are ai:most identical 

• to ).nassive Lavas, particularly those cutting the volcanic succession. 

Several more coarsely grained gabbroic rocks intrude sub-

spilidc sediments from half to two miles south of Naracoopa, 

King Is land, and wilL be described in the next section. In many 

cases it is extremeiy difficult to distinguish between spilitic flows 

and fine-grained gabbroic sill.s, parti.cula'rl.y where field relations 

are not revealing. Thus near the Benty River Bridge (Zeehan-

Queenstown road) several rocks assumed to be intrusives may in 

fact be rather coarse spilitic flows (e. g. 31734A, 31737 A). These 

fine-grained intrusives are distinguished generulty by dose 
' 

association with coarse-grained rocks, lack of amygdules and by 
. 

the presence of ilmenite which is rare in known Hows. 
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Gabbros 

A number of small bodies of gabbroic rocks intrude the 

Cambrian sedin1ents and volcanics. They are associated with 

the spilites and appear to be related geneticaUy. They occur 

mainly within Crimson Creek rocks e. g. west of the Magnet Mine 

( Waratah district), in the R enison-Beli-Dundas area and south of 

Mt. Dundas. South of Naracoopa, King Island, gabbroic dykes 

and sills intrude sedi~ents below the spHites. In the Henty 

River gabbroic sills intrude volcanics and sediments containing 

Middle Cambrian (i. e. Dundas Group) fossils. 

The form of the gabbro masses is variable but generally 

siU-like; they are generally small bodies and the silts vary fro1n 

several cm. to a few hundred metres thick. At Naracoopa they 

are sill-like and slightly transgressive, on the Henty River they 

appear to form lenticular sills; on Mt. Dundas, the :rnass is plug

Hke0 and east of Renison Bel~ and west 0£ Magnet they occur as 

both dykes and silts. Blissett (1962, p. 45) believes the Trial 

Harbour mass to be a sill of Cambdan age though it is possible that 

this gabbro is Devonian and related to the adjacent Heemskirk 

Granite. 

The only ones already described are near the Heemskirk 

granite (Waterhouse, 1916; Blissett, 1962). The largest of these 
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occurs between Zeehan and Trial Harbour and consists mainly of 

a granitic ... textu1·ed aggregate of lab.radorite and hornblende with 

minor relict pyroxene. Waterhouse reports sor..ne orthodase 

and albite, Magnetit'e.0
, ilimenite· and apatite are common 

accesso.ry minerais and there are occasional grains of pyrrhotite~ 

Twin axis determinations on five crystals in 6898 and 498 7 

vaded from -0n
60 

to An63 (labradorite) and plotted close to the 

low-temperature curve. 

The hornblende pi:isms are as long as 8 cm. in coarse 

patches and from the writer's observations, are corn2non horn-

blende{with the fol 1owing properties: 

""'" ..t,\...9 y very pale yellow 

z pale green 

o<. 1.635 

er 1. 662. 

5-0(, 0.027 

2V 6 7 -

I\ 
15° z c 

Some of the crystals are partly replaced by a colourless 

to very pale green fibrous actinolite with relatively low bfre-

fringence, the Z axis of the actinolitic hornblende being at right 

angles to chat in the earlier hornblende. Locally the gabbro is 
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considerably altered, with com.plete clouding of the folds pars 

and alteration of amphibole to chlorite and actinolite (e. g. 4984). 

An analysis of the gabbro is given in Table 14. A very 

• similar rock outcrops north of Dundas where it fonns a narrow 
, 

dyke several hundred metres Long. It consists ( 50Gl3 7) of 60% 

labradorite (fairly clouded) and 20% pale green to colourless 

hornblende, the 'remainder consisting of a felted aggregate of 

radiating or platy prehnite. A small r.nass of gabbro crops out 

north of the Trial Harbour mass and contains augite, partLy 

altered to actinolite, as the principal £erromagnesian mineral. 

An analysis (Table 14, No. 1) indicates a conside'rable ilmenite 

content, and an unusually high water content, and it would appear 

that some of the feldspar is albite. 

In all the other gabbros albite is an importcn t constituent 

and they may be classed as albite gabbros or micrograbbros. 

They occur in the Henty River valley, south of Mt. Dundas, in the 

Ring River, west of the Magnet Mine and on King Island. The 

considerable difficulty in distinguishing the fine-grained albite 

gabbros from spilites has already heen pointed out. 

For a mile or so south of Naracoopa, King Is land, the beach 

exposes a slightly transgressive siH, several hundred feet thick 

(31815, 31816). For the most part, the sill is co1nposed of 
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Table 14: Gabbros 

1 z 3 4 5 

SiOz 46.60 49.14 46. 44: 46.65 v 120 

Ti02 2. 69 o. 59 o. 47 1.00 

• 
Al203 14. 30 13.81 19. '71 14.57 Gr, 60 

F~z03 3o 04 3.51 2. 4~ 3.58 
Ni 285 

FeO 12.87 9.34 4.54 6090 

MgO 5. 73 7.68 5. 76 3.0l 
Zn 136 

CaO 7.64 10. 75 12.51 9.34 

Na2o 3.42 2.00 2. 96 4. '70 Rb 25 

'\ KzO 0.36 o. 8'7 0.9p 0.48 
_} 

Sr 165 
H 0+ 2 3.20 2.24 3.7? 2.80 

H20- o. 40 o. 03 o. 39 o. 27 Mo 

·MnO o. 08 0.19 O.l~ 0.18 
Ba ?~O 

Pz05 o. 04 0.14 o. 22 0.26 

COz o. 07 6 I' L1. 0-':!: -

s o. 02 o. 01 .. 
Total 1oo.37 99.29 '100.30 100.19 

• 
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Table 14: Gabb.ros (continued) 

1 2 3 4 

qu 7.02 

or 2.13 5.14 5.56 2. 78 

ab 28.94 16.92 25.15 39 •. 30 

an 22.61 26.14 37.53 5.84 

cor 4.28 

di 12. 51 21. 50 

hy fen 
fer 

4:. 5 7 

5.38 

12.02 

3.57 

3.40 

1. 32 

7. 50 

8.45 

di f forst 

l fay 

4.80 

6. 2.3 

o. 6 7 

o. 53 

7. 17 

3. 37 

calc ortho 6. 88 

mag 4.41 5. 09 3.48 5. 10 

cal~ o. 20 14.00 

ap 0.09 0.33 0.67 o. 67 

'ilmen s. u 1.12 0.91 1.98 

Total 96. 78 98.03 96. 24 96. 25 

1. Gabbro, Heemskirk area (Blissett, 1962, p. 46). 

2. Gabbro, Trial Harbour Road (Spry, 1962b). 

3. Gabbro, Zeehan Road, I/?. mile east o.f Henty River Bridge, 
specimen 31'740A. 

4. Fine grained gabbro, same locality, specimen 31799A. 

lillalyst: l and 2. Dept. o.f Mines, Tasm. 
3 and 4o Japan Analytical Chemistry 

Research Institute. 

5. Trace elements in p. p. m. in 31740 by X-ray spectrography 
(M. Solomon). 
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approximately equal quantities of augite granules and albite laths 

in a crudely granular texture. Again the augite granules appear 

to be disrupted portions 0£ crystals and aLbite crystallisation 

seems later than the disruption. S1nall areas inters titiat to the 

albite-augite framework are filled by chlorite, prehnite, calcii.e 

and possibly a little quartz and there are a few a1nygdutes, up to 

O. 5 mm. diameteT, filled with chlorite and calcite. 5-10% of 

the rock is co1nposed of irregular masses of ilmenite. Parts of 

this sill are extensively altered and the primary texture may be 

completely destroyed e. g. 31826 consists of cal.cite, quartz, 

p.rehnite and l.eucoxene. 

Between the Magnet Mine and the Whyte River there are 

several concordant gabbroic intrusions. Typical of the coarser 

gabbros is the body outcropping in the Corinna Road about l/z mile 

east of the Whyte River crossing ( 31865, 35N2 7). It is composed 

almost entirely of plagioclase, hornblende and chlorite (in order 

of abundance) in an even-grained :micro-granidc texture, the 

average diameter being O. 5 mm. The feldspar is speckled with 

yeL owish-brown chlorite and sericite ( ?) and many of the laths 

possess a thin clear rim in optical continuity with the cloudy core. 

The plagiocLase is albite or albite-oligoclase. The hornblende is 

somewhat fibrous and ragged, and it appears to replace both augite (?) 
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and yellowish chlorite.. Its optical properties are: 

x •: colourless 

y •: yellowish green 

z medium grass-green 

°"' l. 635 

J 1. 661 

d -ex o. 02.6 

zv '71 + ve 

Magnetite and/or ilmenite and pyrrhotite occur as anhedral 

crystals. 35N2'7 (Mines Department) shows a tendency to 

ophitic texture. 

East of this Large body there are a number of thinner sills 

visible on the Corinna road (31862, 5124 35Nl4) and also at the 

_Cleveland Mine (31864). 

Sills less than a metre thick have been encountered in drill 

holes near the base of the Crimson Creek Argillite at Renison 

Bell. 31846 has intersertal texture, the Largest crystals being 

stumpy Laths of aLbite about 2 mm. long. Albite laths form '70% of 

the rock, the remainder consisting of crude, wispy hornblende 

crystals, 10-15% ilmenite crystals (largely leucoxene), actinolite, 

and several percent of pyrt1e and deal:" quartz. The hornblendes 

are partly converted to actinolite and there are irregular patches of 
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actinolite needles and chlorite ( ?) chat may have been ho.rn-. 

blende. Quartz occurs within albite crystals and in intersdtial 

areas> particularly in association with quartz and act,inolite 

needles • 

A few hundred metres higher in the same formation, at 

the Ring River bridges is a much thicker sill (31832) that consists 

of augite crystals up to 7 or 8 mm0 dia1neter in ophitic texiu.re 

with smaller albite laths; it contains several percent of 

leucoxene. The sill is patchily altered, both feldspar and augite 

being replaced by chlorite and prehnite. Veinlets, 2-3 mm. 

~hick,of prehnite a.re common. 

Gabbroic rocks crop out in the Benty River and on the 

YUile 
Zeehan-Queenstown road, one/east of the road bridge. They form 

small bodies of only a few hundred square yards, elongated 

parallel to the strike and probably silt-like~ They (e. g. 31'740A) 

consist of an aggregate (average grain about o. 75 mm. diameter) 

of very doude<l albite, partly chloritised augite ( 2V averages 
I 
\.. 

55 + ve) and ilmenite. Several of the feldspar laths have thin clear 

albite rims. Amygdule-like patches of prehnite are common and 

in parts the feldspars are converted to prehnite aggregatesa These 

sills ( ?) are interleaved with keratophyric Lavas and tuffs but no 

margins are visible. A chemical analysis of a prehnite-rich 

variety of 31740A is given in Table 14 (No. 3). Basic· rocks in the 
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vicinity show gabbroic 1 doleritic and porphyritic, almost basaltic 

texture and many are similar to spilites except that they do not 

contain amygdules. 31737 A and 31799A have doleridc texture 

with albite laths up to 1 mm~ long with interstitial granular a-µ:~ite, 

patches of chlorite and some late quartz, and several percent of 

magnetite (X-ray determination}. The augite has the following 

properties: 

J>(_ 1.679 

6' 1.716 

d _o( o. 037 

2V 55 + average 

It is therefore similar to the augite in the spilites~ The 

chlorite is dark green, non-pleochroic, has Low birefringence and (3 

was determined as 1 0 640, rather higher than that in the spilites. 

A chemical analysis (Table 14, No. 4) indicates that some of the 

magnecite rnay be titaniferous. 

Only two gabbroic bodies intrµde the Mt. Read Volcanics. 

An augite-albite gabbro (3176 7 A) crops out near the Strahan-Zeehan-

Queenstown road intersection, near the western margin of _the 

volcanic arc. The rock has a crude seriate texture dominated by 

euhedral augite crystals up to 2 x 1 cm. and as small as O. 2 mrn. :x: 

O. 1 mm. The remainder (some 40%) of the rock is composed of an 
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aggregate of albite laths up to O. 1 mm. long~ and chlorite. 

Some of the augite crystals show slight marginal alteration to 

chlorite. A similar rock crops out west of che Murchison River 

bridge o ri the Murchison Highway v south of Tullah ( 30038). 

An important feature of the West Coast gabbros is the 

presence of Labradorite gabbros at much the same horizon as the 

spilites and albite gabbros. Despite ihe inference that the albite 

is derived from labradorite, no specir.a:ns have revealed evidence 

of this change, and the two types appear independent, though 

probably derived from the same inagma. 

Gabbros occur in rocks below spilites, of the same age as 

the spilites, and younger than the spilites. Their similarities of 

inineraLogy, composition and distribution indicate ~ close genetic 

connection with spilites and they plot on the variation diagrams 

within the spilite fields (see Figs. 15-2.1) .. 

Ultrabasic Rocks 

Pyroxenite and serpentinite complexes make up the third 

unit of Steinmann1s Trinity in Tasmaniao No attempt has been made 

to study these rocks in detail and the following paragraphs are 

merely a summary of existing kU©wledge and reconnaissance work 
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by i:he writer •. 

Ultrabasic rocks occur at Bald Hill and south o.f Magnet 

(west of Waratah), along the flanks of the Huskisson Syncline and 

' _} extending into the Colebrook Hill-Renison Bell-Dundas area, near 

the Spero River and west of Macquarie Harbour 0 _ In the Colebrook 

Hill-Dundas area it has been fairly well estab'lished by Blissett 

( 1962) that the uttrabasic rocks form thid~ sill-Like bodies along 

the Crimson Creek-Dundas Group boundary. The main rock types 

are gabbro, norite, peridotite and pyroxenite (Ward, 1909) and 

Spry (1962b) considered the pyroxenite (enstatolite) to be the most 

• abundant. Serpentinisation of the ultrabasics is widespread. 

The only evidence .for the age of these rocks is from 

Adamsfield where trilobites occur in a conglomerate containing 

serpentinice pebbless The fossils date the weathering of the serp-

entinite as middle Upper Cambrian (Banks, 1962.a). Early analyses 

of the uLtrabasics appear to have been unreliable as they show high 

alumina contents and the only reliable analyses are those given by 

_) Taylor ( 1955). 

There is no evidence to indicate whether the rocks are 

intrusive or extrusive - they may have poured out oni:o the sea fioor 

prior to Dundas Group deposition or have been intruded during or at 

the close of Dundas deposition under a cover probably not exceeding 
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8, OOO feet ( 2, 600 metres). The ultrabasics clearly follow the 

onset of spilitic vulcanicity but their time relatiol'l. to the gabbros 

is not clear, 

Acid Intrusives 

There are two granitic bodies within the Mtq Read Volcanic 

Arc: the Darwin and Murchison Granites. They are of Cambrian 

age and are closely related to the volcanicso The Darwin Granite 

has been briefly described by the writer in a pre~rious thesis ( 1957) 

and the Murchison Granite by Brooks ( 1962). E'urther details a.re 
) 

included in the following summary. 

The Darwin Granite consists of two tabular sheets of 

different composition (pink and white granite), separated in places 

by volcanic rocks; in outcrop it measures about .three miies by half 

mile (Fig. 3). The _pink granite (31761, 32508) is the more 

abundant and forms the eastern strip; it consists of pink K-feldspar, 

colourless quartz and greenish plagiodase feldspar in typical 

granitic texture. A few ragged crystals o~ biotice and chlo.rite are 

seen in places and hematite is usually present. Ii: proved ilnpossible 

to obtain accurate lower refractive indices for the K-feldspar but 

the .rather approximate values obtained ranged between 1. 518 and 

1. 520 {31761, 32508). With 2V measurements ranging between 63° 
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and 10° (Fig. 13) the K-feldspar is roughly similar to that in the 

potash keratopb,yres and may be termed orhtoclase cryptoperthiteo 

X-ray photographs of crystals indicated the presence of albite in 

small quantity (using the (201) Line intensity as a measure of 

concentration). No .fine twinning is present but the crystals have 

indefinite extinction and contain slivers and blebs of albite. These 

a.re present as irregular patches up to O. 1 m:...-:no across or in sub

parallel veinlets at an angle to the ( 001) and (01 O) cleavages; there 

are many cases in which the patches appear to have spread out 

from the veinlet margins. In some crystals albite patches occupy 

a greater area than the K-feldspar host. The treinlets, though 

crossing the cleavages, Locally develop along cleavage to give a 

stepped or zig-zag appearance to the veinlets. The albite within 

the K-feldspars is everywhere in crystallographic continuity and 

almost in optical continuity with the K-feldspar host. The relation

ship between the two feldspars is not clear. Though the K-feldspar 

may have replaced the albite, representing a continuation of the 

processes observed in some o.f the lavas, the veinlets and the 

patches indicate the reverse relationship. 

The large albite and K-feldspar crystals show "mutual 

boundary" textures without any sign of replacement of one or the 

other. These albite crystals appear to be of similar composition to 

those in the keratqphyres (Figs. 9 and 10). 
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A modal analysis was made of the pink granite ('32508) 

using a grid of l!nm~ square and counting 800 points, thus giving 

a variance no greater than about five for the major constituents 

(see Hasofer. 1963 and Solomon, 1963). The .results were as 

follows: 

quartz 36% 

K-feldspar 36 

albUe 26 

chlorite l 

hematite l 

100 

The difference between this .result and the norm (Table 15) 

is probably because a different specimen was used for the 

chemical analysis. The11granitd' is in pa.rt closer to an adamellite, 

particularly in specime~s in which the K-feldspar contains a 

high percentage of albitea 

Trace element analyses of 31761 (Table 15) show a high 

nickel value (the analyses may not be reliable) and a .rather high 

copper value, compared to other granites (see Rankama and 

Sahama, 195-0). 
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Table 15: Cambrian Granitic Roc:ks 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Si Oz 59.56 73. 70 74.96 71.9 76.92 v 20 150 

~ Ti Oz 0.74 0.23 0.13 n. dt. o. 19 Cr 15 20 

At2o3 14.74 13.00 13.55 14.7 14.07 Ni 75 175 

Fe2 o3 2. 77 0.94 0.79 }3. 6 o. 43 
Cu 97 34 

FeO 4.82 1. 08 o. 71 o. 64 
Zn 160 370 

MgO 3.29 o. 63 o. 48 o. 6 0.25 
Rb 140 90 

CaO 3.92 o. 40 o. 16 o. 5 o. 16 
Sr 60 70 

NazO 3.16 2.20 2.33 1. 9 3. 2.4 
Mo 2 2 

\ K
2

0 4.82 6.40 5.57 4.7 2.61 / 

H 2 o+ 2.06 o. '75 o. 86 }o. 6 
1.84 Ba 975 1,525 

H 2o .. 0.10 0.25 0.16 nil Pb 25 

MnO 0.10 o. 01 Tr. 

Pzos 0.18 0.05 Tr. 

co2 o. 30 o. 4 o. 06 

Total 100.26 99.58 100. 06 98.9 100.41 
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Table 15: Cambrian Granitic Bocks (continued) 

1 

8.82 

28.48 

26.74 

11.80 

5.29 

2 

34.26 

37.81 

18. 34 

1.95 

3 

38.91 

32.92 

19. 72 

o. 47 

3. 52 

5 

47.30 

15.42 

27. 42 

o. '41 

5.76 

f
en 

hy 
fer 

6.65 

4.49 

l. '80 

0.79 

1.39 

1.20 

0.46 

o. '62 

o. 51 

mag 4. 02 1.15 o. 62 

calc 0.14 

ap 0.42 0.12 

il:men 1. 41 0.46 o.zs 0.36 

Total 98.12 98.53 98. 72 98. 56 

1. Murchison "Granite", Murchison River Gorge. Sample 
collected by C. Brooks. Analyst: Dept~ of Mines, Tasm. 

2. Murchison granite, Murchison River Gorge, specimen 
~-alyst: Aus. Min. Develop. Labs. 

3 arid 4. Pink granite from Mt. Darwin, from Solomon (1960). 

s. White granite from Mt. Darwin, from Solomon ( 1960). 

6. Trace elements in p. p. m. in pink Darwin Granite (3176!). 

7. II II II II 11 11 11 IVHlrchison Granite (31866). 

Trace ele:!.nents by X-ray spectrography (M. Solomon) 
except by Cu, Pb and Zn (Japan Analytical Chemistry 
Research Institute) • 
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The white g-ranite ( 32.506) o:ccurs on the west flank of the 

pink granite. It is abnost pegmatitic and composed of quartz 

and altered a).bite in approximately equal quantity, ,and rn.ay be 

termed a ,granodiorite (see Table 15). 

The Darwin Granite has no apophyses or associated dykes of 

I 

peg:matite or aplite. Its contacts appear sharp and only in one 

place (west of Thompsons workings) has any hint of hornfelsed 

country rock been observed; Hills ( 1'914a) did not see any baking of 

surrounding rocks. The granites intrude Darwin keratophyre and 

parallel the s crudural trends of the Jukesian Orogeny - they are 

• thus more or Less concordant. The composition of the pink granite 

is very similar w the potassic Darwin lteratophyre and the white 

granite very similar to sodic quartz k:el:'"atophyre (see Figs. 15-2.1). 

The writer has sugges.ted elsewhere (1960) that the granite may have 

been intruded during the final phases of the volcanic ity. ,_, and probably 

lay- ._ l.ess than 5, OOO feet 'below the surface. Alternatively it may 

be an associate of the Jukesian Orogeny and intruded at a rather 

later stage i!ito the folded ( ?) volcanics. It was clearly derived from 

the same magn1a as the volcanics 0 

Its pre-Ordovician age is obvious froxn the many boulders 

and pebbles of the granite (mainly pink) in the Jukes Conglomerate 

on South. Ivit. Darwin and Mt. Sorell; it is also considerably 
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brecciated in places. Attemp[s to date the granite by K-Ar 

techniques have failed, probably due to the Lack of ferromagnesian 

minerals and the alteration and deformation 'l Also contained in 

the Jukes Conglomerate are boulders and pebbles of hematite and 

hematised keratophyre. Hematite and magnetite veins up to 

several metres thick are comm.on in the adjacent keratophy.res and 

a few occur in the pink granite. Copper mineralization is assoc-

iated with the iron ores, several veins containing chalcopyrite 

and pyrite. These Fe-Cu veins a.re essentially magmatic and 

related to both quartz keratophyres and the granite. 

The Murchison Granite crop~ out in the Murchison River 

gorge and the outcrop covers about a half mile square (Fig. 2.3). 

It occurs within potassic and sodic quartz ke.ratophyres and its 

margins are irregular and diffuse. It is variable in colour and 

co1nposition, varying from red to grey in colour and ranging 

between granite, adamellite, granodiorite and syenite, apparently 

without order and over short distances. This variation is enhanced 

by che presence of patches of potassic keratophyre within the granite • 

The gorge has only cut into the upper parts of the granite body and 

has penetrated no rnore than 60 m. below its top. The keratophyre 

Lenses probably are s1naU roof pendants. 

The local variation in the granite probably helped to persuade 

Bradley ( 1954) that it was derived from granitisation o.f sedimentary 
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rock. A large number of thin sections has been made available 

by the Hydro-Electric Commission, which has drilled and 

collected surface samples of the granite in several localities. 

The granite consists of quartz, albite, some oligoclase-andesine, 

K-foldspar, chlorite@ biotite, hornblende·,. hematite and m.agnetite~ 

These occur in crudely granitic texture which in many cases is 

marred by brecciation and twisting of crystals, particularly of the 

ferro;m.agnesian minerals. In the more severely-brecciated rocks, 

carbonate replacement is common. 

The K-feldspar is much more homogeneous than in the 

Darvvin Granite and only a few crystals show blebs and slivers of 

albite. Graphic intergrovvi: h wi.th quartz is relatively common and 

generally consists of blebs of quartz in the feldspar host. Several 

lower refractive index determinations gave approximately 1 0 520 

0 
and 2V measurements ranged from 50 to 61 (.Fig. 13). These 

K-feldspars have a more limited 2V range, and possibly a higher 

percentage of albi.te molecule, than those in the Darwin Granite and 

the potassic keratophyres. 

The albite is low-temperature, Ano -1 o~ and shows albite, 

Carls bad and pericline twinning (Figs. 9 and l O). 

Concentrations of ferromagnesian minerals occur within the 

granite. In 30033, 10-20% of the rock consists of unaltered biotite 
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and green hornblende plus magnetite, pyrite and alittle zircon, 

sphene and. calcite. In this rock, the K-feldspar crystals enclose 

laths of altered albite., Pyrite is common in irregular patches of 

granite (e. g., 31864)., 

Analyses of the granite' (Table 15) indicate a range from 

syenite to granite (300 30), and thin sections indicate a .fairly wide 

range in KzO:NazO ratio.. A modal analysis (designed for a 

variance of 5) of 30028, an albite-rid1 phase, gave quartz: 39%; 

K-felclspar: 24%; albite: 39%; chlorite, hornblende and biotite: 

16%; iron ores: 2%, indicating a composition between ada:mellite 

and granodiorite. Trace element analyses (Table 15 and Table 31) 

show high Ni and V and Zn figures (though Ni may q.ot be reliable) 

and variable Cu and Pb values. 

Despite careful search, no granite pebbles have been found 

in the Jukes Conglomerate outcropping at the west end of the gorge. 

400 m. from the ne_arest granite outcrops. However• the granite 

has previously been regarded as Cambrian because it is locally 

deformed and is quite diffel4ent from the Devonian-Carboniferous 

granites. These are relatively uniform in composition, tourmaline-

rich, have contact metamorphic aureoles and assoc.iated aplitic 

and pegmatitic apophyses. K-Ar dating by I. McDougall (pers. 

comm.) indicates a Cambrian age for the Murchison Granite. 
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SEDIMENTS .ASSOCIATED WITH THE VOLCANICS 

Breccias, paraconglomerates, greywackes and mudstones 

occur relatively infrequently among the volcanic sequences bu't are 

• important as indicators of the environment 0£ depesitiori o.f the 

volcanic rocks. 

Breccia-conglomerates very like the Jukes Conglomerate 

occur within the Mt.! R.ea4 Volcanics e. g. north west o.f Comstock 

' ( .F'i.g. 35) and east of Lake Dora (Figs. 24, 25). Th'ey consist 

mainly o.f boulders (up to l m. x 1 m.) and pebbles, a.ngula:l" to 

rnoderately .rounded, o.f keratophyre and quartz keratophyre, and 

they are poorly sorted. Rare greywack:e tenses show the bedding 

direction. The oharacteristic .feature is the presence 0£ weU 

rounded pebbles up to 5 cm. diameter 0£ grey vei.n .. quartz or 

quartzite, presumably derived from a Precambrian source. The 

Ju,kes Conglomerate is distinguished merely by the fact that it 

conformably underlies the Owen conglomerate. 

These breccias probably mark phases of sub-aerial 

erosion of the volcanics du.ring which material from the 

Tyennan Geanticline was carried into the area. Similar brec'cia-

conglomerates without rounded quartz pebbles occur sporadically 

through the volcanies and are impossible 
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to distinguish from agglomerates and volcanic breccias. 

An unusual rock is the 11 fuchsite breccia-conglomerate 11 

that overlies (structurally) the Natone Volcanics west of Rosebery 

(XZ.580 .Fig. 11). It is about 10 m 0 thick and is a poorly sorted 

rock with an open framework containing m.ainly subangular to 

rounded pebbles of pale grey chert and yellowish microcrystalline 

tuff, together with a few vein quartz and reddish limonitic pebbles. 

They tend to be elongated steeply in a well devei.oped vertical 

cleavage and reach up to 5 cm. in length. The matrix consists of 

angular to subangular quartz, fragments of tu.ff and chert plus 

sericite (part chromian), carbonate, inon oxides, a little tourmaline, 

zirconD K-fel.dspar and albite. The tuH fragments are very 

similar to the Natone Creek tuffs and show variable sericitisation 

and carbonation. Carbono.tes appear to spread outside the fragment 

margins and to replace parts of the groundmass and at Least some of 

it is post-cleavage. Campana and King (1963, p. 6) gave a partial 

analysis of the rock: as follows: Ca co3 : 22. 0%, MgC03: 12. 9%, 

FeC03: 16. 2%, insolubles: 47. 5%,, indicating a rather complex 

carbonate. No parts of the conglomerate examined by the writer 

ever reached anywhere near i:he 50% carbonate indicated by the 

analysis. 

The conglomera~e appears to be the result of rapid weathering 
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of both volcanic rocks and chert and has undergone mild alter-

ation. Carbonate growth and sericitisadon is typical of alteration 

associated with mineralization at Rosebery and Herc"l'lles, though 

possibly some of the carbonate ·may have been syngcnetic • 

Sandstones in and below the volcanics have a varied compos

ition and texture. Structurally below the Natone Volcanics are 

about 800 metres of quartz sandstones that extend north and south 

of Rosebery for several miles (Fig. 11). The:y are known as the 

Stitt Quartzite and consist essentially of thinly bedded micaceous 

sandstones alte.t"nating with finely laminated sHtstones and contain

ing fine conglomerate beds and Lenses (31794-A). Massive sand

stone" beds several metres thick form bold outcrops. Small-scale 

cross,..bedding and intrafo.rmational crumpHng are common in some 

horizons. Similar sand£tones outcrop west of Williamsford and south 

of Mt. Dundas {in the Henty River) and probably represent the 

southerly continuation of the Stitc Quartzite. 

A sandstone bed 30-60 m. thick: ( 32559) forms the .iVIiners 

Ridge south of Queenstown (Fig. 2.8); it is a quartz sandstone with 

subangular particles ranging from O. 02 to O. 3 inxn. diameter. It 

contains several percent of micaceous inaterial ( sericite und some 

biotite) and a few altered feldspar fragxnents. It is tentatively 

correlated with the Stitt Quartzite. Micaceous sandstones occur 
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as lenses to the west of Miners Ridge (e. g. 31234) and are inter ... 

bedded with quartz keratophyres, spilites, tuffs, agglomerates 

and mudstones. Several hundred feet of similar sandstones 

• (3l 798A) overlie tuffs on the Queenstown-Strahan road, 3 miles from 

Strahan. 

Between Lake Beatrice and the Anthony River, along the 

east flank of the Mt. Read Volcanic Arc, are several hundred feet 

of grey quartz sandstones and conglomerates thut underlie kerato-

phyres near the Anthony River (Fig. 3) but are interbedded with 

volcanics near Lake Spicer (Fig. 24 and 25). The beds vary in 

thickness, reaching a maximum of 300 rn. east of Lake Rolteston. 

The sandstones ( 3l 720A-22A) are micaceous and moderately well 

sorted, with an average grain diameter of about O. 03 m:r:c.. They 

are characterised by convolute folds and local areas of intense 

brecciation (slumping ?) marking a phase of deforxnation previously 

thought to be tectonic (Dr. B. Campana, pers. com..m..). Examples 

of these structures are shown in P:ate 44, Nos. l and z: . 

• Near Lake Rolleston north of Lake Dora, Owen-like siliceous 

conglomerates with rounded quartz and quartzite appear with the 

sandstones and Campana et al. ( 1958) regarded the sediments as 

Ordovician in age. However, the presence of these sandstones to-

' 
wards the base of the volcanics, antj. their westerly dip and the 



Plate 44 Nos . l and Z:- Convolute (intraformational) 

crumpling in finegrained sandstones , 

nor t n en of Lak picer. 
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presence of dolomite suggests a possible correlation wich the 

sandstone-dolomite successions on the west side of the volcanic 

arc. 

Sandstones (the Nubeena Quartzite and Slate) enclose the 

Montana Volcanics north and west of Zeehan~ They consist 

essentially of quartz grains no greater than l/ 16 mm. diameter in 

a matrix of sericite and clay { ?) (Spry, 1964); from the 

mineralogy and two chemical analyses (p. 31) of rocks ·'from Oonah 

Hill, Spry has termed them. quartzose sub-greywackes. They are 

very similar to sub-greywackes underlying the Crimson Creek beds 

at Renison Be U. 

Many of the greywack:es described below may weU be of 

tuffaceous or part tuffaceous origin. Those composed largely of 

quartz and rounded rock fragments are most probably greywackes, 

those with quartz and a high percentage of feldspar crystals may be 

partly tuffaceous. Rocks within this range are rare within the 

Mt. Read Volcanics but are common in the sediments and volcanics 

associated with spil.ites lying to the west of the Mt. R ea<l Arc. 

The rocks incerbedded with [he spilites and overlying the Pre

cambrian sediments for three to four 1niles east of the Magnet Mine 

(Waratah) are typical (Fig. 7) (Gr_ov·es and Solomon, 1964). Specimen 

30659, from the old Magnet tram-line, consists n~ainly of isolated 
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grains, up t.o O. 2 mm4 diameter, of angular to subangular quartz 

a::d irregularly shaped feldspars in a £erruginous, magnetite-rich 

matrix. Though a few grains of fairly fresh albite are present, 

the 1najority of the feldspars appear to be microcline. Most of 

them show a very fine, spindi.e-Like normal albite twinning and 

some show 11 grid iron11 lameUae; they are opticaUy negative and 

2V measurements range from 79 ° to 81°. Several contain blebs 

and ii-regular patches of_clear quartz and some crystals appear to 

be almost entirely replaced by quartz. The feldspars may welc 

be of direct pyrodastic origin. 

Other rocks from this area are similar (30655, 30657 ~ 

30658, 30660) but vary in quartz (up to 40%) and iron oxide content. 

Specirnen 3065 7b is unusual in that the matrix has several percent 

of smaE ( O. 05 m_-rn.. diameter) hornblende crystals, apparently as a 

detrital component. 

The abundance of :.:nicrocline in a sequence containing albite 

lavas is unusual and has not been noticed elsewhere in Tas1nania. 

It is suggested that the rocks are at least partly derived froxn -

•.rolcanic explosions of acid and potassic lava which failed to form 

flows by reason of its high gas content. Quartz keralophyres have 

been found in this area but are albite rich. 

Passing eastward along strike from the·Magnet area and away 

from the spilites these tuffoceous ( ?) sandstones merge to sub-
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greywackes and greywackes with more marked sedirnentary 

features. These are poorly sorted with an open framework and 

consist dominantly of angular quartz grains, several of which are 

el0ngate and exhibit undulose extinction, Other elastic grains 

include rounded albite~ hornblende, augite, chlorite, magnetite 

and rare rock fragrnents, They range in grain size from 0, 2 to 

o. 8 mm. diameter and generally the grains are not quite in contact. 

The 1natrix consist of chlorite, iron ores and sn1aU fragrnents of 

other minerals. 

Similar tuffaceous sandstones (but with albite), greywackes 

and subgreywackes occur at a similar horizon east and west of 

Renison Bell, near Mt. Dundas, in the Henty River and west .of 

Miners Ridge, generally associated with spHites, keratophy.ric 

tuffs and mudstonesa They are correlated with the Crimson Creek 

Formation. 

S c;i. ndstones rich in rock fragments are rare but do occur in 

the Crilnson Creek beds. Specimen 50Gl36, from the N~ Ee Dundas 

tram, consists of moderately rounded particles of rock up to 1. 5 mm. 

diameter in a fairly well sorted material with little matrix. The 

particles consist mainly of spilite, microcrystalline tuff and grey

wacke, together with quartz and some unknown fine-grained rocks. 

This rock is similar to the fuchsite breccia-conglomerate and is 

n 
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p.r:obably derived from weatb,ering of ~nderlying v:olc_anic rocks. 

Siltstones occur relatively rarely in the Mt. Read Volcanics, 

(e~ g. at Tullah. Red Hills and Comstock). and are interbedded with 

s~ratifi:ed tuffs. They are much more common west of the volcanic 

arc, interbedded with sandstones ap.d vokanicso They are 

coi:nposed of detrital quartz grains scattered in a very fine-grained~ 

sericitic matri~ and generally show fine stratification (31789, 

31762). On King IslandD banded silts tones below the volcanics north 

of Gity of Melbourne Bay contain nodules of pyrite up to 3-4 cm. 

acr.oss that show crude concentric layering and are almost certainly 

of syngenetic origin. 

Rather flattened ovoid bodies of pyrite with their long axes 

parallel to bedding occur in finely banded sUtstones (31787-31790) 

at Red Hills that are interbedded with quartz keratophyres. These 

specimens were obtained from the core of three drill holes put 

down by the Electrolytic Zinc Co. and Rio Tinto Mining Co. in 1958; 

A common feature of spilites is the occurrence of ma.p.ganese 

in adjacent sediments e. g. Park, 1946 on Olympic Penninsula,and 

·the manganes deposits of the Tamworth. area in New South. W 8 1es 

(Segnit, 1962) wb.ich appear to be related to spilite occurrences. 

In Tasmania, manganese occurs in quantity in only one spilitic area, 
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viz~ Manganese Hill. immediae·ely west of Zeehan~ Here it 

occurs as pyrolusite with geethite and forins a Large capping to 

Crimson Creek sediments and spilites carrying carbonates and 

silver ... lead inineralization~ Blissett (1962, p~ 168) followed 

earlier workers in regarding the capping as derived from oxidation 

of manganiferous side.rite and pyrite though he points out that some 

of the iron {and manganese ?) may be derived .from the sediments. 

Drilling under the capping has proved that it does not extend far 

below the surface. The source of the manganese is not at all clear 

&nd though it may in part be derived from sediments Leached by 

percolating acid solutions developed during sulphide oxidation, it 

may also be derived from mangani.ferous siderite of hydro,t.-hermal 

origin. 

Another common associate of spilitic vulcanism in various 

parts o.f the world is chert, .frequently of radiolarian origin (e. g. 

Cornwall. New South Wales). In Tasmania. several fine-grained 

siliceous rocks are known from the Crimson Creek. formation, 

particularly near the base. For example, west of Waratah, the 

basal Crimson Creek sediments contain beds of pale grey chert up 

to 3 or 6 m. thick and possessing a characteristic sub-conchoidal 

fracture; they are exposed near the Magnet Mine, on the Corinna 

Road, and in the Cleveland Mine (31861, 31863). They are also 
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reported to occur on the top of Mt. Cleveland (Reid, 1923). 

Fragments of similar material (3183'7) are common in the fuch-

sitic breccia west of Rosebery. They were probably derived 

from Local chert Lenses at this horizon such as the 5 m. bed 

(31845) encountered within tu££ and brecciated rhyoLites of the Mt. 

Read Volcanics during drilling at the Pinnades Mine north of 

Rosebery. In thin section, all these rocks consist of a feature-

Less microcrystaHine quartz ( ?) aggregate. 

At Renison BeH and Smithton, cherts occur below the 

Crimson Creek beds. The Renison Bell chert (the "Red Rock") 

immediately and conformably underlies muds tones and volcanics 

and might be regarded as the basal unit of the Crimson Creek 

formation. It has been mapped in some dei·ail by i:he writer and 

P.A. Hill during surveys of the mine area in 1960 and 1961 

(Fig. 26, 27). 

This unit is extremely variable and two identical strati-

graphic sections cannot be found. It is up to 35 m. thick near 

the 1nine but thins out in all directions - it has not been .found 

outside the half mile square of the mine area. Rock types include 

pink or red chert, coarse-grained hematitic sandstone, muds tone, 

greywacke sandstone, coarse paraconglomerates with pebbles of 

chert and n-1udstone, and at least two lenticular beds of dolomite. 
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The cherts and hemat:itic sandstones are well exposed on and 

near the Bosebery-Q 1_1eenstown road; in the cutdng near the 

hotel, beds of pink chert up to '7 r.o.. thick alternate with thin 

bands o £purplish grey mudstones and hematitic sandstones. 

Septarian nodules up to 15 cm.~ dia1neter at'e common in the thick 

chert beds and deformed chert nodules several cm. i.n diameter 

occur in muds tones a few hundred metres southeas t of the cutting. 

The reddish chert (32920) consists of a inicrocrystaHine 

quartzose aggregate liberally speckled with hematite "dust"· 

The chert nodules are laced with veinlets o.f fibrous 11 chert11 that 

generally have a clear, coarsely crystalline quartz core. 

The sandstones (e. g. 32921) consist of grains up to 2 mm. 

diameter, almost alL of which consist of chert or very fine-gt'ained 

quartz aggregate (up to O. 06 mm. diam.eter). These grains are 

rounded, in some cases almost bulbous and Like th.e chert nodules 

in the mudstones, appear to have been plastic at the depositionai 

stage. Adjacent grains tend co accomxnodate each other by 

moulding though some are separated by interstitial hematite. Very 

hematitic chert or hematite forms some grains. In a f.ew samples, 

some of the chert grains have a ovoid shape and impart an oolitic 

appearance to the sandstone. 

The chert (and probably the hematite) appears to have been 
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a primary precipitate and to have been locally broken up Ol" 

"necked out11 to form sandstones and conglomeratic rocks, 

The 11Red Rock'' marks the transition from Success Creek 

to Crimson Creek sedimentation and coarse conglomerates with 

quartzite, granite and volcanic rock boulders occur locally at its 

base, overlying dolomite. The hematitic chert sandstones are 

presumably derived .from reworking of chert in shallow water 0 

The presence of this chert at the level at which spilitic volcanicity 

commenced rather indicates that the silica and iron oxides were 

del"ived from volcanic exhalations,; 

Carey and Scott (1952) have described an oolitic chert from 

Smithton at a s~milar horizon to the 11Red Rock11
o They regard 

the chert as silicified dolomite, tb.e dolomite bed lying immediately 

below spilites, volcanic breccias and mudstones and overlying 

quartzites. The Smithton chert was first described by Nye, 

Fi.nucance and Blake (1934) as a fine-grained silicified conglomerate 

interbeaded with black chert and grey slates. It consists oi grey 

and dark grey, ovoid to spherical (and a few angular) bodies of chert 

in a white siliceous matrix0 the bo::li.es varylng between O. 25 and 

O. 5 cm. in diameter. Nye et al. believed the chert to be distinct 

from the. dolomite but Carey and Scott suggested the chert is silic

ified dolomite, on the grounds that part of the dolomite is silicified. 

It seems fairly clear from the descriptions that the chert bands are 
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Fig. 2.2: Geological map of the Zeehan area to show the 

distribution of spilites compiled from maps by 

Blissett, GuiUine, and Pitt., 
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Fig. 23: Geologicc:i.l :map of the Mt. Farrel (Tullah.) 

district. Geology by M. Solor.non and 

C. Brooks. 
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Fig. 24: Geological map of the Lake Dora Area. 
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Fig. 25: East-west cross-section through the southern 

end of Lake Dora (slightly generalised). 
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Fig. 2.6: Geological map of the Renison Bell Mining 

Area. Geology by P.A. Hill and 

M. Solomon (1960-61). 
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Fig. 2 7: Cross-section through B enison Bell Hill on 

mine gridline 1100 ft. North. 
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Fig, 28; Geological map of the Lynch Creek area, near 

Queenstown, to show the distribution of the 

spHites and keratophyres. 
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Fig. 29: East-west cross-section along Lynch Creek. ,_ 
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prhnary units but that some dolomite has been silicified. The 

oolitic structure is probably derived from oolitic dolomite (see 

a\so Spry, 1964, p. 47). 

To summarise, the sediments· interbedded with the volcanics 

are. important in that they .throw some light on the conditions of 

deposition of the volcanics. The sediments ·are non-terrestrial 

and i.n part (probably entirely) marine and are derived from two main 

sources - a qt~artzose source (Precambrian ·rocks) and the local 

volcanic rocks. Chert beds close to volcanic horizons may have 

derived tneir· silica from volc'anic action. 

STRATIGRAPHY AND DISTRIBUTION O.F THE 

VOLCANICS 

Two distinctive volcanic assemblages developed in the early 

Cambrian eugeosyncline of western Tasmania and they have fairly 

well-defined distributions. Along the eastern margin of the Cambrian 

basin• parallel. to the Tyennan Geanticline, there grew a volcanic 

range of keratophyric nature, the Mt. Read Volcanic Arc, while 

to the west, in the deeper parts of tb.e sedimentary basins, spilites 

and minor keratophyres were extruded and pyroclastic flows were 

probably swept in from the Mt. Read Arc. 
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Spilites north of Mt0 Dundas and in Lynch Creek, close 

to the western margin of the Mt~ Read Arc, are closely associated 

with keratophyric tti.ffs and tuffaceous sandstones • 

Volcanic Rocks west of the Mt. Read Volcanic Arc 

The spilites of King Island overlie mudstonesD dolomite, 

and dolomite bi·eccia ( .Fige 4, 5). The breccia .has been identified 

as tillite and correlated with the Sturt tillite of South Australia, 

of Cambrian age (Carey, 1947b). The assemblage of dolomites, 

quartz sandstones, and mudstones is one that occurs in several 

parts of Tasmania and in each case immediately underlying rocks 

that may be Lower or Lower Middle Cambrian. The dolomite

sandstone rocks may be eady Cambrian or late Proterozoic. 

In Cumberland Creek a spilite flow (31815) is interbedded 

with va.rve•like mudstones overlying tillite 0 and at City of Melbourne 

Bay Mr. H. Bartlett has pointed out a bed of spilitic cuff (3182.Z) 

that lies within tiUitev 

At Smithton (Fig. 6) spilites overlie a succession containing 

dolomite, sandstone and chert and these beds have been correlated 

with the similar Lithologies on King Island (Carey-and Scott1 1952), 

and with other dolomite-bearing successions of the Younger Pi°e

cambrian (Spry, l 962a, p. 111). At Ch.ristmas Hills~ wESt of 
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of Smithton,, GuiHine (1959) discovered Upper Middle Cambrian 

fossils in a siltstone which he believed to be .at the base of the 

volcanic-bearing successiono. The writer has briefly examined 

the field relations in the area west of Smithton and it is clear that 

such a correlation cannot be .supported as the gross structure of 

the Smith.ton-Christmas, Hi:Vs area is unknown.. From the meagre 

evidence available it is probable that the Christmas Hills rocks are 

considerably higher in i:he Cambrian than the spilites. At Penguin 0 

pillow lavas overlie cherts, slates and greywackes that rest on 

Precambrian ( ?) rocks (Banks, 1956). 

Near the Magnet Mine (Fig. ·7) spilites occur near the base 

o.f a mudstone-greywacke assemblage correlated with the Crimson 

Creek ArgiUite (Groves and Solomon, 1964; Solomon, in press) 

and this assemblage overlies sandstones, shales and dolomite with 

appareni: con.formityo Quartz keratophyres occur in Ct"imson 

Creek sediments in the Corinna Road (639 0 640). A very similar 

succession is to be found at Renison Bell (Hall and Solomon, 1962). 

Only_ thin gabbroic sHLs have so far been found there in the Crimson 

Creek beds, but Taylor (1954) reported a 9 m. 11 basalt11 flow in tb,e 

Crimson Creek: Argillite in the Pieman River west of Renison Bell 

and spilitic tuffs occur near the base of i:he Crimson Creek Argillite 

(31845). It is possible thai: some of the gabbroic rocks are nctualiy 

flows. 
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At Z~eh.an~· the'pictu.re is not ·so dear~ Spilitic flows 0 

necks and dykes are found north and' west of Zeeb.an (Fig~ 22) in 

quartz sandstones, dark gr~y shates and thin dolomites, particu

larly in the region 0£ the Western, Montana· and Queen :mines 

(King~ 1961). The volcanics have been termed the Montana 

Melaphyre Volcanics (Hills and Garey, 1949) and the sediments the 

Nubeena Quartzite and Slate'(Banks, 1956) •. The· Latter have been 

correlated with the Carbine Group (Blissett and Gu.ill.ine, 1961) 

and included in the Oonab: Quartzite and Slate of the Younger Pre

cambrian (Spry9 195_8, 1964; Blissett, 1962; p. 23). Spry (1964) 

suggested that the Montana Volcanics are discordant and are 

feeders to Lavas in overlying Cambrian formations but there is 

Litde doubt that several of the spilites are concordant (Twelvetrees, 

1900 0 p. 9) and no flows have been reported in the overlying form-

ations. 

The enclosing sediments are similar to the Qonah Quartzite 

and Slate excep~ they contain bands of dolomite and the Wt"iter (in. 

press) has correlated them with other dolomite-bearing successions 

immediately below the Cambrian ( ?) greywacke sequence. 

Twelvetrees and Ward (1910, p. 18) described 11 Keratophyric 

Tuf.fs and Breccias" in the niudstones overlyfog the spilite-sandstone 

succession at Zeehan, though from the writer's observations, the 

,,,_F 
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majority of fragmental rocks in the muds tones appear to be 

greywackes (e.go 31847). 

The Teepookana tuffs are exposed in an isolated fault block 

east of Strahan (Fig. 3) and overlie finely banded silts tones. The 

succession is almost certainly ef Cambrian age and the siltstones 

may belong to the Crimson Greek Argillite·. 

The thick succession o.£ spilitic volcanics in the High Rocky 

Point - Wanderet1Hver area overlies several hundred feet of sand

stones, m.udstones and tuffs with thin argillaceous limestones and 

calcareous shales (from reconnaissance mapping by the wl:'iter). 

Nye (in Finucane, 1932) mentioned sm.all occurrences of quartz 

keratophyre associated with the spilites. 

· Amygdaloidal spilites (the Curtain Davis volcanics) occur 

north of Mt. Dundas in sediments and tu££s correlated by Banks 

(1956) with the Brewery Junction formation from the middle of the 

Dundas Group. Blisset (1962) tentatively ac:cepted this correlation. 

The Curtain Davis volcanics are actually not within the type 

succession of the Dundas Group and the correlation just mentioned 

is based on superficial similarities of the enclosing sedi:ments with 

Brewery Junction beds. A study of the geological map of the area 

shows that the volcanics are isolated from the Dundas Group by a 

series of major faults and are very close to the dolomite-sandstone 
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rocks of M~~ Dundas (the Garoine Group), correlated by the 

writer with the Success Creek phase. The proximi~y of the 

voLcanics to the base of the Crimson Creek Argillite suggests that 

) they may be only a few 'hundred feet higher (stratigraphica!Ly) 
' 

than the Zeehan spilites and quite possibly at a similar horizon to 

the 11 basaW' reported in the Pieman River by Taylor. 

Associated with the Curtain Davis spilites are quartz-albite 

tuffaceous ( ?) sandstones or greywackes (50Gl46-158 and 169-1'72) 

probably derived from erosion of quartz keratophyres in the adjacent 

Mt. Read Arc. 

When Elliston ( 1'954) described_ the Dundas Group he referred 

to major developments of volcanic rocks and in particular to basaltic 

flows in the Hodge, Brewery JUn.ction, Comet' and Cli:mie formationso 

Banks (1956) suggested most of El!iston1 s pyroclastics were sediment8 

but a.greed that some tuff beds existed; these appear to be lentic-

ular keratophyric tuffs but~ like the C1lrtain Davis volcanics, do not 

occur in the type section and are correlated on lithological grounds. 

BLisseti: refer.red to only two thin bands of keratophyric tuff in the 

whole Dundas Group. The basic lavas mentioned by Elliston have 

not been recorded since, either by Blissett ( 1962) or during a recent 

study of the Dundas Group by Hi Us ( 1964). Banks (1956, l 962a) • 

following Elliston on the distribution of Lavas, believed the volcanics 
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• 
coincided with the siltsbne phases o.f Dundas sedimentation but 

this idea has not' been supported by other worke1•s; vulcanism 

dudng deposition o.f tne Dundas Gl"oup in the Mt. Dundas area 

appears to nave been very limited. 

J~ possible spilitic rock. (or .fine-grained gubbro ·?) crops 

out on tb.e Zeeh.ru1 ... Queenstown road, hal.f a Jnile north of the 

Henty Rivei·. Its field 1~elations are not clear but it could well be 

in the basal part oi the Ct''imson C.t>eek .formation. In the Henty 

River (a quarter of a mile cast of the b1•idge) • the writer has found 

k0ratophy1·ic tufts (31800) interbedde'd i.vit!:l r.nudstones in whicb 

Blissett (1962, p. 40} has reported Middle Ca.mb.rain sponges. 

These tufts, the~, are 0£ similar age to _those reported in the type 

sectio1i of the Dundas· Gt>oup. 

In Lynch Creek, Qu.eenstown, quat·tz keratophyric cl:ysta.l 

tuf.fs occut- interbedded with spilite .flows and mudstenes and the 

structus.·al 'interpretation (Fig. 2.8, 2.9) indicates that this horizon 

is approxiln.ei:ely equivalent to that of tbe quartz knratophyres t.o 

the east. The sandstone of Minet's Ridge may be much th~ same 

age o.s the Stitt Qua.t'tzite. 

es 
In general, ·the Tai:.fmru?.iun spHU,\ n!'e not e'densive, though 

up to several tho·usands ef feet thick, and t.m individual c11.::curt'enc~s 

appear to repres~nt local centres oi Gl:'Upti.on. The diagwsm (fig. 30) 



Fig. 30: Summarised stratigraphic columns for various 

areas in West Tasmania. The datum line is 

the base of the volcanic-greywacke succession 

or the top of the sandstone-dolomite succession. 
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summarising the stratigraphic columns of m03t of these occurr

ences indicates a fairly consistent relationsb.i p between the 

Success Creek rocks 8.11.d the volcanics. It would appear that 

spilitic eruptions heralded,. or followed soon after, the onset of 

synorogenic• mudstone-greywacke sedimentation in the Dundas 

Trough. On the West Coast spilitic vulcanism appears to have 

practically ceased soon after the beginning of Dundas Group 

deposition though on the North Coast (near Ulverstone)· spilites 

are recorded by Jennings and .Burns (in Banks, 196Za) in the 

Upper Middle Cambrian.. The keratophyric voleanics occur partly 

at the same horizon as the spilite flows and partly at considerably 

higher horizons, well up in the Dundas Group. 

The Mt. Read Volcanic Arc 

The age of these rocks has been the subject of c'ontrovet'sy 

in recent years. Until a few years ago the volcanics had been 

regarded as equivalent to part of the Dundas Group (Carey, 1947a; 

1953; Banks, 1956; and Solomon, 1960) but in 1958, Campana et al. 

indicated an age younger than th.e Dundas Group. Later {1960) 

they suggested the V:o lcanics are older than this Group, though thi·s 

was questioned by Banks and Solomon (1961) who considered that the 
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facts brought forward by Campana et al •. were not at 'variance 

with ·the admittedly tenuous hypoth'esis of contemporaneity with 

the Dundas Group.. In this criticism the term Mt .. Read Volcanics 

was first adopted •. 

In 1962- a:n,d 1963, C~mpana .and King summarised their 

previous views in a table that showed th~ Mt·., Read Volcanics un

con.formably overlain by the Dundas Group and unconformably 

overlying the Success Creek sn,ndstone-dolomite successions and 

also the Primrose Volcanics, which the writer has assumed to be 

part of the Mt. Read Volcanics. The critical evidence used by 

Campana and King to support their table appears to be as follows:-

(a) At Bulgobac the volcanics are overlain unconformably by 

Dundas Group sediments 0 and pebbles of volcanic !'ocks 

occur in th.e sedin1.ents. 

(b) The volcanics are more sheared than the Dundas Group and 

Crimson Creek sediments. 

( c) The volcanics overlie .the sandstone-dolomite successions, 

referred to as the "basal Cambrian sedimen~s 11 • 

Reasons for the unconformity at the base of the volcanics were not 

given arid in fact Campana and King (in Banks 1962a, p. 131) stated 

that the Mt. Read Volcanics "rest on and appear to grade downwards 

to the early Cambrian succession discussed above •••• ' 1• 
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The writer has independently mapped what appear to be 

the cri~i cal areas for determing the age· of the volcanics (i .. e. the 

east and west flanks of the Mt. Read Volcanic Arc); and makes 

the following comments on Campana and King's conclusions:-

(a) Upper limit of the Volcanics 

At Bulgobac the volcanics are overlain by mudstones 0 

greywackes and tuffs ( ?) but there is no evidence of un

conformity. The regional mape i!i .fact, strongly indicates 

conformity (Fig. 3). The age of the o\rerlying rocks is 

unknown (Banks and Solomon, 1961) but judging by the rock 

types they a.re likely to be equivalent to the Dundas Group 

or the Crimson Creek formation. They overlie the volcanics 

at Bulgobac but could be equivalent to volcanics that formed 

further east within the Arc; the tuffs ( ?) within the sediments 

indicate continuing volcanic activity. The rare pebbles of 

quartz keratophyre in the basal sediments a.r:e probably of 

very Local derivation. The suggestion that vu1canicity 

continued well into Dundas Group thne is supported by the 

occurrence of Dundas Group fossils in close field association 

with the Mt. Read Volcanics near Va[entines Peak. Pike 

(1964) following previous work in this area by A. Mackenzie 

(.for the Electrolytic Zinc Co.) and the writer (for Rio Tinto 

\ 

'~ 
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Mining Co .• ) has found that these fossils occur in mud

stones within a few hundred yalds of volcanics that a.re 

clearly part of the western rrargin of the Mc. Read Arc. 

The exact relationships of the rock groups are not clear 

but there is no evidence suggesting an unconformity or 

major faulting between them • 

.Further support for a Dundas Group age is provided 

by the occurrence of keratophyric tuf.fs in th.e Dundas Group 

near Dundas township (Blissett, 1962, p. 34} and in the 

Henty Rivero 

Many of the tuff beds west of the Arc may be pyrodastic 

flows, derived .from the Arc and conte1nporaneous with 

Mt. Read vulcanicity. 

( b) Degree of Deformation 

The 'voLcanics and Cambrian sediments appear to have unc;ler

gone very similar amounts of de.formation and shear zones 

with intense deformation are found in both sediments and 

volcanics. The ubiquitous foliation of generally NNW to WNW 

trend appears to be of one age only and because it uffects 

Silurian and Lower Devohian .rocks, is asSlrred to be 

Tabberabbera1'1. 

(c) Base of the Volcanics 

The relations between the 11 basal Cambrian sediments" and the 
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volcanics is 11ot clear though the weight of evidence 

favours the suggestion th.at the sediments (termed th.e 

Success Creek phase by Solomon~ in press.) immediately 

underlie the volcanicsp The evidence for thi9 is given 

below. 

At Lake Dora (Figs. 2.4 and 25) the volca.qics rest with 

apparent conformity on one or two hundred metres of sandstones 

and mudstones that in one place contains a siliceous dolomi~e 

(confirmed by X-ray identification). The succession east of the 

northern tip 0£ Lake Dora is as follows: 

- Quartz keratophyre ... 

120 m.,: Grey, poorly bedded medium-to fine-grained 

(average O. 1 mm. diameter) sandstone (31702.A) 

wit·h conglomeratic bands from a few cm. ta 1 cm., 

thick, containing rounded white and' pink quartz 

pebbles up .to 2 cm. diameter. 

30 m.: Keratophyric tuff (31703A) with quartz and albite 

fragments in a chloritic matrix. 

6 mo: Contorted siliceous shales (31704A). 

12 m.: Pale grey fine-grained (average diameter Oo 1 mmo) 

dolomite {31705A) containing 5-10% of rounded 

quartz grains. 

3 m 0 : Contorted siliceous shales with thine fine-grained 

sandstone bands. 
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18 m.: gap - fault? 

- Older Precambrian schists and quartzites -

On the west side of the Mt. Bead Arc at about this Latitude 

the exposures a.re not as good but in an east-flowing tributary of 

the Henty River, massive quartzite beds step down to the east in 

a series of asymmetric folds to disappear in the bed of the Henty 

River under mudstones and then massive keratophyric .rocks (Fig. 3 

point A). 

Between Williamsford and the Silver Falls, the contact 

between Success Creek rocks and the volcanics is intermittently 

ex:posedo Much of this contact is faulted, judging by the discordant 

strikes on either side and the brecciation and crumpling of the 

sedimente (e. g. 100 m. east of. the Williams ford Hotel). Eight 

hundred metres north of Rosebery, the sediments dip easterly 

and appear, al Lowing for fault movement, to underlie the volcanics. 

Traverses alorig Higgins Creek and Lynch Creek (west of Pinnacles) 

by' the writer (quoted in Campana and King, 1963,· p. 13) reveal 

several thousand feet of mudstones, fine·grained greywackes and 

occasional conglomerates, dipping east at between 60° and 80° and 

showing only minor folding except near the volcanic boundary. 

Approaching Rosebery along the Pieman River (Fig. 11) or railway 

line from the north, the east dips steepen to vertical and half a 
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mile north of the town, become westerly. From here to south. 

of Rosebery the dominant dips in the sediments are westerly and 

appear to be overturned. Hall et al. (1953, p. 1148) considered 

these .rocks we.re overturned ("proved by rock structures and by 

sedimentary characteristics") and Campana aJ:?,d King (1963, p. 7) 

state that overturning has been "confirmed by our investigations". 

However, no details are given and from conversations with these 

writers~ it is clear that no definite proof of overturning has been 

found. Hills (1964) studying the structure between Benison Bell 

and Rosebery .found two or three ex:ampies of small-scale cross-

bedding (units 2 or 3 cm. thick) in a metre of sandstone in the Stitt 

River that very strongly indicates the west-dipping sediments are 

the right way up. Yet if this is extrapolated to indicate that all 

the west-dipping rocks are the .right way up, then the east dips to 

the north must be overturnedo The sediments west of Rosebery lie 

within an important fault zone striking NNE from Mt. Dundas and 

it is likely that they a.re severely .faulted and/or folded. Thus 

• without more evidence, which appears to be unavailable in present 

exposures 8 the problem must remain unsolved. However at present 

the regional evidence favours an interpretation placing the Success 

Creek rocks below the Primrose Volcanics. 

The succession west of the Rosebery railway station was first 
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described in detail by .Fi.m~cane ( 193~), who termed it the Rosebery 

Series, and has since been checked by Campana and King (19631 

p. 10) and the writer. From east .to west it is as follows:-

approx. 1, 300 m,: Primrose Volcanics (regarded as 

intrusive by Finucane), containing lenses 

of .finely banded muds tone. 

640 m.: Stitt Quartzite, a white or pale grey sand-

stone-quartzite, coarse-to fine-grained, 

thinly to thickly bedded and with rare 

conglomeratic lenses; shale partings are 

common. The ripple marks exhibited by 

Campana and King (1963) appear to be 

intersections of bedding and a fracture 

surface, 

120 m.: Natone Volcanics, mainly fine-grained 

tuffs. 

90-120 m.: .Fuchsitic breccia-conglomerate, described 

on p. 188. 

90 m.: Westcott Dolomitic beds, reported by 

Finucane (1932) as purple slates and 

dolomitic siltstones. Quartzose grey-

wacl~es are the only rocks discovered by 

the writer but carbonate-rich sediments. 
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are reported by Campana and King fro:rn 

this horizon both north and south of the 

Pie man. 

+ 120 m. : Munro Creek Slate and Quartzite, alter

nating grey slates, carbonaceous slates 

and fine-grained sandstones. 

The thick Stitt Quartzite does not continue as .fa1· north as tb.e Chester 

mine area. either because it lenses out·or because th.e beds become 

concealed by north-plunging folds. 

The volcanic-Stitt Quartzite relationship is obscure and in 

most places faulted, and the writer knows of no evidence indicating 

unconformity as Campana and King suggest. 

The "Rosebery Series'' is simiL ar lithologically to sandstene

dolomite suceessions at Renison Bell, Zeeb.an, Mt. Dundas, Mt. 

Bischoff- Smithton and King Island (see Elg. 30) and these are 

tentatively correlated under the term Success Creek pb.ase. The 

Mt •. Read Volcanics thus appear to immediately overlie the same 

sediments as the spilitic sequences and henee the lower part 0£ the 

Mt. Read Volcanics is probably equivalent to the spilite flows. 

The Lynch Creek (Queenstown) area provides further support 

for the contemporaneity of S]>ilites and the lower Mt. Read Volcanics. 

The d~stribution of the potassic volcanies (K
2 

0 >Na
2 

0) 
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within ttie Mt. Read Arc may be of stratigraphic significance. 

The Primrose Volcanics on the west side of the Arc and the 

potassic rocks in the Anthony IUver-Lake Dora zone are clearly 

near the base 0£ the Mt. Read Volcanics. The remaining zones 

of potassic rocks (TuHah-Red I-~ilts• Madam Howard Plains, Mt .. 

Sedgwick-Mt. Darwin) are probably in the basal parts of the 

volcanic pile but the st.ructu re in these areas is not sufficiently 

understood to be certain of tb.e stratigraphy. 

From the evidence available in the field, Little better. than 

a late Proterozoic to Cambrian age can be assigned to the 

Mt. Read Volcanics. However. a preHmina.ry dating o.f the 

Mt. Sedgwick potassic quartz keratophyre (312.5'7) by Mr. C. Brooks 

(using Rb/Sr methods) gives an age of 580 million years. This 

tentatively indicates an early Cambrian age for the lower part of 

the Mt. Read Volcanics. 


